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At

Work of the State

Flocks ar.d

Cases of Tuberculosis and danders

Serious Accident.

Promptly

Mechanic Falls, .Jau. 12.—The Grand
m.
Trunk passenger train due here at 7.10 a.
met with what might have been a serious no.
cident. The train brought attached to the
of digrear, a Range digger for the purpose
ice from between the
and
snow
the
ging
And.
tracks. The man in charge was named
the
ley, of Gorham, N. H. On approaching
crossing above the junction of the Hum ford
Falls & Buckfield road with the Grand Trunk*
he endeavored to raise the lever as usual to
clear the planks in the crossing. It appears
that he did not raise it sufficiently so that
the plows caught in the planking. The lever
coming over struck Audiey a terrible blow in
The
the chest, rendering him senseless.
rear of the car was thrown violently from
the track, an4 the hind trucks torn off. Fortunately, the pin connecting the car to the
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passenger cars broke, and thistaverted what
might have been a repetition of the Haverhill disaster. The train was approaching a
high bridge over the Li ttlei Androscoggin
River, and had the accident occurred on it
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that 1 the train would Lave
been precipitated into the water below. The
train went on, very few of the passengers,

the chances
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tlieir narrow escape.
Audiey was
removed to the Elms Hotel and attended by
lJl.
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badly .Wednesday night.
Bath, Jan. 12.—It was ten degrees below
zero here this morning.
Court Business at Skowhegan.
the snow drifted

Skowhegan, Jan. 12.—The Supreme Judicial Court, Judge Danforth, adjourned today after a busy session of twenty-one days.
Twenty-two verdicts were rendered, ten divorces nisi decreed and two thousand sixtythree dollars in fines in liquor cases collected
and two liquor dealers committed to jail.

Kuaplnyrd.

sncodly

The Musical 1888.
As the musical New Yeah heaves in sight, we
greet it With the “sound of Cornet,” (or any other
musical Instrument, for all of which Oliver
nit.m. A (in., provide the very best Instruction
Books.)
With the New year, many new pupils will commence to learn the
Piano; to them and their
teachers we commend

McNoallys* Foreign Trip.
Biddefgiio, Jan. 12—Harry A. McXeally.
brother of the Saco bank defaulter, left today for New York, and will sail for Liverpool by steamer Bothnia, of the Cunard line,
Saturday. His sole object is to recover the
stolen bank securities. He declined to state
where he was going, but said he should be
gone about six weeks. Frank C. MeNeally,
the defaulter, will also go to Liverpool, but
will sail from Montreal or Quebec.
The

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD
FOR THE PIANOFORTE,
a peerless book, which has held the lead for many
unaffected by the appearance of other
and.
years,
undoubtedly excellent Instructors, still sells like
l’rlce $3.

book,

CHILDREN’S DIADEM fftfe

Payment for Injury.
Saco, J an. 12,—S. L. Purington of Parsonsfieid, has just received quite a sum of
money from the Boston & Maine railroad, as
damages for the injuries received in the accident on the Nashua and Woreester division in December,‘1880. He was mail agent
be tween Worcester and Portland at the time
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Governor’s Council.
Augusta, Jan. 12.—The Governor’s Council today met for the first time this year. The
work done was wholly of a routine charac
ter. A number of reports were submitted
and accepted. There will be a meeting tomorrow evening when the council will adThe
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journ till next week.

HOUSE,

Bangor

ri es, a treasurer and an executive committee
of twenty-one.
Hon. Gorham L. Boynton, a prominent
citizeD, president of the Penobscot Savings
Bank, died this morning aged 80 years.

Remodelled, Refurnished,. Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN I’LAA.

Taken to Bellevue.

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men's cafe and billiard-room added, and first-class
In every respect.
K003IM f*'ISOVI 81.00 A DAW VP.
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e.riia.g Sdiool of Slr..|r.plir,
Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Bay and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
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WEATHER.

THE

Washington, Jan. 13.
are
indications for New England
warmer, fair weather, followed by snow,
fresli to brisk winds, increasing in force and

The

becoming southerly.
LOCAL WEATHEB REPORT.
Portland, Me., Jan. 12. 1888,
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report of the
State Cattle Commission was handed to the
Governor and Council to-day. The report
contains a detailed account of the cases
which have been acted upon by the Commission during the year. The majority of these
cases were of disease among cattle principally tuberculosis. Among horses there have
been a numfcer of cases of glanders, which

have called for attention by the Commission.
September 3d a case of glanders was reported by F. M. Cunningham of Oldtown,
and a large bay stallion was found to be badly affected with the disease, and was at once
condemned and destroyed, having been appraised at 850.
This case is of much importance to owners
of horses, and especially to lumbermen in
this State, who should have their horses carefully Inspected before taking them into log
camps, where they are confined to close
quarters and obliged to feed together, and
where one diseased animal could easily contaminate all the others.
September 13th, Mr. Cunningham again re-

ported
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any compromise with the railroad strikers,
but if tlie miners will go to work unconditionally the company will consider any
grievances they may have.
Shenandoah, Pa., Jan. 12.—There are
now nearly 10,000 coal miners on a strike in

the West Mahonoy district. As for the busthey are
iness interests of Shenandoah,
likely to go altogether to ruin in the event of
a loug strike, and already some merchants
The largest dry
are taking
preoutions.
good* concern in this town has closed out its
stock. Bud the same action has been taken
by one of the principal clothing houses. Altogether half a dozen merchants have put up
shutters on their shops and sought other
localities. Shenandoah is almost wholly dependent upon the trade of miners for its
prosperity, and the idleness of that import
ant class of the community during a period
perhaps covering several months is a very
serious matter for the business
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a’arm as to the outcome of the
and labor
belt in
part of this mining
anticipation of a coming storm. '1 lie strike
leaders say the miners can keep up the fight
till spring, or later if necessary, and that
they are all prepared for it.
t?it atvtv/2 Pn
.Inn. 12.—All in nuiot along
the line. Not a pound of coal has come
from the anthracite regions since last evening and tlie coal treflio is at an almost absolute standstill.
Shenandoah, Pa., Jan. 12.—As a result
the
of the business men’s visit to Corbin,
the
feeling here is in favor of settling
referminers strike by arbitration without
from all

to the railroaders.

Philadelphia, Jon. 12.—Master Workman Lewis, after a conference with other
members of the miners’ organization, today,
wrote to President Corbin asking for a conference on the miners’ strike, the question
of the railroad strike not to be considered.

FERDINAND’S SHAKY THRONE.
Horses and Wagons for ithe
an

Bulgari-

Army Service.

Bucharest, Jan. 12.—A telegram from
Sofia says the government has made a requisition for horses and wagons for war service
in proportion of one cart and two horses to
every 200 householders, thus placing a large
transport service at the disposal of tlie government.
The Slaboda declares that Ferdinand
would rather leave his bones on the field of
battle than to abdicate, which would mean
the assassination of Bulgaria.
__

To Blockade Bulgaria.
Jan. 12.—It is reported that a

Berlin,

general blockade of Bulgaria is contemplated by the powers in the event of Ferdinand’s
refusal to resign the throne.
Russian News.

.-••

Foreign Notes.
in it speech at Liverpool
that Irish affairs were get-

Lord Salisbury,

last night, said
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present struggle between capital
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ting brighter.
The Paris correspondent of the London
Telegram reports a plot against the life ol
the German Crown Prince.
Thirty thousand persons in Montenegrc
have been deprived of food by Hoods. The
Czar lias sent a ship load of corn from Odessa to relieve the distress.

commissioners mat

two other

horses owned by him, and which had worked in the same camp with the one condemned
at Oldtown, were being kept
by him at
Sebec, uear Milo Junction, and he had every
reason to believe were effected.
Upon investigation, both horses were found affected
with glanders, and were appraised at $125.

of glanders was disthe stable of John
Donovan, which proved to be another of the
gang employed in the lumber camp of Mr.
The horse was
Cunningham of Oldtown.
condemned, and appraised at«$50.
November 3d, a case of glanders was found
at Prentiss, in an old horse belonging to
The horse was conRobert L. Worrenter.
demned, and appraised at $30.
November 3d, a case of glanders was reported by the selectmen of Palmyra, upon
the premises of Walter A Wright, wh'ssk,
was one of the worst cases of “glanders and
farcy” we have ever met in Maine. This
horse was bought out of .the worthless and
dangerous band of broncho brutes that
were distributed in our State the past season, and it is the intention of the Commissioners to prevent any further sale of such
diseased and unbroken vagabonds in Maine.
Two other cases have already come to our
knowledge that were bought out of the same
band but both of them died before being reported to us. Mr. Wright’s horse was condemned and appraised at $25.25.
The last case reported to the (Commissioners, according to their report, for the year
just closed, was a case of glanders in the
stable of George Moulton of Limerick, and
a very dangerous case of glanders and farcy
was found to exist.
An investigation disclosed the fact that the
November 21st

covered at

a case

Bangor,

at

horse had been sent from Massachusetts into
this State over the Portland & Rochester
Railroad, three weeks before, by his owner,
Mr. G. M. Tibbetts of Boston, and it was
proven by the stahlemen who took the horse
from the cars at Waterboro Centre and led
him to Limerick that he was in a thoroughly
diseased condition on his arrival at Water-

boro.

In consideration of these facts, the Commissioners ordered the horse quarantined,
but refused to have the animal destroyed
and appraised at the expense of the State,
and the matter was at once referred to Attorney General Baker for his opinion as to
the liability of the State, should similar
cases arise. For if any party could bring glandcred horses from Massachusetts, where the
State pays nothing for them when condemned, into this State, where the owner
can recover three-quarters of their value (not

exceeding one hundred dollars), our limited
appropriations would soon become exhaust-

ed in paying for this class of cases. The
opinion of the Attorney General fully sustains the action of the Commissioners, and
refers all persons bringing diseased animals
into Maine to their own liability under Section 7, Chapter 138, of the public laws of
Maine of 1887.
Owing to the prevalence of glanders in
neighboring States, and to the highly dangerous liability of its communication to ani
Inals and mankind, rendering It a constant
menace to human life, the provision of the
law in these cases will hereafter be rigidly
enforced.
ii

cuuitumiiu,

summary of tlie

uie vGjiiuiisBiuurn

bay

a

whole number of eases re-

ported to the Commissioners is 65, embracing
cities and towns distributed from the western boundary of our State, to Aroosteok
county. Of these, 48 herds of cattle were inspected, and 16 stables and lumber camps.
Thirteen

Philadelphia, Jan. 12,—The substance
of President Corbin’s statement to a committee of the coal region business men, who

ence

Kastport, Me
Portland, Me
Nortlifleld...
Boston, Mass
Block Island

to the

head

of cattle

were

condemned

New Yoke, Jan. 12.—John C. Benedict, a
and destroyed, at an expense of $309.75; and
wealthy cotton overseer who lives at Saco, 11 horses also condemned and destroyed, at
an
expense of $626.50; making a total of
Maine, was taken to the Bellevue hospital
*$936.25,
tonight from Harlem Prison for examinaWhen we come to consider the valuation of
tion as to his sanity.
live stock in this State is rising $16,500,000.
and that but 13 head, valued at but $309.75,
have been found affected with contagious disCORBIN’S REPLY.
ease. and that among our rapidly increasing
stock of horses, but four cases of glanders,
The Reading Company Will Not Arbivalued at $189.25, have been discovered outside of one lumber camp, where seven horses
trate Nor Compromise.

come

METEOIIOLOGICAL BEPOBT.
(Jan. 12,1888, 10.00 PM.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time

Treated;

Atousta, Jan. 12.—The

prove

m

North

was

organized tonight with Ur. U. A. Robinson
president, three vice presidents, two secreta-

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depot., centres of business and places
of amusement.

J. F. MERROW & C0„ Proprietors.RiKijm

Items.

Bangob, Jan. 12.—A Republican club

BOSTON.
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Livermoiie Fali.8. Jan. 12.—It was 15°
Livermore
at
zero
Falls, this
morning. A snow plow was run down in
advance of the 9.14 a. m. passenger train, as
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ho was injured. He
raised considerable blood, and the indications
are that his lungs have congested, and possibly one or two ribs are broken. If he has no
more unfavorable symptoms he will probably
He will be removed to his home in
recover.
Gorham on the morning train.
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Llli CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

A Crand Trunk Train’s Escape From

vbbb!

Herds

St. Petersburg, Jan. 12.—The order to
reopen the universities lias suddenly been
revoked, and it Is announced that they will
not be opened until March 27th. The professors are animated by the same incensed
feeliug as the students, and it is doubt'ful if
they appear when the government does permit the opening of the institutions.
Among the men arrested in connection
with the latest plot against the Czar is an
employe of the Baltic railway, who kept the
Nihilists informed of every journey of the
Letters were
Czar to and from Gatschina.
fouad on the prisoner showing a plot ripe
for execution on the evening of the man’s
arrest.

to have all been inoculated from a sin-

gle case, taken together with the fact that
but a single notice remained in the hands of
any of the Commissioners on the 1st of January, is proof positive that Maine is justly
entitled to a clean bill of health for her
flocks and herds, such as can be claimed by
no other State in the Union.”
“By reference to Sec. 2, chap. 138 of the
new law, it will be found that in cases of animals condemned and destroyed by order of
the
commissioner, the owner or owners
thereof can recover three-fourths of their
value, as determined upon the basis of health
before infection, and tne full appraised value
in case of animals exposed to either of such
diseases, but not themselves actually diseased,—out of any money appropriated by
the legislature for that purpose; provided,
however, that they shall not pay more than
$200 for an animal with pedigrees recorded
or recordable in the recognized herd-books
of the breed, in which the animals destroyed
mav belong, nor more than $100 for an animal which has no pedigree.
“It will thus readily be seen that upon the
appearance of any contagious diseases in
such valuable herds of pedigreed animals as
those of our late Governor, or Hall C. Burleigh, and many others, the entire appropriation of the year would be wiped out in the
payment of a single herd leaving the commission powerless to provide for emergencies, only too liable to arise. We believe the
new cattle hill should receive the nromnt. attention of the next legislature of Maine and
that iu several important particulars it be
reconstructed or modified so as to meet all
reasonable demands in this State in protecting our domestic animals from contagious
diseases and in maintaining that high standard of health which they now enjoy.”
THOSE DECAYINC FLACS.

SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 12.
The President presented a memorial in
regard to printing on third class mail matter,
and remarked that he did not think there was
any fault in the law but that the trouble
arose from incorrect interpretation of law by
the Postmaster General; also, petition for issuance of fractional currency and the aboli-

tion of postal notes.
Mr. Hiscock offered a resolution, which
was adopted, calling on the President f6r in
formation as to judgments before the late
Spanish American Claims Commission.
The resolution offered by Mr. Chandler on
instructing the committee on judiciary, was
to inquire into the suppression of the votes
of the colored citizens of Jackson. Miss., at
the recent municipal election, and into the
alleged participation in such suppression by
the United States district attorney, deputy
collector of internal revenue and a deputy
United States marshal, was taken up.
The Mississippi Senators disclaimed any
intention to resist the proposed investigation although they denied that the facts
were as stated and questioned the constitulionamy 01 me investigation.
Senator Chandler called the attention of
the Senators from Mississippi to the 15th
constitutional amendment, which declares
that the right of citizens of the United
States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State
on account of race, color or previous condition cf servitude. Ho conceived that whenever, in any election within any State, the
right of any man to vote was denied because
be was black, that was a proper matter for
investigation ny the Senate.
The resolution was adopted 29 to 24, a party
vote, except Rlddleberger’s, who voted with
the Democrats while the two Mississippi
Senators were excused from voting.
Senator Mitchell called up the bill intro12tn of December
duced by him on the
abrogating all treaties between the United
States and China, pertaining to Chinese immigration to the United States. He then addressed the Senate in support of the bill.
Senator Stewart addressed the Senate on
the same question. He said be had offered a
resolution requesting the President to negotiate a treaty with the Chinese empire excluding Chinamen altogether, except diplomatic agents and those engaged in foreign
trades, but it would be necessary also to
have treaties with Great Britain and Mexico
to prevent these powers opening their doors
and-allowing the Chinese to come into the
United States. If such treaties could not be
negotiated, he would be in favor of Senator
Mitchell’s bill. He moved the reference of
the bill and his resolution to the committee
Referred.
on foreign relations.
The message from the President regarding
the invitation of the French government to
participate in the international exposition at
Papis, in 1889, was presented and referred to
the committee on foreign relations.
The Senate went into the executive session, and at '4.45 adjourned.
The Senate, in executive session, readied
the unperstanding that the nominations of
Lamar, Vilas and Dickinson should not be
taken up until Monday.
HOUSE.
Mr.
Townsliend reported back to the
House today the Boutelle flag resolution, as
amended by the committee on military affairs. Mr. Boutelle had no objection to the
amendments, though he did not think that
it was broadening the scope of inquiry'. He
did not think that information as to the return of flags to the Northern States had any
bearing upon the purpose of the original resbanner
olution. No
belonging to loyal
States had been captured by rebel Siates,
though he had seen it so stated. The flags
captured by rebels and recaptured by Union
troops had been returned to the survivors of
the regiments which had borne them into
battle.
Mr. Cox of New York remarked on the
unanimity with which the committee on
military affairs had reported the resolution.
The country was to be congratulated upon
the fact that this resolution,which concerned
a matter which had touched the public stability so greatly, could be reported unanimously abd even receive the approbation of
lur

gcuvicwau

Chicago, Jan.312.—“Well, what of it,”
said Hubert T. Lincoln, when shown a despatch from Washington this afternoon,
which stated that the rebel flags were boxed
by his order, “What if the old rags were
boxed up?”'*§8
“The insinuation evidently is that they
were boxed with the intention of returning
them to the Southern States from which
they were taken.”
“I don’t see that that there is any reason
for such an insinuation in that despatch. I
don’t know anything about tne matter, and
don’t recollect of ever having heard a word
spoken on the subject of rebel flags. 1 don t
recollect having once seen them, and don t
I
even know in whose charge they were.
have some reason for thinking they were in
have
and
charge of the Adjutant General,
some {.grounds for believing they were in
charge of the Chief of Ordnance. 1 have a
kind of a dim recollection of the Chief of

Ordnance speaking to me once about some
old rags of rebel flags which he had in the
museum, and which, from rottenness and
be seen,
general decay had become unfit to
suggesting that they be boxed up, but I cannot sav that that was so, mind you. If the
flags were boxed, and anybody wants to insinuate they were so boxed for the purpose
of returning them to the Southern States, it
is all poppycock. The thing was never once
spoken of. not even thought of, while I was
in the department. We had more important
matters to think about than the disposition
of a few rotten old rebel flags.”
Rescued by a Portland Vessel.
Boston, Jan. 12.—A cable despatch from
Sagua La Grande, from Capt. Murphy, ol
the schooner Louis G. Rabel of Portland,
which sailed from Boston l)ec. 27th, report!
her arrival there with the mate and part ol
the crew of the bark D. Chapin, Capt. Hall
from Turks Island, Dee. 13th, for Boston

uioiuo.

The Boutelle resolution was adopted.

GENERAL NEWS.
The extensive cotton mill of Rumf Brothin
Philadelphia, burned yesterday
morning. Loss 875,000.
Rev. Alfred S. Patton, editor of the Bap
tist Weekly, died in Brooklyn, N. Y., yes-

ers.

terday.
The three-story wooden building of the
Taft Company, manufacturers of wooden
ornaments at Hartford, Ct., was destroyed
by fire last night.
Friends of the Anarchists now talk of cremating the bodies, being dissatisfied with
the cemetery regulations.
The residence of Senator Ingalls, with his
valuable library, at Atchison, Kan., was

burned Wednesday night.
Judgment against Gen. Butler for 817,000
in the Soldiers’ Home suit, has been sustained.
The Union League Club of New York has
elected Chauncey M. Depew president, and
condemned Gov. Hill fot removing the civil
service commission.
Theodore Houston, a prominent New' York
railroad man, committed suicide yesterday.
No cause is assigned.
A Telephone Line to the Two

Lights.

To the Editor of the Press :
Semi-oceasionally an item will appear in
the local newspapers in advocacy of a telephone line to the Two Lights. These paragraphs usually appear immediately follow-

ing some shipping disaster or narrow escape
from one in this dangerous locality. The
late distressed condition of the brig Hyperion, off the Cape, so closely followed by the
perilous situation of the three-masted
schooner A. R. Weeks, again revives the
much mooted question of a telephone.
There Is no doubt whatever that the projected line would be of incalculable benefit
D uring perfectly clear
to all concerned.
weather, the observatory on Munjoy Hill,
with its Dowerful telescope, sweeping nearly
the whole sea horizon, suffices to warn those
interested, of the approach of shipping to
the adjacent coast and harbor. In this respect it is a most useful institution. But
when the winds “howl with horrid note,"
aud the atmosphere is thick with vapor, flying snow, driving rain or dense fogs, it is
then that vessels, in their efforts to gain a
safe harbor, are often placed in jeopardy;
and it is then that the ship owners of Portland may vainly ask of the lookout on Mundost thou see, lone watcher on
joy, “What
At suoh times as these, a teleshe tower ■>”
itBnnn ♦>.

Robert T. Lincoln Denies Some In*
sinuations from Washington.
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person whose knowledge of sea
craft would enable him to make an intelligent report, the presence of vessels, their
class, situation, and such assistance as was
asked for, or seemed to be needed, would at
If it accomonce be conveyed to the city.
plished no other result than the prevention
of sensational newspaper reports, which
haras* ship owners and distress the families
ami friends of those falsely reported wrecked
Ala telephone line should be established.
ready the wires extend down the Cape as
far as some of the cottages at Pond Cove,
only about three miles away, as the crow
flies, from the Cape Lights. The cost of extending the line so snort a distance, when
weighed against the benefits that would result, seems too trivial for serious consideration. Neither talk nor fitful newspaper paragraphs will beget the needed telephone.
Action is what is wanted, and one earnest,
energetic citizen will accomplish more in half
a day by going among
the merchants and
ship owners of Portland and soliciting their
aid, than if all the people in the land simply
declared “there ought to be a telephone I"
In the language of the immortal Greely,
“the way to resume is to resume,” and not
forever talk about it.
There would doubtless be no life-saving
station at the Cape today had not some person been found to take the initial step, draw
up the proper petition, and then stalk from
Havbouse to house soliciting signatures.
ing no other interest in tlio matter than a
for
relief
llvelv desire to see every facility
extended to distressed seamen, that same
person stands ready to aid in every proper
manner in his power, the establishment and
management of the much-talked of telephone
line. But it is the people of Portland who
are to reap all the benefits of this project.
Are they interested enough to help themM. A. H.
selves?
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Growth of a Western City*
Mr.

Eugene Merrill, of this city, kindly

sends us a New Year’s edition of the Omaha
Bee. It is an illustrated number, full of excellent pictures of the best buildings of the
city. Last year Omaha spent over 811,000,000 In improvements, anu over 2500 buildings were erected.

Having

Some Ways of

the Govern-

ment Send Your Telegrams.

Maine’s

Shipbuilding Rival

the

on

Pacific Coast.
The

Country’s Participation

in

the

Next International Exposition.

[Special to the Press.!
WAsmsoToy, Jan. 12.—The Senate plods
straight along in the line of debate, but the
House is dawdling. It has to wait for the
committees to get hold of something to report upon and to report it. Outside of public building bills, peihaps no subject is covered deeper with proposed measures than the
government telegraph scheme. Both House
and Senate have plenty before them. There
are the same differences in all, and three
sorts of measures in all have been introduced. There are a couple in the House of

sort, and those have been brought in by
They
Maryland and Missouri members.
simply extend the supervision given to the
Inter-State Commission over railroads to the
field of telegraph. This is a compromise
between the extremes. The extremes are
seen in the bills of Sawyer, Edmunds, Dawes
one

and Cullom.
Bills

Telegraph

Senator Sawyer, who got for his committee
after a hard fialit. the handlins of whatever
the subject, has
framed a bill that gt>e» into eiflf detail. His
is the postal telegraph pure and simple. He
proposes to have every post office equipped
so that a man can come into it, write a telegram on a government note head, put a telegram stamp on it and have it go just as if
he should step in and send a letter in that
way. He puts an assistant Postmaster General at the head of it and permits him to buy
all the new devices lie wants to help run the
system. The scheme is based principally,
however, on the probability that some contracting by existing companies will be done.
The government is to keep only three
cents
a
despatch and give all the
the
rest to
operating companies. The
operating companies’ charges are fixed
at 20 cents for 100 words within 500 miles.
The C'ullum bill makes the rates a little lower. but distinctly forbids the purchase of any
Here the light will come
existing lines.
mainly, in the talk.
Senator Cullom and Senator Edmunds
each go to the extent of providing fo^ four
trunk lines of telegraph, and arranges
Senator Dawes
or a board to locate them.
has introduced a bill, fathered by Mr. HubHe became acbard of telephone fame.
quainted with Mr. Dawes in the House 20
first years
Dawes’s
years ago, during Mr.
there, when lie was known as the "young
senator from Massachusetts.” Beck of Kentucky and Dawes were together on the committee when Cadwallader Washburn’s report on such a proposition first set the movement going.
The most interesting foreigners in town
A whole embassy of eight
ar3 the Coreans.
have come. They are new even to Washingtonians. The peopleli ere have become pretty well acquainted with the long silk blouses,
cloth shoes, wide, baggy trousers, and big,
square black caps of the Chinese; the swarthy faces of the Japanese, their only distinction as they stand in American clothing. The
Russian Minister, in his droskey, is become
familiar, but the people from “the hermit
country” have created great curiosity.

legislation there

was
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ALMOST A WRECK.
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Commissioners

for the Past Year.

Postland, Me.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

abandoned at sea, but no
date or latitude is given.
Capt. Walter C
Hall, who belonged in Dennis, Mass., where
one
and
daughter, was
he leaves a widow
drowned, as were also several members of
the crew. The Chapin was 513 tons, owned
by John S. Kmery & Co., of Boston, and was
Her
insured for one-third of her value.
mate is Ira W. Colbert of Machias, Me.
The Clmpin
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felt throughout the coast country as far
west as Augusta. No damage was done.
Raleigh, N. C., Jan. 12.—A slight shock
of earthquake was felt at 9.50 a. m. at Charlotte. The people were greatly excited, fearing a repetition of the disaster of 1886. There
was also a strong shock at Shelby and other

points.

Previous

He savs

some

Eastern

lumbermen visited
out there and

the mills and logging sections
expressed surprise at the

extravagant

methods, both inside and outside tlie mills.
The size of the stump has uow decreased,
and the band saws and sash gangs are being
introduced. The yearly cut of Washington
Territory in 1887 was 6,000,000 odd feet.
Shipbuilding is coming up there consider-

ably, Governor Semper says. Shipyards,
with facilities for the construction of large
vessels, exist at nearly all the large milling
establishments and at Seattle and Tacoma,
at Gray’s Harbor and
on Puget Sound,
Shoalwater Bay, and at Skomokawa, on the
Columbia river.
The industry has been very greatly stimulated during the last year to meet a demand
for vessels in the lumber-carrying trade.
Timber ships, for convenience of storage,
are built generally with one deck, and to
meet this exigency must be unusually well
All raw
timbered and supplied with knees.
materials for their construction are found
here, and the number of skilled workmen is
The industry
every year growing greater.
has become so permanent that most of the
yards are putting in expensive special machinery and all modern appliances for saving labor and securing accuracy of design.

as most vessels Duiit Here are intenuea ior

coasters, the tendency of late has been to
the schooner-rig, three and four masts being
put into some of them.
A large proportion of the later additions
to the lumber fleet have auxiliary steam
power, and are enabled by means thereof to

make more voyages than heretofore. The
yellow fir of the North Pacific coast ranks
next to oak for strength and durability, and
constitutes excellent material for shipbuilding. The young growth of this wood can be
obtained in any length and of any size, for
The keel of a
spars, keels and kelsons.
steam schooner, now on the stocks at Skomokavv a, is 16x19 inches square and 150 feet
long. The stick from which it was hewn
was 150 feet long, 4J feet in diameter at the
butt, and 2 feet at the top. Planks for the
sides of vessels can be obtained of great
length and very straight grain; and deck
planks made from the very large trees bandied by our mills, are sawn so that the grain
of the wood is vertical, this causing it to
wear without splintering.
There are about
800 men employed in shipbuilding in this
Territory at present, and more could find

employment readily.

The number of vessels of various kinds
built during the fiscal year, as shown by the
report of the custom house at Port Townsend, is 29, and their net tonnage is 4,854.36
against 14 vessels and 1,642.29 tons in 1885,
the date of last report.
1 have advices of
ships that are to be put on the stocks during
the next fiscal year that will raise the figures of this year very considerably, not only
as to number of craft of different rigs and
means of propulsion, but as to average net

toDiiage.

There is great need of a dry dock on Puget
Bound, not only to accommodate our merchant marine, but for the use of government
vessels; and it is to be hoped that, as the
questions of rehabilitating our navy and increasing our means of coast defence are nowbeing prominently considered, the strategic
importance of the coast of Washington Terrstory, it being on the borders of a possible
belligerent and in proximity to a formidable
naval station of a foreign power, will not bo
overlooked.
The International Exhibition.
Washington, Jan. 12.—The President
today transmitted to Congress the report
from the Secretary of State in relation to
the International Exhibition at Paris in 1889.
Mr. Bayard’s communication was accompanied by a note from the Ministry of France
extending an Invitation to this government
to participate in the proposed celebration.
Secretary Bayard recommends that Congress
ho
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President, with the advice and consent of
the Senate, to appoint a commissioner general to represent the United States in the

proposed

exhibition.

Maine Pensioners.
The following Maine pensions have

been

granted:

Samuel, father of Samuel Thoru, West Sumner.
Sarah K., widow of Nathaniel J. Emerson,
Litchfield.
Ellen 8., widow of Simeon H. Adams, Wilton.
original.

Lewis Carville. Blddeford.
Charles M. Shinuey, Danforth.
John J. Lambert, navy, Kittery.
Michael McNally, National Military Home,

Torus.

Elwell Nason, South Berwick.
INCREASE.

Geo. W. Roberts, Lincoln.
Owen O. Keif, National Military Home.
John Witham, 2d, Freedom.
John F. Rand, Cornish.
Notes.
A post office has been established at Cedar
Grove, Lincoln county. Me., and Wm. G.
Ford was today appointed postmaster at that
place.
The President today nominated Edward S.

Bragg of

Wisconsin to

be

envoy extraordi-

nary and minister plenipotentiary of the
United State* to Mexico.
The wool growers’ conference has appointed a committee of three to prepare a revised
tariff

schedule.__

TREMORS OF THE EARTH
Make

People Tremble In Fear But
Do No Damage.

Savannah,
Ga., Jan. 12.—A distinct
shock of earthquake was felt at 9.32 o’clock
Houses were shaken nnd
this morning.
many people frightened but no damage was
done. The duration was fivelseconds.
Charleston, S. C., Jan. 12.—An earthquake shock this morning was generally

Relic

the surrounding towns. One of the most
striking features of the affair has been the
universal desire to secure “relics" from the
wreck, and about everything movable in connection with the broken cars was taken
away before the remains 'of the rolling stock

Mrs. George S. Hunt, one of the visitors to
the Reform School, has forwarded the following repoil to the Governor and Council:
To His Excellency the Governor and the

sent to Lawrence.
the mahogany
on the seats,
veneeriug on the walls and ceiling were both
raided by the relic hunters, who included
women as well as men, and the maker of the
cars would never have recognized them after
they had got through with them. When all
were

The plush

Honorable Council of Maine:
Gentlemen:—As I present my fourth annual report as a member of the Visiting Committee of the Reform School, I am reminded
of a legend of the Spanish Alhambra, as it
is told by Washington Irving.
On one of the large gates of the palace
As the story
were a carved hand and key.
ran, the old inmates of those splendid halls
were lying in secret chambers asleep, bound

legislature failed to make the uecessary appropriation for its purchase, my regret was
a personal disappoint-

ment.
The cottage system is not a merely ideal or
untried plan. In Meriden, Conn., Westboro,
Mass., Providence, R. I., as well as in many
ol the Western States, it is in operation, and
All reports
has proved its practical value.
from schools where this plan has been
adopted, testify to the larger opportunity of
reaching a boy » better nature, and the correspondingly greater success in reforming
them than under the congregate system. I
suic mat a
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the plush and veneering was gone, these
modern vandals turned their attention to the
Iron work, and bolts and nuts disappeared
before their onslaught like snow before the
sun.
Anything containing traces of blood
•

was

very precious in the eyes of the

Respectfully submitted,

Mks. George S. Hunt.

Portland, December, 1887.
St. Alban Commandery.
The following officers of St. A lban Commandery were installed last night. Deputy
Grand Commander Joseph A. Locke, in behalf of the Commandery, presented the retiring Commander, Km. Sir li. U. Farnsworth, with an elegant Past Commander's

jewel:
Commander—F. K. Farrington.
Generalissimo—J. H. Fogg.
Captain Geueral—J. li. Dunbar.
Treasurer—W. P. Chase.
Recorder—J. A. Martin.
Senior Warden—M. A. Dillingham.
Junior Warden—J. li. Mulnix.
Sword Bearer—H. B. Bennett.
Standard Bearer—A. H. Prince.
Warder—W. N. Howe.
Guards—E. D. Eastman, F. D. Rogers.

Yellow fever is reported to be raging with
increased virulence in the vicinity of Tampa,
Fla.

Dead

and

Wounded.

Mr. George B. Wentworth of Dover, N. H.,
who suffered a severe scalp wound, was
much worse ithis morning and it is net
thought that he can live. The other patients
at the hospital are all more, comfortable toThe dead at the Bradford police station have all been taken away by their

day.

friends.
The remains of the unknown

woman who
died in the hospital last night proves to be
those of Mrs. Flora E. Ward, of Bridgton,
Maine. Her husband will reach Haverhill,
Friday noon to take the remains.
Wentworth is very low this evening and
cannot survive until morning.
The funeral of William Taylor, killed in
the accident at Bradford, took place at the
St. James church this morning, Rev. Father
ltiordan officiating. An hour later the funeral of John O’Brion.another victim.occurred
at the same place, Rev. Father O’Doherty
celebrunt of mass. Nearly 1000 people were

present.
Mr. George Gardiner of Uxbridge, one of
the injured, was married at the Eagle House
at 11 o'clock this forenoon to Miss Florence
Smith of Amherst, by Rev. W. W. Evarts,
Jr., of the First Baptist church. Mr. Gardiner is slowly improving, but is confined to
his bed.

The Cause.

Hon. Everett A. Stevens, of the Board of
Commissioners, was at the scene
of the wreck yesterday, acccmpanied by DiThe smokvision Superintendent Merritt.
ing car, which had been hauled back on a
side track, tne other side of the Bradford
station, was visited, and the forward truck
was jacked up sufficiently to allow a careful
Railroad

examination of the broken wheel. A portion of the flange, about 23 inches long. Is
the only part that is missing, and all effoits
to find it have thus far proved unavailing.
The broken wheel was the right hand, forward one, in the forward truck of the smoker, and the theory is that on striking the
slight curve just before the bridge was
reached, the binding of the rail upon the
flange cracked the piece off, and the truck
was thrown from the track.

“HEAVEN PRESERVE

US.”

A Carrel Creates a Remarkable Sensation on

tun

two plans could not fail to convince even the
most skeptical person, of the great advantage of the cottage, or home system for a reform school.
One of my hopes for our own Reform
School has been that in time it might be an
industrial home for boys, since there is, now,
no place in this State to serve as a refuge or
home for orphaned boys.
The cottage plan
would be the first step towards this, and new
industries could, from time to time, be added
And since there would
as needs required.
be nothing in the name to suggest crime or
wrong doing, the stigma which the boys
have sometimes felt from the present name
Governors Robie and
would be removed.
Bodwell have both expressed themselves in
full accord with these ideas.
The second need of the School, from a reformatory point of view, is the appointment
of a State agent, whose duty should be to
provide suitable homes and employment for
the boys when discharged or released on probation. It should also be his obligation to
exercise a general supervision of such boys
for at least two years.
Many of the bovs
have no homes to go to when they leave the
School, and need to realize that they have
one friend in the world who is solicitous for
their welfare.
While I would thus urge upon your attention these needs of the School, I have no desire to forget the valuable work which our
State institution is really doing, or in any
way to deny its merit.
The teachers are painstaking and thorough, and the boys are well grounded in
reading, spelling, ^geography, history and
writing. I have often been surprised at the
intelligent answers which they have given
to my questions when I have visited them in
their recitation rooms.
The mechanical shop is serving its purpose well, and is still under the efficient management of Mr. Kennison. The boys apply
the knowledge gained in the shop to practical use; and themselves make the repairs
needed in the several buildings. They liave
a sufficiently generous diet, are well clothed,
and the study, work, and recreation hours
The subordinate
are judiciously divided.
officers endeavor to make a discreet use of
the authority committed to them, while Mr.
Farrington and Mr. Wentworth are conscientiously watchful to check undue severity
The hope of
on the part of such officials.
reward or some additional privilege for good
the
short
behavior—in
working of the “law
of love” is each year more evident in the
management of the School. On many boys
accustomed, before entering the School,
only to abuse and neglect, the kindness of
their treatment cannot fail to produce the
best results.
Of course in every such institution there
will be incorrigible boys; boys who will try
to escape, who will not be ruled by either
fear or love, who are constantly Inciting
others to mischief, and who seem so inherently vicious, as to supply a living argument
for the old dogma of total depravity. And
while I fully recognize the value of the Reform School as at present conducted, to the
State, it is because of the evil influence of
these vicious boys upon their younger associates, that 1 have made so earnest a plea for
the cottage or home system.
The boys continue to appreciate the privilege of writing to the committee, and of
having a quiet pleasant talk with them. In
these conversations we have been able to
give both encouragement and admonition,
and have also made ourselves more familiar
with the individual life of the boys. We
have learned of some matters, having in
themselves no great importance, and yet
matters in which some change has made the
bovs more contented, and more earnest in
their efforts to do right.
It is said that in every block of marble
Michael Angelo saw a beautiful statue; and
no doubt his insight aided his genius to
Is it i.ot
bring that artistic form to light.
the duty of all of us to see in the same way
the possibility of goodness in these boys,
that our patient efforts may at last develop
from them the graces of a virtuous manhood ?
As 1 deem it advisable to sever my official
connection with the Reform School, 1 must,
with some regret, decline a reappointment
as a member of the visiting committee.
I desire to express my grateful sense of
the courtesy and co-operation which; have
been extended to me, by the Trustees, by
my associates, and by Mr. and Mrs.^arrlngcon, as well as all the officers and teachers
connected with the School.

marau.

ders.
It is a little singular that the four worst
recent railroad accidents of magnitude in
New England, the White KIver Junction,
Greenfield, Bussy Bridge and Bradford,
should all have occurred while snow was on
the ground.
The

Broadway.!

[New York Tribune.]

George Hicks, the wrestler, who recently
left Muldoon’s troupe to join Buffalo Bill’s
Wild West show In England, was walking
aloug Broadway above Grace Church about
10 o'clock on a recent evening in company
with his friend “Bob” Brown, an Arizona
cowboy, when he noticed an unusual commotion among people just ahead of him.
They seemed panic stricken and began to
scatter in all directions, seeking refuge in
the stores, side streets and up the awning
posts and telegraph poles.
"What’s the matter?" inquired Hicks, as
one startled fugitive hurried past him.
“Don’t you see?” rejoinedjthe other. “The
Mine la aie

luinin^

Hicks looked up the street again
carefully, and sure enough there was

ungainly
fast

camel

ing, Mr. Simpson savs of Christian Science:
“It is fatally antagonistic to the gospel of
Jesus Christ” "Much of it is vague and
confusing; but wherever doctrines and principles are clearly stated; they are utterly
antagonistic to the Scriptures.” "It denies
the atonement of Jesus Christ, and the distinctive doctrines of the Christian system."
Mr. S. says further, that; “To compare
this (Christian Science) with the simple and
Scriptual doctrine of Divine Healing is unworthy of the dignity ol candid, respectable
criticism.” I might multiply quotations to

show

Mr. Simpson’s utter opposition to the
called Christian Scientist s teachings and
practice, but the above will show the uulformly, candid and fair dealing Press, that
in some way it has been led astray in its preYours truly,
sentations ol facts.
I. Luce.
South Berwick, Jan. 12th, 1888.
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MAINE POLITICS.

Preparations All Over the State for
the Coming Campaign.

Speaking of Mr. Wakefield’s refusal to
allow his name to be used in the gubernatorial contest, the Bath Times says: “If
Mr. Wakefield will not permit the use of his
name in connection with the governorship
candidacy, lie may consent to stand for reTho month of
election as mayor of Batb.
January is now nearly half gone, February
is a short month as everyone knows, and
March with Its annual spring election, will
soon be here.
It is time men were thinking
of the coming municipal year witli its duties
for citizen? to shoulder, principal among
which is the choosing of a good administration to manage city affairs, an administration able, alert and keenly interested in all
uiiti uuurcrii-* mr

me

present

jucuui-

after three terms, has proved a mayor
with whom the majority of Bath people are
fully satisfied and with whom they are in
accord, an executive who Is regarded with
popular esteem, and whose official arts will
The times rebear the closest scrutiny.
calls the fact that Dr. Israel Putnam, father
of Hon. W. L. Putnam, of Portland, was
elected mayor of Bath for eight years.
Speaking of the rival candidates for the
governorship, the Rockland Free Press says:
"It seems to be settled that Gov. Marble,
upon whom the office has falleu unexpectedly, will not be averse to serving the people
in the same capacity after the current term
Hon. E. C. Burleigh, the present
expires.
State Treasurer, a vigorous man, in the very
of
life, honorable, high-minded, and
prime
of exemplary character, is ably brought forward by the papers of Aroostook, his native
county, and Is well seconded by the Machlas
Republican, of Washington county. Hon.
H. B. Cleaves, of Portland, former attorney
likewise in the prime of life and of
onorable reputation, is presented from the
These three
western part of the State.
seem to be in the field In earnest, while
several other names, including Hon. C. E.
Littlefield of this city, are suggested as available and possible candidates.”
The Bangor Commercial thinks that I. C.
Libby, Esq., of Burnham would be a very
strong candidate for the Republicans among
the farmers, among whom Mr. Libby is widely and favorably known.
The Kennebec County Republican committee met in Waterville Wednesday and orThe following officers were elected:
I. Abbott of Waterville, chairman; S. C.
Whitmore, Gardiner, secretary; W. 11. Bigelow treasurer.
It was voted to hold the
next convention at Augusta, Tuesday, Aug.
at
10.30
a.
m.
14th,
The Republican County Committee of Somerset county met at Hotel Coburn Wednesday afternoon. George Cushing of Skowhegan was called to the chair and George G.
Weeks of Fairfield was elected temporary
secretary. Mr. Cushing asked to be excused
from serving on the committee, as it was impossible for nim to give the time to the work
that was necessary. The committee complied
with the request of Mr. Cushing reluctantly
and made unanimous choice of J. O. Smith
to fill the vacancy.
The committee organized by choice ol J. G. Smith as chairman,
George G. Weeks as secretary, and adjourned
to meet Tuesday, February 14th, at Hotel

general,

§anized.

Swept by the Worst
Blizzard In Years.

Western Cities

Business Men Lost in the Streets and

The Belfast Age has a yarn that the Democrats of Maine are after the official head of
Mr. Charles Staples, Jr., "United States
local Inspector of steam vessels,” who draws
a salary of fifteen hundred dollars, and who
also holds the office of “State Inspector of
steam vessels,” for the State of Malue, drawing here four dollars a day when on duty. It
is not to be expected that Mr. Staples could
hold an office of this sort under this administration without drawing the Democratic
pack after him.
A
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Dated at Bangor. Kev. Dr. Cheney of Lewiston and L. G. Downes of Calais are named
for this honor.

Among the

names

suggested for delegates

at large to the Chicago convention, are those
of Senator Hale, Congressmen Boutelle ami
Milliken, Joseph H. Manley, ex-Governor
Ruble, J. W. Wakefield of Bath. General R.
li. Shepherd of Skowhegan, Attorney General Baker, John B. Cotton of Lewistou, John
W. Case of Rockland, John D. Hopkins of
Ellsworth, W. W. Thomas, Jr. of Portland,
K. A. Powers of Aroostook and Fred N. Dow
of Portland.
The Boston Herald says it is understood
that J. Manchester Haynes of Augusta will
be reappointed to the Republican national
committee at Chicago.
Joseph F. Snow, chairman of the Penobscot
Democratic county committee, is president
of the Democratic club at Bangor.
THE STATE.

as

sight.
Coming to the iron fence near Grace
Church the beast evinced a disposition to
make a meal of the building. After a few
bites he changed his mind and started off
down toward the City Hall. As he readied

the car tracks a cab drawn by a One gray
horse drove up. The driver seemed disposed
to give the beast more tiian half the street,
but the camel wanted the same part that
the horse took, and when the driver reined
to one side or the other the “ship of the des
ert” followed most annoyingly. This sort of
thing was kept up for about two minutes,
and then the thoroughly alarmed driver
made a short turn down a side street.
Tlie camel rushed forward and had
its
head almost in the window of the carriage
where two pale-faced ladies sat, when Hicks
and Brown jumped forward and grasped the
nose nud piece of broken
halter that hung
from its neck.
The camel tried to shake
them off but the atbeletes were too strvg.
After a short struirirle tiiev manneed to iret
the animal to its knees where they held it
with the assistance ot Policeman Reilly until
a big stout man came rushing along out of
breath and claimed to be the keeper of the
lost animal.
“Rut who are you and where does this critter come from
asked the astonished officer.
from
Kiralfy’s of course replied the
"Why

other.

Just then a negro with a donkey and another fellow with an elephant caiue in sight
and everybody understood the situation.
The animals are used in the Ravel Pantomime of “Ala/.ulm,” now being played at the
Academy of Music. They are kept in a stable in Prince-st.
Coming home after the
performance the camel became unrulv in
Thirteenth-st. The keeper tried to subdue
it, but the halter broke and the beast at once
started off down Broadway at a pace too fast
for the corpulent keeper, who was so overjoyed at capturing his charge again that he
(airly went. The camel seemed entirely satisfied with its frolic and as soon as the keeper had satisfied the policeman
that
there
would be no further danger to the public lie
was allowed to go on to the unable.
Dr. Simpson and Christian Science.
To the Editor of the Prest:

In your yesterday’s issue, you characterize
Rev, A. B. Simpson of New York, as the
“Principal Apostle of Christian Science in
New York,’’which is so contrary to facts that
1 feel I should, in the interest of truth, and
of the Oth Commandment correct the misapprehension into which the Press has
fallen.

Mr. Simpson does believe in Divine Healing, i. e., that God in answer to prayer, heals
diseases: but he is in no way connected with
tlie so called Christian scientists.
In a review of Dr. Buckey’s article on
“Divine Uealiug,” in which the Doctor associates Christian Science with Divine Heal-

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

A year ago last Tuesday it had cost a cerIce company Sl'-’.oou for
tain Kennebec
scraping during that season, while this season up to last Tuesday it hadn't cost them a
single cent.
A Colby student writes as follows concerning the base ball prospects at that Institution: A game od Fast Day with the l’oitdecided
lands has been
upon and will
probably be the first of the season for the
uine. Our team will be fairly good. Bowduin already has a strong team. Orono can
put a strong team into the field, and if Bates
will come in, an interesting campaign may
be expected. For location. Bates has the
advantage and can draw large crowds. Lewiston is the best paying place In the State for
base ball.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Trustees of the Monson Academy have
elected the following officers:
President,
J. H. Pullen; Secretary and Treasurer, C.
W. Folsom; Executive Committee, C. W.
Folsom, H. C. Pullen, C. C. Hall. H. C. Pullen, J. A. Larson, Rev. Chas. Davison, Kev.
R. YV. EtnersoD. A. F. Jackson and G. B.
Hiscock were elected to fill vacancies on the
Board of Trustees.

Suspended.

Travel

Careless School Teachers Send Little
Children Into the Storm.

St.

Paul, Minn., Jan. 12.—Railroad

men

agree that the storm to-day Is ths worst
ever known in the Northwest for their bast,
It extends from the Rocky Mountains
ness.
to Lake Michigan. The worst effects were
felt in Dakota and Minnesota where it has

been accompanied by a wind which drifts
the snow badly.
In Northern Dakota It Is
below zero and assumes the character of a
genuine blizzard. The railroads had hardly
finished clearing their tracks from the previous storm, and that of to-duy absolutely
blocked all the small roads.
Trains on the
rjads to Chicago are from one to nine hours
late. All the main lines are still open. All the
freights on the Northern Pacific and Manitoba line have beenabandoned and no passenger trains have been sent out to-night. The
Kansas City train on the Omaha road was
Tbe Manitoba passenger
also abandoned.
trains are laid up at stations where there is
St. Paul and Dulnth road
to
eat.
The
plenty
the main line open but haa
is trying to
keep
abandoned tbe branches.
Children In the Storm.

Huron, Dak., Jan. 12.—The wind la SO
miles
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unable to see 90 feet. Unthinking teachers, today, dismissed young school children,
some of whom have to go four or five blocks
Five or six children were
across open lands.
lost Whistles were blown, bells rung and
the people turned out, took long ropes aud
walked 15 or 20 abreast back and forth over
the ground. Two children were found but
the otheis are missing. The mercury is four
below and has fallen 26 degree* since ten
o'clock.
[I.ATER. |
are

Ail the school children lost but one have
been found. A number of farmers started
home as soon as the storm began, and grave
fears are entertained for their safety. Business men, who attempted to go home this
afternoon, lost their wa” at the street crossings. Many others are not attempting to go
home tonight.
From Other Places.

Pierre, Dak., Jan. 12.—The wind is 60
miles an hour, and it is impossible to see 100
feet. Three trains are snowbound at Ree
Heights. A collision between freights is reported from the same point.
Minot, Dak., Jan. 12.—A storm has been
raging 24 hours. It is 15° below zero and ail
railway travel has been suspended. Jamestown reports no trains on the main line of
the Northern Pacific. Groton reports a gale
It Is impossiwith the mercury 20° below.
ble to see two r&ds.
Oshkosh, Wis., Jan. 12.—The blizzard at
3 p. in. threatens to seriously interfere with
the railroads,
fhe snow is very fine and
drifting. The street railway service is abandoned. The snow will about cripple lum-

bering operations.
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 12.—A heavy snow
storm began at 1 a. m., and continued steadiAt 3 p. m. the wind
ly throughout the day.
blew a blizzard, with indications of its conTrains are detinuance for several hours.
layed, and all trains arriving are side-tracked
and will not leave until the abatement of
the storm.
Webster, Dak., Jan. 12.—A special says
several mail carriers are- believed to have
been caught in the blizzard, and they may
have perished.
A MAINE MAN’S WORK.

Coburn.

as

its powers of loesmotion would permit. The beast took in the whole street apparently. One moment it was on the cobblestones and the next it would take to the
sidewalks. Then it would rush back in the
middle of the street again, acting in fact as
if it desired to convince everybody that it
owned the town.
This zigzag way of coming down-town was
what alarmed pedestrians. They lied before
the beast as though it had been one of Barmini's tigers. Indeed, many believed that
the camel was but the vanguard and that a
whole menagerie was coming on its heels.
Just before the animal reached the place
where Hicks and Brown were standing, in
front of Mitchell, Vance & Co’s, a portly old
woman with a basket of clothes came around
the corner of Tenth-st.
She turned into
He gave a
Broadway and met the camel.
snort as he saw her. ‘‘Heaven preserve us!
What’s this?” shrieked the woman, and the
next instant she, the clothes and the basket
were a heap on the sidewalk.
Her shout
frightened the beast as much as the beast
had alarmed her and away it went again.
There is a sort of night-school across the
way from E. J. Denning’s store. The pupils
were coming out, making the usual amount
The
of noise. One of them saw the camel.
beast also caught sight of him and started in
In
to cultivate the boy’s acquaintance.
about threeiseconds there was not a pupil in

cu).
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BLINDING SNOW CLOUDS.

so

Havekhill, Jan. 12.—The great accident
the river still remains the reigning
sensation here, and the scene of the catastrophe has been visited by a large number of
Haverhill people and curiosity seekers from

Institution in Excellent Condition—The Cottage System.

till tbe hamj should grasp the key and unlock their prison door.
So, 1 wish that my
hand could find some magic key to the sleeping hearts and consciences of the people of
Maine, that they might he aroused to n better appreciation of the value and needs of
the institution for which 1 speak.
As has been stated in former reports, this
School can never be, in the fullest sense of
the word, reformatory, as long as the present or congregate system is maintained. 1
use tbe term congregate as in distinction to
the cottage plan.
Even a casual visitor to the School would
be imprsssed with the discrepancy in the
ages of its inmates. Nearly one-third of the
boys are under 13 years, and of this number
nine range from 7 to 12 years of age.
As his eye regarded the many la-ge boys
of 17 years or more, he could not escape the
conclusion that both the officers aud smaller
boys must, from the beginning, be at a disTo every parent heart must
advantage.
come the thought that these children would
far
enjoy
greater possibilities for becoming
virtuous boys and men if they were placed in
a cottage or home by themselves, under the
judicious care of a man and wife, who might
represent the heads of the family. Some of
these younger boys are sons of widowed
mothers, who are compelled to leave their
homes every day for their work.
The boys,
left to themselves, find the streets more attractive than the schoolroom, aud soon become vagrants and, not seldom, petty thieves.
Such boys are not necessarily vicious at
heart, their aircumstances and surroundings
having led them into habits which ought not
to be stubborn against reform by proper
means.
The State promises to these boys to
do all it can to make them better. Is it doits
whole
duty when it forces or allows
ing
their association with their elders in years
and crime?
Horace Mann was once asked if he did not

Blood

for

Mementoes.

across

THE REFORM SCHOOL.

am

Brldgton,

of

Searching

Hunters

Stained

and between 11 and 12 o’clock there were In-

equal to the grief of

chop, they left stumps

Ward

Two Victims Burled and a Wounded

dications of a severe magneting storm. Ti e
motion of a heavy needle a foot long was a
degree and three-quarters. Thisat extreme
Columagitation followed the earthquake
bia, S. C.

10 feet and 20 feet
high and took nothing but the big timber.

Territory.

E.

Among the Dead.

Roche.stkb, N. Y., Jan. 12.—Since Monday noon the magnetic needle has been much
disturbed at Intervals. A marked disturbDurance occurred last evening about 8.30.
ing this forenoon there was a rapid motion,

An

Flora

HORROR.

Passenger Married.

The report of Eugene Semper, Governor
of Washington Territory, tells an interesting story of the lumbermen's doings out
there. He says that when they began to

In Washington

Mrs,

Indications.

think a thousand dollars a great sum to expend for the reformation of one boy. He
replied, “No, not if it was my boy.” Ought
not the State to consider the boys in the Reform School are indeed its boys, and reckon
no judicious expenditure too large if it can
secure their reformation ?
Adjacent to the
present grounds of the Reform School is a
farm of twenty acres, the refusal of which
at a reasonable price, the trustees held a year
ago. The possession of this by the State
would have been a stepping stone toward
the cottage, or home system. When the last

Lumbering

HAVERHILL’S
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The Romona School for Indiana
How it was Founded.
A Maine man who is doing a
fhe West is Rev. Horatio O.

good work in
Ladd, A. M.,

president of the University of New Mexico,
who is now in New England in the Interest
of the Romona school. This school named in
honor of Helen Hunt Jackson, the benefactress of the Indian, is at the present time the
most interesting feature of Santa Fe, the
ancient capital of New Mexico. It Is a department of the University ol New Mexico,
an evangelical institution, under the auspices
generally of the Congregational ChurchPresident Ladd is a native of Hallo well*
Vfaino

the

IIatnrtpil

University

in

thu

nparliHii if*

work

of

single dol-

1881 without a

lar. At that time be lived in an adobe house
—that is, of sun dried brick. It was one
story high, with six rooms. He gave up
four of these rooms, and opened a school,
borrowing chairs, and tables for desks; and
Irom this small beginning has developed a
industrial college.
great educational and
President Ladd has frequently travelled
from 200 to 300 miles on horseback and In a
wagon, to obtain pupils from different camps
and reservations.
The establishment of an Indian industrial
school lu connection with the University
was agitated as early as 1884, and in the
spring of 1885 the school was opened with 33
boys and 11 girls. These all belonged to the
Pueblo tribe of Indians, which for hundreds
of years had been semi-civilized. President
Ladd was among the first to recognize the
importance of woman as a factor In the

civilization of the Indians. In manv of the
Indian tribes the influence of women is
already very great. Among the Xavajos the
women have an equal voice with the men in
council, and the Xavajos are the most interesting of the Xorth American tribes. A
verv beautiful site of four acres has been
given by one of the Santa Fe citizens tor the
industrial school. It Is located on the crest
of a hill overlooking eight ranges of mountain.-:, and a plain of one hundred thousand
acres.
The cost of this building, which will
accommodate 150 girls, with all the appointments lor teachers and school, will he about
$50,000. The furnishing of the rooms is
already pledged. These rooms will be named
for tlie donors, whether individuals, societies
or colleges. The school has at present fifty
pupils Rom the Apache tribes.
President Ladd’s mission in the East is to
arouse interest in this school.
RAILROAD MATTERS.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The annual meeting and election of officers
of the Sagadahoc Historical Society was
held Tuesday evening. These officers were
elected: President, Parker M. Reed; Vice
President, James D. Robinson; Secretary,
J. L. Douglas; Treasurer, R. D. Bibber;
Executive Committee, J. G. Richardson, J.
M. Trott, Geo. E. Newman.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

A sad accident occurred in the Larrahee
Cove district, in Maohiusport, on .“Saturday
oi last week. Mr. Arthur VV. Page, who
had been absent from home at sea fur about
live weeks, on returning Saturday at 1 u. in.,
found his family, consisting of wife aud two
children, on the bed in an unconscious state.
Medical aid was at once called, and the
trouble proved to have come from a coal
stove in the room, of which Mrs. Page previous to lying down had turned all the dampers, which sent the gas into the room instead
of passing up the chimney. After several
attempts Mrs. Page and one chilli were revived, but continue in a very low state. The
other child, a girl of four years, died Satur-

NOTE*.

At the aunual meeting of the stockholders
of the Franklin A Megantic Railroad Company the following persons were chosen as
directors: President, V. B. Mead, Boston; N.
B. Bryant, Boston: S. W. Sargeant, Boston;
J. Winter, Klngfield; Orren Tufts, Ktnglieid; W. S. Ilcath, Salem. Treasurer and
General Manager, Philip II. Stubbs, SlroDg.
A large amount of work has been done on
the road bed during the year, and 26 cars and
one locomotive have been added to the rolling stock. There has been a great increase
€

I.M^inuuo rlurinw ilia

vus*

anil

iliwul

rveiiS

large business during the new
year now entered upon.
At last the contractors |on the Canadian
Pacific have secured some skilled laborers.
A large crew of railroad laborers from the
Eel River on the Northern Division of the
Intercolonial Railway arrived In Uangor
pects (or

a

Tuesday, to

go up ou the railroad.
had a canvas bag containing his
and is an experienced railroader.
man

OFFICERS

Each
outfit

ELECTED.

day evening.

WALDO COUNTY.

State Constable Stevenson was up before
tho grand Jury in the Waldo court last week,
charged with extortion. It appeared tiiut he
had sworn out some four or live warrants
against Melville and Xathan Puge of Unity,
for transporting liquors contrary to law.
The respondents were taken before Tilal
Justice Kich of Thorndike, aud plcudetl
guilty and paid a line of $30 anil costs.
Stevenson in Ids return of the warrants
charged too high fees, it was alleged. The
grand jnry found no indictment, however.
Capt. John Veazie of Islesboro died Jan.
4th, after a loug and painful illness, aged
He begau following the
about 70 years.
sea when a boy and
had been master of a
number of vessels.
The Belfast Journal says it may be safely
said that never before in the history of Belfast was the sale of liquor so effectually suppressed. An old citizen says that one of the
worst drunkards In Belfast told him that lie
was unable to get a drop; and for his own
part he could remember back lifty years aud
could not recall so dry a time as now.
For the past week or two some forty or
fifty tramps have been boarding in the Belfast jail at the expense of the taxpayers of
Waldo county.
YORK COUNTY.

Among the persous killed at the Haverhill
railroad accident, Tuesday afternoon, were
George X. Cole, formerly of Kennebunkport,
and his wife and their child six years old.
His wife was the daughter of Woodbury
Goodwin, Esq., of Lower Kcnnebunk. Mr.
Goodwin weut Wednesday to briug the dead
to

Kennebunkport.

Joseph Pulitzer and John A. Cockrell will
be arraigned In Jefferson Market Poliee
Court Monday to answer to a charge of libel
brought by Emigration Commissioner Stephenson for an article published in the
World.

PKESCMPSCOT GRANGE.

At the annual

meeting of Presuiupscot
Grange P. of H., the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year:
Master—Isaac L. Elder.
Overseer—A. K. Walker.
Lecturer—G. M. C«l>b.
Chaplain- A. C. Jones.
StewarU-G. M. Cobb.
Asst. Steward—W. F. Babb.
Secretary—E A. Walker.
Gale Keeper— Ered S. Walker.
Ceres—Mrs. Georgia A. Elder.
Pomona Mrs. Alice Babb.
Flora—Miss Ada Thomas.
Stewardess—Miss Hattie Hawkes.
The installation of officers will occur Jan.

35th.
MAINE

AND

NEW

HAMf'SUlKE

GRANITE

COMPANY.

The Maine and New Hampshire Granite
Company held a meeting, Wednesday, In the
office of Judge,Wing at Auburn, aud elected
the following officers:
President—U. W. Wagg, Auburn.
Clerk—G. C. Wing.
Treasurer— M. C. Perchral.
Directors—Payson Tucker. Portland: G. W.
Wagg. Auburn, and J. H. Emery, Noith Jay.
Routine business was discharged. This
company has done a large business In the

past year.
Portland Susinees College.
Tlie sixth lecture in the course at tlie college was delivered yesterday afternoon by
Hon. Charles F. Lihby, on the subject—
“Business Papers actl Retails nd tlie Importance of a Careful Preservation of the
Same.” He spoke in his usually clear and
forcible manner, and held the closest attention of the students to the close.
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FRIDAY MORNING, JAN. 13.
We do not read anonymous letters and conuminlcallons The name and address of the writer
■n e m all canes lndis|>e usable, uot necesssr’ly for
publication bill as a guarantee of good faille
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
ooiuuiunicatlons that are not used.
_
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No new candidates for governor have been
Meanwhile
announced for several days.
several of the old candidates have dropped
out.
The thousands of floating logs seen in the
Gulf Stream are reported to be floating telegrpah poles and not part of the great raft.
Telegraph poles are perfectly at home about

large bodies of water.

Congressman McMillan,
prominent member of the

of

Tennessee,

a

ways and means
bill to repeal the

committee, introduces a
tax on manufactured tobacco. So soon has
Mr. Cleveland’s message been forgotten by
his party.
A doctor out in Lansing, Michigan, has
succeeded in inoculating a cat with typhoid
fever by the use of germs from water used
by the three hundred victims of the scourge
at Iron Mountain in that State. Of course
this settles beyond a doubt the correctness
of the theory that typhoid fever springs from
a gerui taken into the system and that tha*germ can be conveyed in water.
The Iloosier Democrats have begun a
boom for Governor Gray for candidate for
Vice President. The Hoosiers are by no
means unanimousforthim, however. The Tall
Sycamore of the Wabash does not want him,
and his henohmen are vigorously opposing
him. The Democrats of Indiana have apparently got reconciled to Cleveland—probably
because they had to—and now there is no open
_!i!

—

»

l_t_.

_I_4.1

There is little doubt that the tobacco tax,
part of it, is doomed. There is a growing feellug among the tariff reformers that it

or a

won’t do to jeopardize Democratic prospects
in Virginia and Connecticut by too much

loyalty to a principle. Of course the freetraders would prefer to keep the tax on tobacco, because to take it off leaves them less
for a raid on the tariff on imports, but a
Presidential election is close at hand, and
room

voters must not be alienated.
that the

cottage plan on
which some of the Western reform schools,
notably the Ohio school, are conducted is

Nobody disputes

much superior to the "congregate” plan, or
tlie collecting of the boys together in one
building. But it costs more, and Maine has
never felt able to adopt it.
But we are

growing richer, our finances are getting into
better shape every year, and in tlie near
future our Legislature may see its way clear
to adopt the cottage plan at the Cape Elizabeth school. Great improvements have been
made at this school within a few years past,
but It will never become what it should be, a
purely reformatory institution, until a better
classification of the bays can be had than is
practicable at present.
The Worcester (Mass.) Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry at a recent meeting discussed this resolution: “That the free Importation of raw material will be beneficial
to the farming interests of the country.”
Almost all the speakers were opposed to the
policy of the resolution and expressed the
opinion that it would be injurious. “The
farmers,” said one of the speakers, "as pro.
ducers of raw material, are as much entitled
to protection as the manufacturer.” That is
a claim which nobody can successfully dispute. The President’s policy of removing
all protection from raw material, while manufacturered goods
are
left protected, is
one that denies this clear right, and against
which every intelligent farmer should raise
his voice in opposition.

Massachusetts prisons under the existing law in regard to convict labor are getting
Into a decidedly bad way.
The Boston
Advertiser says that the 500 or COO men in
the Charlestown prison are kept practically
In enforced idleness. They cost the State
nearly 8100,000 yearly more than they earn.
“Ten years ago,” says the warden, “when
all the men were employed upon contract,
with the added inducement that a certain
amount of work should secure certain advantages to themselves or to their friends outside, self-interest kept them in their places
without trouble on the part of the officers.
Althouah the system mav have been nernicious, it had the sanction of the community,
especially the taxpayer, aud to a certain extent the prison officials; all of which is now
changed by the logic of events. At present
the position is an unenviable one.” It appears to be evident enough from these facts,
that Gov. Ames did not magnify the importance of the subject by devoting to it a large
part of his message to prison labor.
If tlie Argus thinks the sugar trust—of
which it does not
approve—is the outgrowth of tlie protective tariff, why does
it not favor a repeal of the sugar duty?
Sugar is a necessary of life—quite as much
as blankets and clothing which the Argus
prates so muck about. It ts used by everybody. The refiners as a rule are in favor of
removing tlie duty. Yet the Democrats
fromithe Presideut down insist that it shall
be retained. Why? Because down in Loui-

^

siana there are a few thosuand voters who
raise sugar cane and are loyal to the DemoTlie President recommends
cratic party.
that all raw materials except raw sugar be
put upon the free list, and all the Democratic
leaders chime in. Sugar growing is a Democratic industry aud it must not be disturbed. It is all right to expose the poor fishermen along tlie New England coast to the killing competition of Canada by putting fish on
tlie free list, but to the lordly sugar planter ol
the good old Democratic State of Louisiana
every man, woman aud child in the United
States must pay tribute.

The fishery cimmissiou have

apparently

gone into luxurious quarters at the capital for
the winter. All they have done since reassembling is to shake hands, and that Is all they
Sir
are likely to do for some time t« come.
Charles Tupper finds the free traders inclined to give Canada all she is after by put-

ting fish on the lree list so i Lat his people
can enjoy our markets on equal terms with
own, and ho and bis British associates
have concluded to wait and see if they can
do it. If they can and do Sir Charles who

of dreadful Ills will follow the re-enactment
on women.
of a law conferring suffrage
of Washington terthe
all
people
and
They
ritory know from actual experience that
none of these dreadful results are produced
by women suffrage. They are wholly imaginary. There is nothing real about them.”
Oue of the arguments used by those opposed
tu the re-enactment of the law is that its
eudanger the Territory’s
passage will
chances of admission to the Union. In reply
It is urged that this would not be the case,
since, while the old woman suffrage law was
in force, the conservative branch of Congress, the Senate, passed a bill to admit the

territory.
CURRENT

COMMENT.

{reatest patent monopolies of the present
lay. This Is so, at least as far as one court
ian break it.
The man’s name was Alvin
Morley and the monopoly is the barb-wire
Eencing patent. Judge Shivas, of Dubuque,
la., has decided against the validity of the
monopoly claims of the Washburn & Moen

Company

a

[[Philidelphia Press ]
The prospect of a week’s debate on the
Blair Educational bill is not encouraging.
It shows that talk is going to bo dreadfully
cheap iu this Congress.
EMBARRASSINC SOMNAMBULISM.

Apartment

Bachelor

Occupied

Finds His

by

a

Sleep

Walker.

[Alta California.]
There can be do doubt that the people who
wulk Iu their sleep are not desirable guests to
have in a boarding house. They are liable
to create strange confusions and disagreeable
dilemmas. Up on Sutter street is a large domestic hotel, where families and single people are accommodated with all the comforts
Under these circumstances it is
of home
generally full of people. Young married

especially glad to

such an
people
establishment the convenience of private life
without the trouble and worry of housekeepare

find in

ing, and bald-headed, middle-aged gentlemen
who. In their haste to accumulate fortunes,
h ave put off marrying until it is too late to
wed, gravitate to such places as inevitably
as the needle turns to the north.
The house
But
iu question was full of such people.
particularly noticeable among them were a
blushing young bride whose beauty and grace
was the theme of every tongue, and a stout,
red-faced dealer in old iron, whose sleek
and shining appearance was only equalled by
the smooth aud polished surface of his hairless head. Indeed, it was a generally accepted rumor about the house that his slick
and glistening ciauium was the result of in-

polishing with a red bandana handkerchief, which, for time out of mind, had
been regarded as a leading feature of his
toilet. To say that this gentleman was modest would only partially convey an idea of
his remarkable '‘backwardness in coming
The
forward” in the presence of ladies.
glances of feminine eyes would deepeu the
carmine hue of his countenance until the
blood seemed ready to hurst from his veins
And a word addressed to him in the liquid
accents which only feminine voices can assume would cause every nerve of his body to
thrill with embarrassment.
Imagine the consternation of this gentleman when od returning from his late club
one night he found his apartment occupied
bv a lady. The discovery was not made unComing into
til he had partially disrobed.
the room, the moon shining brightly through
his clothes
throw
off
to
the window, he began
When his coat,
without lighting the gas.
vest and shoes were removed, and a woollen
nightcap drawn comfortably over his head,
his suspenders dangling gracefully from his
waistband to his heels, and when in the act
of drawing off his trousers, he was interrupted by a gentle voice from the bed inquir-

cessant

ing:

“Is that you dear?
The horror of the situation rose vividly before his eyes. It was as if a lightning shock
had transfixed him. His feet seemed glued
to the floor. If he had had any hair on his
But the
head it would have risen on end.
blood, which in the moment of hi* overwhelming astonishment had receded to his
heart, now rushed furiously through his
veins and seemed to concentrate in a glohe of
burning red in the head, from which the dishevelled nightcap had fallen.
"Are you coming to bed, dear?” came
again the same gentle voice.
This was too much. With a bound like a
panther the gentleman leaped to the sofa,
and wheeling it from the corner sprang behind it.
The moon pouring a flood of light through
the window seemed to have concentrated all
its rays on that particular corner. It was lit
The lady
up with thu brightness of day.
saw the crouching figure, and noted the obese
_a_1_/_

ta_— „a I._l_u-1

Visions of robbers, murderers, and thieves
passed through her mind with the rapidity of
lightning. With a bound as if upraised by a
Then
galvanic shock, she sat up in bed.
with a shriek as if ail the steam calliopes in
tiie country bad been combined in one fearful diapason, she gave voice to her alarm.
The noise of that awful shriek drove out of
the man’s heart his first alarm, and replaced
it with another fright still more intense.
“For heaven’s sake, woman, be silent!” he
cried from his crouching place in the corner.
The lady only shrieked the louder. From

fright the

man ~vas

rapidly passing into

ground

of want of

novelty

CLARK’S GREAT JANUARY SALE

man Motley having invented and
exhibited at a county fair In Iowa the identically same kind of a fence some thirty
years ago. One of the witnesses in the case
testified that in 185P, while he and some othin the county fair
were
er boys
he was thrown
during fair

playlug
time,
exhibit
Morley’s
against
grounds

—

hut go home.
Once, it is said, that the British governor was on tlie point of conceding our most
important demands, when a despatch irom
Mr. Bayard assuring Lord Salisbury that
our government did not mean to do anything
■—

hut write polite notes to the British foreign
office produced so reassuring an effect that
England immediately began to vigorously
support her colony. Again, apparently the
British commission were about ready to
come to some arrangement when they discovered that they might, by grace of the

Democratic .free traders in the House, get all
that Canada wanted withoutgiving anything
for it whatever, And so stiffened up- their
backs.
__

The fight in the Washington Territory
Legislature over the re enactment of the
woman suffrage law lias re-opened the whole
matter for a violent discussion of the question. The Tacoma Daily Ledger, which
champions the cause of the woman suffrsgests, says that the leaders of the opposition to the bill to restore to tlie women of
the Territory their right to vote do not come
out and openly oppose woman suffrage; that
they do not deny the moral right of women
to vote; that they do not give any reasons
why women should not be permitted to vote;
that they simply say that this is not the time
“If the opponents
to consider the question.
of the suffrage bill would make an open
fight against woman suffrage,” says the Ledger, “their ranks would be speedily thinned.
They know very well that there are no
reasons to be urged against the proposal to
allow women to vote that canno t be urged
with equal force against the law permitting

Hence they very cunningly
attempt to put the suffragists on the defensive by assuming that a whole long train
men

to vote.

fave

room!”

“I’m not a burglar!” cried a smothered
voice from behind the sofa. “This is my
room, and I came home to-night and found a
woman in it.”
These hysterical explanations tended in no
degree to allay the amusement of the boarder w
But finally an understanding wsa
reached. The lady was a sleep walker, and
in this condition had wandered into the room
and gone to bed.

We have

PROVERBS.

De world am full ob idyuts; but
the biggest idvut I eber see was de
man dat suffers with Dyspepsia, when
he done knows of Dr. Flower’s Liver
and Stomach Sanative, dat great
remedy what pebber fails.
know

doan

Maybe ye
Well, I will enlighten yo’.

a

Ebery

dat buys a bottle of Dr.
Flower’s Liver and Stomach Medicine, gets a bottle of Dr. Flower’s
Liver Pills throwed in ; tharfor, he
gets two dollars’ worth ob medicine
for one dollar.
Dat’s what I call

for sale

by

druggist.

your

See next week’s paper.

All Traveling Expenses Included.

Black,

IN

among the children at Buffalo.
Mrs. Robert Wright’s triplets, which were
born a few days ago, at Baltimore, are exciting much curiosity on account of their names.
l liey are an nameu ior mrs. uevmauuFrancls Carrie, Folsom Antonia, and Minnie

Cleveland.
Many use the phrase -‘in a trice,” who
have no conception of its meaning. A trice
is the sixtieth part of a second of time. The
hour is divided into sixty minutes, the minute into sixty seconds, and the second into
sixty trices, or thirds—Spanish tris.
Secretary Whitney’s New York house was
the gift of Oliver H. Payne, his wife’s brother, and it is said that Payne gave it to her as
It cost $000,000 and its fura bridal present.
nishings are estimated to have eaten up
$200,000 more.

Barnum has cabled an offer for the
steamship Great Eastern and he says
he believes that it will be accepted. Ife
says that he will make a floating museum of
the ship with a spectacular show, something
like the fall of Babylon.
George Bancroft, the historian, gives three
First, he was
reasons for his longevity:
the middle child in the family, equally distant in age from the youngest and oldest;
second, he always goes to bed at 10 o’clock,
if possible; third, lie always spends four
hours a day out of doors unless prevented by
a storm.
The last two reasons are obviously
good. The first is somewhat new and peculiar.
Sir John Macdonald, Premier of Canada’
has given $40,000 toward the fouuding of a
T.

for the poor, in connection with the
lie has
Provincial University, Toronto.
done this at the dying request of his eldest
end of her
daughter, who when nearherthefather
to apearthly career, requested
which
lie
would
have
propriate the fortune
the
who
of
the
poor
for
good
assigned to her
are unable to provide for themselves those
comforts which they need in time of affllction.
A man more or less insane, who died in
Delaware county, Lowa, in 1850, has been

hospital

one

39 doz. 75e Common Sense Overalls 39c
The best bargain in the State of Maine.
20 doz. Si.25 Cardigan Jackets nt 72c

11c

100 doz. 25c Braces at only
Tlie besl bargain in New England.
60 doz. 45c Blue Ribbed llose at

25c

ol

equally

Look at our

.pent iu New Orleans (February 13 to 17,)
thus giving the party an opportunity to enjoy the
magnitifeut .11 nidi Ora. FeHtivitie..
Thirteen returning parties, under special escort,
over Fire Different Boalra.
Return tickets
also good on all Train, until July. Independent Tickets covering every expense both ways,
and giving entire freedom to the passenger while
in California, and also In making the Journey homeward. Hotel coupons supplied for long or short sojourns at all the Leading Pneilic Coast Be■ OPtM.

Dalo •( Other California Excursions.
March 8 and 12.
Second Excursion to Mexico. March 12.
t xcursions to Wnshistlon.
March 9 and
I.

for descriptive
book of California,

whether
tours is desired.

A. WHITCOMB.

circulars, designating
Mexico or Washington

RAYMOND,
290 Washington St., (Opp. School St.), BOSTON,
MASS.
janl2d3t
W.

’ORTLAND^THEATRE
13th,

January

Friday,

occasion will appear the Famous Original and only

< in will,-li

HI

HENRY’S

to close.

The

a

IRA

CLARK, 482 Congress St, Opp. Preble House,

F.

He uicu.bc,-

Woodbury & Moulton
POBTLMD,

11H

COTTON HNDERW IB
Quick!
Tremendous Bargains!

Come for Them

It don't matter what other

P. SMITH,

I

the

on

knows what Hathaway Underwear is; every garment
made of Fruit of Loom Cotton. The lot includes Ladies’ Night Robes, Chemise, Drawers, Shirts—long

and short; and Childrens’ Underwear, Infants’ Dresses and Slips.
Slightly soiled, the only imperfection. This sale
will be strictly cash, no exchange, or goods returned.
Sale Thursday morning at 8 o’clock sharp.

d3t

ianllj

REITC HARDT’S

price of 20

cents per

low

Musk,
Heilotrope,
Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

Violet,
Stephanotis,
Patchouly,
West End,

-Wild Hose,
wmte Heliotrope,
Casnmere
of the most

The tin •ee last odors

being
fragrance.

site

FRANK
SIS

We

—

FOB

Congress

Street.

FiralNIortcage (h,

35

RAILWAY,

F«r

*ttf

[n connection with .Hr«. ( ntwriis clf 'ses in
Ingliih l.ilrrnlurr, Will glVf

180 -MIDDLE STREET -182

MODERN ENGLISH POETS,

A A Wes

BuiBiing.

4k it

D..W

UA

FaiJaa

....

A Naw

noons at 4 o’clock, beginning Jan. 20.
Tickets for the Course, 22.50, to be obtalnad at
JO Park St., between 2 and 5 p. in.
Number of
mats limited to SO.

Feb.
lau. 20, Tennyson
•'
27, Mrs. Browning. Mar.
fsb. 3, Rossetti.
"
10, .Matthew Arnold.
17, Reals.

eodtf

218 MiddlsStraei, Portlaoi}, Me.,
—

cltf

AGENCY FOR THE STATE OF MAINE.

DEALERS IN

Investment

)NE

24, Wordsworth.
2. Shelley,
», Jean lugelow.
18, Swinburne.
23, Browning.

Securities!

35 cents per ounce.

Every Evening at S. Saturday Matinee at 2.30.
tl Popular Prices— IO, 13, 23 se4 33 cl*.
lan'Jdtl

dec28__eodtf
LOGAN CO., COLO., WARRANTS FOR SALE.

PORTLAND THEATRE
Tw# Performance* Only!

| I0NDAY and

per cent interest: assessed valuation
*1.420,(185.00; total indebtedness *14,000.00: an
excellent sate investment; full particulars. 8AM'L
PATTERSON, 37l)Vs Congress street, Portland.
dec28
dtf
ten

The World!

$50,000

The following Scenes are all cmUMtp new:
rhr Harbor mud Whipping,
Deck of na Ocean Mirnmrr ai Hen,
Tbe Minkina whip
TI1K li b I T,
rhe CSnrden* of Micily,
The launnlic Aaylnm,
The
Hcene,
The .Tloring Panorama,

Connellsvillo, Pennsylvania,

WATER COMPANY 6s.
Bonds, without option.
PRINCIPAL ami INTEREST GUARANTEED.

Keeoleinf

8,500
Population estimated at.
Taxable valuation- .$2,250,OOO
Real valuation.
4,000,000
Bonded debt, none.
Three railroads rim there, vlz:-The Pennsylvania. the Baltimore & Ohio, and the Pittsburgh and
McKeesport. Chief Industries, machine shops,
car snops, foundries, flouring mills, planing mills,
and coke.

The Hotel Parlor.
The Sensational Actor,

j
ivEitv

Constructed 1883-4.
Reservoirs.20,000,000 gallons
Mains.12 miles cast iron

neuces

rOR

SALK

bv

15th STOCKBRIDGE

—

H. (VI. PAYSON &

LITTLE,

company of unexceptional ability.
-1—no ri-iScene Produced as Advertised.
a

Prices 75, 60 and 35 cents, sale of seats comFrldav, Jan. 13.
Jaulfdlw

debt.*05,000
Earnings considerably exceed all operating expenses and interest on tbe bonds, and are steadily
—

z.

upported by

Cravitation Water Works.

increasing.

16th and 17th.

TUESDAY^JAN.

first time In New England of J. Z. Little's original
version of the Dramatic Sensation,

Bonded

Greatest Effort Ever Made

WEEK OF

Novelties and Specially Show!

20 Year

WFJfcMlm

Manao r.n.

....

WEEK, COMMENCING MONOAY, JAN. 9.
A

drawn and Letters of Credit issued,
available in all the principal
cities in Enrope.

Huving been appointed Agent by the American Batik Note Company
of New York, I am now prepnred to furnish

HALL L. DAVIS,
EXCHANGE
STREET.

Opp. Lincoln Park.

(UltEN,

—

STERLINC EXCHANCE

bearing

Excliange Street

Milk

C. H. Knowlton,

•

4©

Rcickardt’s Satchel Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.

—FKOM—

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

I have marked my Children’s Suitings that cost
from $5.00 to $8.00, at the uniform price of $5.00
per suit. It will pay you to look at them.

exqui-

READINGS

JanlOulOt

of every description through this company, which is the largest and
most reliable house in the United States. Estimates given on Engrav.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Samples furnished.
ing of all kinds.

35

TEN

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Near

o

Jan. 14th.

IkjSST bellows,

#

TRUST COMPANY

jelo

omuirut

Terms for twelve lessons, Gent lemen $6.< 0
Adles $3.00.JanlOdtt

City, County uud Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

manufacture.

Hegiaaer* (

Saturday Evening,

P© li T LA N D

First National Rank

janl2d3t

Class.

Dancing

BANKERS.

I would call your special attention to a broken lot
of Suitings, mostly in small sizes, which I offer at
a bargain, from 10 to 50 percent, less than cost to

Matinee 23 and
Now on sale

TtckltS 26, 36 and 60 cents.

15 cents; Children 16 and 25 cents.
it Stockbrldge’s Music Store.

due 11)01.

32 Exchange Street.

tHK tUO.

IOIASTHK.

IATUKDAY EVENINO,

days I shall sell the remainder of
my stock, consisting of
II. J»I. PAYS ©A A €©.,
Jan7

35

BOCACCIO.

FRIDAY EVENING,
iATCKDAY MATINEE

vitiiuc C entral It. 1C. C'ouiiol 7m.
4'u«c© Xnlio.mi Hank Mtoek.
Pi«nt lNnfi«nnl llauk Hioek.
.VIcrckanlw* .Xutioual II «nk Ntselt.
Fir*! National It.ink Mtack, ot Ifiaita.
and many other denirable aecuritiea.

Suitings,Overcoats,<&c.,

ARTISTS

Orchestra, Mpecial Hcraetr, New
Costume* and sirtac Cast,

Portland Water 4’©. !«• aud Om.
Biddet'urd uad Src» Water Co* dm.

For the next ten

—

thsro,.

—

ST. LOUIS STREET

t'ltt

or tiie

GILBERTQPERACO.

Investments
January
$40,000.00

B. CLARK,

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

Jau2

Lubin’s at
“
Atkins’

lu. IS ft 14, mil PERFORMANCES

CAREFULLY SELECTED SECURITIES for INVESTORS
Jana
d!t_

—

jan7

ounce.

Wood

Rose,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay,
Ylang Ylang,
White

extreme

HALL.

CITY

a

Onc-IIalf Pint Glass Stoppered Bottles only
$1.50 caeh.
the

Tickets now on sale at Stock bridge's Music
Itore; also Symphony Orchestra tickets, llaydn
aid Germania, iter. Sam Jones, and Coulbou!
1 natluee.
JanOdlw

BONDS

C. J. FARRINGTON,

Extracts in Bulk !

at

AUKXTH rOH—

available In all the principal cttle of Europe.
nave always on hand and offer
for sale a full Hue of

CHILDREN’S SUITINGS.

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.
quantity

TIL.

d4t

Sol Smith Russell!

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

X. John Little <fc Co.

Triple

1A.I11 1

Letters of Credit issued and Bills
of Exetinnge drawn,

Prices Lower^Than Ever.

DATE.

THE

REiHEHBER

Half fare on HI. €. K. K. to nil
I loliliiiK Oilbert opera Ticket*.
Hall fare to Matinee un P. A It.
It. K. Usual Saturday dl*couut
1 >n llie O. T, It. K.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE IN EUROPE.

the center of the world for

am

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS
ilanOO

Every lady

goods.

BANKERS,
I'OItTLAiVD,
—

Jaofldlw

(LIMITED)

We want every lady in Portland to have some of
these bargains; now is the time to supply yourselves.
All of our last season’s Cotton Underwear, in Hathaway’s make, to be marked at 50 cents on a dollar.

We will not comment

SWAN :k BARRETT,

people advertise,

commences

OPERA EXCURSION

JanlS_KALTinO IK._tf
<l2w

Sale of Seats

_

PIIII.AOEIPHIA

Me.

dn, and •Ini.,

FRIDAY, JANUARY 13th.

BOSTON.

VV. &

Ur

I

Prices 76, 50 and 35.
Wednesday, Jan. 11.

C. H. VENNER & CO..

box, (wholesale

Ported,

jan3

LEGITIMATE
Features.

Star

8c

price.)

Reefers at $3.24

entertain you with one ol the very Pest
and Host Novel Entertainments in the Minstrel line, by a refined
and carefully
selected company of

Cleanest, Brightest

"located.
These bonds are listed oil tl»e New' York Stock
Exchange, and tlie undersigned offer at 1(,3 and
interest subject t(j advance in price, I lie $600,000
last issued.

Reversible Collars and Cuffs
at 20c.

MINSTRELS
Who will

entirely dependent
100,000.
works for its water supply, as is also South Omaha,
where the large pork packing establishments are

Neckwear, Collars and Cuffs,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear,
etc., at rock bottom prices.

prices.

Gray

of»,ooo
at the rate of $60,000 per annum.
of
City of Omaha now lias a population
upon these
and is

terest..

10 Doz. 25c. Mittens at

$16.46

FAMOUS PREMIUM

Earnings increasing

WILSON, COLSTON & CO.,

Or sold in any

—

The Eighth aud Ninth Parties of the season will
leave BOSTON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2,
and TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, in MAGNIFICENT TRAINS OF PULLMAN PALACE CARS
(with Pullman Palace Dining-Cars and Hotel
Cars on each train.)
The February 3d Party arrives at Southern
California points February 11, going via Chicago,
Kansas City. Santa F'e, Albuquerque, Barstow.and
San Bernardino.
The February 7tb Parly arrives at Southern
California points February 22. going via Cincinnati. Mammoth Cave, New Orleans, Galveston, San
Four day. will be
Antonio, and El Paso.

rjr-Send

low

wholesale

etc.

Hundreds of other Overcoats
at

at

sold

Bit; reductions in prices of
Boys’ Overcoats, Reefers,

$3.24

80 $6.00 Overcoats at

CALIFORNIA.

80.
W. RAYMOND.

Blue and Brown

be

prices

40 all wool Beaver Overcoats in

A WINTER
—

to

want to carry
we have

we

Lined Overcoats at only $10.84

~

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

WORKS,

Bonds outstanding.#2,000,000
120.000
Annual interest charge
220.000
Present Imsls, gross earnings.
>•
175,000
net earulngs.
Surplus, after paying expenses aud in-

Our entire stock of Ulsters

of those elegant $30. Satin

SPECIALTIES IN

are

Over-

decided to sell the balance

’coaomy.

Dr. Flower’s Great Scien-

TICKETS 25 CENTS.

NEBRASKA.

fact.

man

tific Remedies

more

to next season and

THURSDAY MORNING.

De narvous chap dat dose not get
Dr. Flower’s Nerve and Brain Pills
cheats himself out of de pleasures of
a happy life, and am therefore a fool.

640

coats then

publishers.

Old Uncle Joe’s

GOODS S

AmocU*

the ItrurOt if th«- Mawarilau
lira.

janlo__dtt

'

WATER

OMAHA

CHURCH,

Friday Evening, Jan. 13,
•r

b, *loi«n„u, upoa the

—

FURNISHING

—

CO.,

32 EXCHANGE STItEET.

AT

—

j'ity Hall, Wednesday Evening, Jan, 181

■■■■

KUl'CATIOtlAL.

GEORGE C.

Dr. Warren of New York, the newly arrived English Episcopal clergyman, is pledging the young ladies of his church not to
ride for pleasure on the Sabbath, nor to receive or make calls.
Rev. David Latbrop Hunn, aged 98 years,
the oldest graduate of Yale College, has
preached the gospel to three generations,
and is still active in the work, especially

breaking

.A-HMIJ

SQUARE

the VESTRY of CONGRESS

...

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR

the unconscio*ir

—

year.

a

condition of distracted courage.
“Be quiet, 1 tell you!”
“Oh, sir, for pity’s sake don’t kill me!”
“Kill you, indeed! Confound it, I’m not
going to hurt you. But get out of here I”
This confirmed her worst apprehensions.
A burglar had invaded her room. She would
have fled', but the door was locked, and her
attire was not fitted for a promenade through
the halls.
But she could yell, and she aid. A succession of Bcreams tilled the room that would
have wakened the dead. They roused the
house, and the halls rapidly filled with frightened people. Among them came the husband of the rosy bride. lie had come borne
late, and not finding his spouse asleep, as lie
expected to, concluded she was visiting some
lady friends, and quietly tumbled himself
into bed and want to sleep. The screams of
the alarmed lady had even penetrated his
dormant senses, and he came rushing out
with the rest.
“Oh, heavens, save me,” again came the
alarmed entreaty from the bachelor’s room.
“That’s my wife’s voice, he shouted, and
his strong shoulders carried the door from
its hinges. The sight that met the startled
group of people crowding into the room was
so ludicrous and absurd that in spite of
sympathy for the terror-stricken lady they
way to uncontrollable laughter. The
Tightened bachelor had wedged himself between the wall and the sofa uqtil he looked
as flat as a pancake. Occasionally he glanced
furtively over the back of it, and then sunk
with a groan. The lady was too busy screaming to think of anything else until her husband’s indignant inquiry, “What the mischief are you doing here?" brought her in
some degree to her senses.
“Oh. Charley, there’s a burglar in the

P.

Meeuit-d

CHOIR,

TH*—:-

BY

COMPANY,

^

GENTS’

our

uppears to be tlie ruling spirit of the British
side of the commission will graciously consent that the proper way of measuring the
three mile limit shall be submitted to arbitration. Wiiat he will do in case the free
traders cannot secure for the Canadian fishermen the benefits of our markets is not announced. But he will probably do nothing,

T

gggg

Auioug the many good things in the January
Wide Awake may be mentioned particularly The
Foster Children of Washington, by Harriet Tay
from paintings,
lor Upton, with illustrations
drawings and photographs; A Journey to Peking
(Around-the-World Stories), by Olive KislevSeward; Warw ick Brookes and his Pencil Pictures, by T. Letherbrow, with thirteen illustrations from his pictures, and a fac simile of an autograph letter by Gladstoue; and The Cruise of a
novelet, second Dauer: Farragut’s Flagship, the
Hartford, by Jessie Bentou Fremont. Miss Maud
Howe contributes an Illustrated article on My
Friends the Dogs, one illustration, the frontispiece.''cing from a painting of herself anu her
dog Bambo, by B. C. dorter. The second Instalment of the two serial stories. My Uncle Florlinond, by Sidney Luska. and Those Cousins of
Mabel’s, by M. E. W. Sherwood, are given. A
funny story of Cat Isabel, by Mary Haitwell
Catherwood, is well Illustrated by I.. J. Bridgeman.
In Christmas Mince l*io Susan Archer
Weiss traces the ancestrvof that dish back to the
Saxons. InC. V. F. It. U. are two articles on the
Hindoos, one by Mrs. Leouowens, and the other
other by Itev. E. A. Lawrence. The other prose
articles aud the poems in the Magazine are good,
and help make an attractive opening for the new

are the

issued

—

Bl'ZXKLL, trader,

1>K. JOIl>
--

BY THB

—

I )LD FOLKS'

Bonds

AMERICAN WATER WORKS

l

barbed-wire
fencing and bad his face badly gashed, the
in
court. The
which
he
exhibited
marks of
blacksmith who twisted on the barbs for
Morley also testified and made duplicates of
the tools;w!th which he had done so.

WIlTbeTcONCERT

HERE

'I

of

The number of Littell’s Living Ago dated January 7th begins a new volume—one hundred and
seventy-sixth—of that standard weekly magazine.
As periodical literature lias been growing from
year to year In extent and Importance, The Living
Age has gone on increasing in value. It Is a necessity to the American reader who would keep
pace witli the best literary work of the time. The
first number of the new year has the following
table of contents:—The Life and Letters of
Charles Darwlu, Contemporary Review: The
Magic Fan, by John Strange Winter, author of
Bootle’s Baby, etc., English Illustrated Magazine;
Mohammedanism in Africa, Nineteenth Century:
Lord Macaulay and Madame D’Arblay, National
Review; A Dramatic Effect. Blackwood’s Magazine; The Future of the Negro, Spectator: Early
English Navigators and their Nautical Instruments, St. Taiues’s Gazette; New Names for
New States, Spectator; Old Silver, St. James’s
Gazette; with choice poetry and miscellany.
This, the first weekly number of the new volume,
is a good one with which to begin a subscription.
For fifty two numbers of sixty-four large pages
each (or more than 3,300 pages a year) the subscription price ($8) is low; while for $10.60 the
publishers offer to send any one of the American
$4.00 monthlies or weeklies with The Living Age
for a year, both postpaid. Littell & Cq., Boston,

Twenty-Year

l'*K.nK.*T*.

A Tl

SIX PER CENT’

Oi?*

MACAZINE NOTICES.

A SHEER WASTE OF WIND.

A San Francisco

the

the cnzy

MOKE HONORS PROPOSED FOR LAMAR.

[Augusta, (Ga.) Chronicle.]
Well, Cleveland and Lamar will make
good ticket for 1888.

on

HIU1IOU1..

WMWLLANKOCH.

TURNER BROTHERS.

FRYE,

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
Given to

Corner
decio

ty 91000.00

Congress

GRAND CLOSING OUT SALE

and Franklin Streets.

__eo(ltf

SAYS THIS IS THE BEST FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND.

W.

J.

COLCOHD

ORCHESTRA.

145 1‘EIKI. STREET.
Jana*

-&JI

SYMPHONY

private pupils by the subscriber,

att

| 50

MUSICIANS

60

AAI> SOLOISTS.

THIS is the top of the gen«

Top” Lamp
Chimney, all others similar
are

WINTER DRESS GOODS

“Pearl

uine

imitations.

This
exact

the

is

label

Support home industry. Smoke

the beet 5 cent

Cigar.

gredients, are tne best and
It strengthens and
Nerve Tonics.
quiets the nervous system, curing

dealer
may say and
think he has as
not.
he
has
but
good,
Insist upon the exact label

For The NERVOUS
The DEBILITATED

Railway Company.
to
For price of bonds and further particulars apply

35 CONCRESS STREET,
BOSTON.
O0t214

eodSm

“
“
“
“
“

'"‘77.

-•

—

or

bb

PAltAFFIXE
■
m.

WAX

In thin cake. In cases of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
andwhlteM.IJ.l3L'. 1’rlce 10c. per lb. by tbe

W.

H. BOWDLEAR

uov24eod3m

DEALEBS IN

—

SOUTHERN PISE LUMBER.

"“•“'nenmf

“

11—36

“

&

CO.,

147 I'EARI, ST., BOSTO.Y.

;

of timber
AMI assortment ol sues
and plank In stock atour yard on Brown’s Wharf.
at sontnorders
Special attention given to sawing
ern mills.

Office 322 Commercial St.,
un2»eodtl

“

A

follows:
$1.00
...

“
“

“
“
“
“
1.00
1.25 t'nshniere Barritlz for
1.00 Frencli Armures for
“
.75
Uiagonals for
.50 Flannel Dress t.oods for

.50
.03
.50
.55
.60

Sale

.29
.10

VELVETS.

TERMS

I’OBTMND,

MK

TURNER
Janl?

Friday

bo

Shaw’s Business College
° J

PORTLAND, ME.
None but thorough anil experienced teach,
era employed.
Koouia open for biuineea day
aud evening tlx daya each week. For full
particulars aeud for catalogue.
F. L. SHAW, Principal.

*

$1.39

1.25

1.00
.75
.75

1.00
.75

Morning.

non
"

“

members $25
6
10
3

The evening class has been arranged expressly
to accomodate those whose occupation or engagements prevents their attendance on the day class.
The only differences In the classes (excepting OH
Painting of course) is In the number ol hours
available for work. Those who intend to become
members of either day or eveulug class, or to furnlsh scholarship for friends, and who have not
already giveu notice o( such Intciitlou, will confer
a favor II they will notify Miss Inez A. Blanchard
97 Finery St., Immediately or leave word at the
Society Booms, Dec ring Block. For more complete Information, apply to any member of the
committee lu charge.
E. K. Pierce. V. P. Davis, J. C. Stevens, Inez A.
Blanchard, Committee In charge,
novnoodtt

A LIC K €.

iHOSJES,

BROS.

Eloeutiou aud
Delsarte

Expression

Literature.
a

Specialty.

BUUIXCV-Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston

School of oratory.
deed

L.

B.

S.

ANNUAL
—

OF Til*

S.

BALL

—

■

|

■ORTLAND

LONGSHOREMEN’S

Benovolent Society!
B /\r -T.t

CITY

THURSDAY EVENINGJANUARY 19. W.
JICKETS, admitting Gent and Ladles. 75 CENTS
BY IIUPDLUR-

Jan 13

I

dlw

Cent First Mortgages in Kansas.
the next 90
WeiMU give our

During
] JPer

cus-

days

tomers 8 per cent, on any money IMJf n*ay
us for investments we have for sale. We hav«
n hand
First Mortgages and uppl cat ions for
aoney
upou first mortgage loans, Mostjyupoj 1JJ>
I
larms. amounts ranging from $2BOto$oOO.
fre
Ve liave also mortgages ui amounts |1WU to i-Jo,How much
, •00 at 7
per cent, which we offer.
rh.y
can you furnish us tor ihcse loans?
; uoney
The stringency tu the mouey
,re A 1 security.
uarket enables us to cut down amouuts applied
end

In each case to an amount that Is safe beyond
doubt Now Is the time tu get a nice Hue of small
Write for our New investor’s
lit edge loans.
Itendt with advice to JOHN D. KNOX *
'O Investment Bankers ami Loan Agents. TopeKootu 24, No. 3«> BruinBoston office.
a. Kan.
or

tilde

J eld street.__
i (PECULATION

IN

STOCKS

Within Reach of All.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

CASH.

dt(

P.

NINTH

WillcaaiDiracc Drr. I, IN>7, aud voutinur
five uaoulha.
V, IV. H«a«on. of llaalou,
(late of l*ari*i, Irnarr.i lanlructor
and Critic.

Da; Class, Life and Antique,' $20,
6,
Bj the month.
Even g Class.
10.
3,
Bythe month.

73 cents and
all bolding

Hpeei.l Notice.—To avoid disturbance the
oors will be kept closed during the performance
f uiv number on the programme.
Jant'Jdtw

acquir-

members of P. 8. of A. or any
member of their lain Hies.

-------$ ,59

commence

can

Tuition Keen to

“.1.00

will

abort ipaco of time at

DRAWING SCHOOL

.33

•
12—25-cent Arlington I'oplins for
A large number of other lots at u great reduction.

•

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART.

.47 1-2
•

Jieotbxl by every young min,

®il in

]au 9eodtf

.35
.55

Lot No. 1—24 inch $2.00 Satin Khadnmes for
00
“
“
“
2.00
2—21
The best value vve ever offered at this price.
“
...
3—21 inch $1.50 Satin Khadauie for
“
“
“
“
1.00
4—
“
“
I.OO Black Silks for
5—20
“
“
1.50 Colored Satin Itliailame for
6—21
“
“
...
1.25 Silk Kemuants for
7—24

apdlengtto

j

1.25 Drop de Alma

“

Serges

yet known.

BLACK SILKS AND SATIN RHADAMES.

*,w *

nrrhaines,rich ardson&co.
^

“

“

“

9—42
10-40

2.50

eod&wnrmly

Crude, imported and domestic, by the cask

are as

1.23

$1.50 quality for
“

BURLINGTON. VT.

jaull

at lower prices than

“

FANCY

In Its composition the best and most
active diureticsof the Materia Medic a
ure combined scientifically with other
effective remedies for diseases of the
kidneys, it can be relied on to give
quick relief and speedy cure.
been receiyod
Hundreds of testimonial*

WELLS, RICHARDSON St CO., Prop’s

Af'T7r»
1 AC riVJljU.

maim m

Brewsier, Cd k Estatirook,

“

A DIURETIC.

_

PAV-

5—42
6—42
7—40
8 40

“

Actingm ildlybut surely on the bowels
it cures habitual constipation, and
promote8a regular habit. Itstrengthens the stomach, and olds digestion.

(NORTHERN PACIFIC GUARANTEED)

I,

“

A LAXATIVE.

SPOKANE &PAL0USE

1 AND NOV.

“

It drives out the poisonous humors of
the blood purifying and enriching it,
and so overcoming those diseases
resulting from impure or impoverished blood.

Pa.

ARLE IN NEW YORK.

“

Hysteria, Sleep-

AN ALTERATIVE.

and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

Spring

1—52 Inch $1.50 I'lcctrics for
2—48 “
1.00 French Serges for
**
3—50 “
1.25
4-44 “
1.25
Bisons “

Lot No.

lessness, dec.

The

lots suitable for

few of the lots

A NERVE TONIC.
inCelery and Coca, the prominent
safest
Nervous Weakness,

FIH8T MORTGAGE, KINKING FUND
SIX PER CENT, GOLD BONDS,
DATED MAY 1, 1880. DUE MAY 1,1930.

Including several

__eod6m

ovlO

on

Chimeys.

INTEREST MAY

flavoring. Manufactured and

2S5TS THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE,

each one of the
Pearl Top

Pittsburgh,

No artificial

i I'Clckets, including Reserved Seats.
( 1.00. Halt tare on M. C. K. K. to
c oncert tickets.

Kail Road im lu In Fractional Lots Bought
> nd Sold upon an entirely new than, the distiucve feature being 4 u.ioum-c. Never ■ acar a
* ■•"v
Small margin only required. Seud tor exP anatory circular and ttrst elass references.
H. W. PUl.l.t'll) wiuck Broker,

1ti

mcod&wlm

43 Broadway, N. Y. fitly.

i'l l K

HIM! MOltMKU,
the

JAK. 18.

press.

May l>e obtained at the Periodical Depots of N
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis
7ii Exchange St.; Armstrong, E * M. (J. K. K. De
not; Hodgson. 9i5Vi Portland St.; John Cox, G*K
Congress St.; Costello. 7 Exchange St.: Lawson
47 Middle St.; Jewett. 604 Congress St.; Peterand
son, 2 Exchange St.; Goold, corner Congress
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 100 CongressBt.; Hop
Conkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243
gress SI ; Ross, 103 Congress St,; Beardsworth
87 India St.; Harley, eoruer York and TateSta.
Abbott, 243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros,
sgents on all trains ruuulng out of theeltv.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Sliaw.
Blddaford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersou.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Dfnnlson.
llrunswlck, H.
( unibrrland Mills, K. S. Raymond.
Daiuarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeuui'g, J O. Derry.
Fairfield, E.H. Evans.
Farmington, White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Painter & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H, Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, K. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
on s island, 8. C. Prince & Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O.S. Andrews, K.H. Burnham & Win
II. Hyde.
Saccarappa, C. II. Kilby.
Saco, H. B. Keudrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Bpringvale, C. II. Pierce.
Bkow began—Bfxby & Buck.
ThomasUm, S. Delano.
Vinalliaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldehoro, G. Bliss.
watervuie, u. 11. Hayes.
Yarmouth. W. K. Bennett.
WIT AND WISDOM.
‘•We’re all growing up now,” salit

a

little maid-

of 10 the other
referring to her rather
boo s
numerous array of brothers nd sisters,
no sleeves
got some razors, Busle's going to wear sent him
who
u»
tell
Will
won’t
in her party dress.
that pincushion with a heart on It—so I know heis
a regular
pots best girl—and mamma’s made
grown-up long dress for my doll!

day,

en

Life is not worth living if oue has chronic rheumatism aud can't get Salvation Oil. Price 25cts.
a
Cold piercing winds seldom fail to bring on
aud Dr.
cough, cold, or hoarseness at tills season,
Bull’s Cough Syrup should he kept in every house,
said Iter mother, “you should never
■•Mv dear
allow any hasty emotion to lead you into a love
a
poor man. Both your papa and
match with
mvsetf were blessed with plenty of means, aud
you see how nicely we have got ou together.”
‘‘Y’es mamma," replied the nmldeu, “hut you
know you live in Parts nine months of the year,
while papa slays in New York.”
“I will never buy a cheap extract, again,”
said a Mrs. Wilson, when she found her child's
« life in danger from eating an ice cream flavored
wllli an extract recommended for Its cheapness.
Buy Burnett’s, aud ho sure.
“For ten years past,” said the new hoarder,
1
“my habits have been regular as clockwork.
rose ou tlie stroke of six; halt au hour later I sat
dined
down to breakfast; at seven I was at work,
at twelve, ale supper at six, and was in bed at
B.30; ate only hearty mod, and tiadu t a sick day
In all that time.”
...
“Dear me.” said the deacon, “and what were
you in for?”

Palpitation of the heart, nervoustremblings, nervous headache, cold hands
aud feet, pain In the hack, and other forms of
weakness are relieved by Carter’s Iron Pills,
made specially for the blood, nerves aud complexion,
ness.

A Montana paper recently contented this remarkable uotlce:
“Mr. Ch rles Johnson aud Miss Fanny West
Bo
were married by ltev. S. Hills on Wednesday.
far uo trouble has resulted, ahd those best informed as to the situation say there will he none.”
The next day the editor apologized aud explained that part of an Bern regarding an incipient strike lmd got in the wrong place.

For any case of nervousness, bleep
lessness, weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsia. try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills Belief is sure.
J.1ICT

U1UJ

liri to

iiiiuivim-

»«•

---

»*‘v

Western 4s 10V< s ;peas at 6s 6tYd. Provisions,(tv.
—Pork H7s Od; bacon 42s for short wear and 39s
wd for long clear. Cheese at 60s. Tallow 24s 3d.
Lard at 39s.

Boston & Lowell Railroad,.198V
Boston & Albany.
197V
210V
Boston|& ;Maiue R.
.44
L'allienim Southern Railroad
P'lnt & Pero.Marquette Railroad com. 25
dc net
»96V
Eastern Railroad
116V
Eastern Railroad prei.127

FMvHKB.

“I,” said the Bad Cold, superciliously, ’“am the
oldest being livug. I have been witli men ever
since they invaded these regions, and will stay
witli them to the end.'
A gaunt, hoary spectre rose and said:
“My child, why so boastful? You are an Infant
1 am the joke about the
as ci inpared with me.
boarding house butter!’’

“Time Tries all Things,” and has
proved that Dr. Wistar’s Balsam or Wild
Cherry is the remedy par excellence for the cure
of coughs, colds, croup whooping-cough, bronchitis, asthma, sore throat, and influenza. It
cures coughs inetantcr, and even consumption
yields to its magic Influence.

Hell leenhoue

FROM

Eastern Railroad 6s.120V

City of Blcbinoud New York.. Liverpool ...Jau
La Normandie....New York..Havre.Ian
Bothnia.Boston.Liverpool.... Jan
Thiugvalla .New York .Copenhagen Jan
Jerome.New York.. Para.Jan
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool... .Jau
W- rra.New York..Bremen.Ian
Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool ...Jau
Suevla. .New York..Hamburg ....Jau
Clenfuegos.New York..Havana.Jau
Newport .New York—Panama.Jan
City of Atlanta...New York..Havana.Jan
La Gascogne.New York..Havre.Jan
Devonla.New York..Glasgow —Jau
Ohio.New York..Liverpool....Jau
Pavonla.Boston.Liverpool.... Jau

•Ex-dlvldend._
New York Stock and

Money

Mark:

TBy Telegraph.]
NEW vORK, Jan. 14 1888_Moneylon ca 1
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 4 Vi per cent ;
last loan 2. closing at 3Vi.
Prime paper a' 5W> <
7Vi* Sterling, Exchange dull and steady. Govern
t

incut bonds ate dull but steady.
Railroad bond
quiet and strong. The stock market closed quie i
and strong at best prices ot the day, the gam li 1
Reading amounting to 1 per cent.
me lotiowiug are
todays mutations t Govern
went securities:
1'nlted States bonds, S3.
....126V
New4s. reg.
New 4s.t coup
*
New
reft

..

...

Opentag

1

95%
Lake
New York Central..108
Shore.

Erie common.
auaua souuiern

...

29

Closmg

Open- Clos

95%
107%
18%

95%
107%

tag

OF PORTLAND
.1

28%

%
66%
6%
Northwestern.109% 108% to-%
76
76
St. Paul. 77%
Omaha common.... 4ii'.s
30%
39% 40
58
675*
67%
Union Pacific.
57%
.vJstern Union...
78%
785*
78%
78‘s
Oregon Transcon
21%
21%
21%
21%
Navi.
92
91%
91%
91%
Oregon
Ileiaware. I,. & W. 130*/*
12% 129% 130
108
rietawiu'0« H. ...106
105%
105%
78
jersey Central. 78%
77%
73%
Phlla* Heading * 66%
65%
65%
66%
North. Pacific, pref 47%
47% 47Vs
47%
37
Pacific Mall.36%
37%
37%
5 souri pacific ...*• b9%
88%
88% 87%
is
Kansas Texas
18%
17%
1H%
Lousisvuie .\ N— 62%
02%
62%
02%
33
N. Y. & N. 1C
.38%
38%
37%
Klclimolid Terminal 23%
23%
23%
23%
44
44
44
Norfol k & West pfd 44“,*
Stocks ny Associated Press:
Ceutral Pacific. 32%
St. Paul preferred.1- 7
F,. Tenn, uew. l *%
60
Rant Tenn. 1st nref...
i’anton

..

Wet is Fxi'i;v. 1 x pres.ex-d—
ake Kill* VV:-Si
Oregon eiav
Denver S Bin Grande, new....
Wat sell, St. Louis & Pacific
do **ref....
Houston & Texas..
Mobile* Ohm
Chicago I xiton.
Alton .« Imre Haute—
..

; 2’

16%

91%
22
16
28
20
.1
137
36

72
pref
8
Chicago, Burlington & Qulnc>
Northwestern pref.143
..

97

Boston Air Line, pre<.
tOedar Kapiils....
I’u'u.Jo
...

Metropolitan Bt.

..

Minn « 8*. I Sims.—
Putin el 8al ..e.
info Centra:..
Ohio * M s<.

95
.139
8
140

..

Bow York

.tfiifynjj

Sr

THURSDAY Jan. 12.
Arrived.
Steamship Winthrop. Bragg, New York— passengers aud mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, Boston fro
Easteort and St John, NB.
Sell Mattte J Alles. Crockett, Raritan—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Laura & Marlon, Eastman, HarpsweU.
Cleared.
Sell Bertha Warner, Lathwalto, Cardenas—J 8
Winslow & Co.
Sell Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Glen Cove—E S
Hamten & Co.
8W1 Bri. adier. Tollman. Rockland—master.
Sell Nellie Grant, Dodge. Ellsworth—master.
SAILED—Sell Ada A Kennedy, Rcsa Mueller,

tag
bn!
96%
10%,;
28*/;
rot1/:
08H
76*,r

old.

jstews.

■vnsr:K

1st

do Muktas Funds.....
Xno following are to-day's closing quotations
stocks:
Jan. 12
Jan. 11.

do

••••

ini irranxs

an

24

nr.

Paint, or Woodwork,
washed in the old

15
17
18
19
19
19
19
19
21
21
21
26

I'rl.rniluii-

FROM

OhajMfi.

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

Sagua lltli, sch Luis G itabel, Murphy,
vtill part of the crew of barque David
Mem.
See

experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.
Your Clothes
your

advantage

[lly TeJ.ign.'th.;

Domestic Ports.
SAN DIEGO—Ar 30th, ship Olive S
.Valuer, Astoria.

have a reputation of knowing something about horses, I’ve got
an animal that is baulky. What do you do in
such h case?
Deacon—l sell him.

fliilitCIM.

you

MtOJSSMMEft&UL

POHTLAMI MIESALE BASSET.
BOUTLAND, Jan. 12. !Bti8.
The following are to-day’s closing ijuoiati ns of
rdmin

Pnivikii)n!i.

Ac.:

Crain.
>1 MxdCoix.
68.1x69
Superfine *no
U»w grades.* TiK?8 74. V-i'u, t:un lots.. 7o,n71
Meal, bay lots. ..67®«8
X Poring and
44 x46
XX Spring..4 165:4 36: bd,:;, car lots
46*47
Patent Spring
J bits, bast lot*
Wheats
Vs*5 60; Litton Seen,
car lots. .24 60*26 00
Mich, straight
roller .4 60*4 76! do bd:. .26 60*28 00
dear do.. 4 25*4 50 iRfk'cftr’r
stone ground* 26*4 361 car lots. 23 00*24 00
do liep... 24 00*26 O0
lit Louis si’f •
00*26 60
roller.4 75:5,6 00 Klddl I t'S.
Visit Iots.26 00*27 00
clear do.... 4 76*«,/a
Provisions.
1
Winter 'ones:
Patents.6 00 *5 25 i fori—
Backs .-.18 60*1900
Fish..
Clear....18 00*18 25
Cod. V <itl—
35
Mobs.10 00*16 60
4
Shore
Vi
Vi*
large
Large fan S3 75,*4 OOl BcefMiprI!.3(51*8 rol lix Mess. 8 00* 89 60
li 00® 25
i’lal'...
Pollock.2 26*3 25
Haddock..... 1 50,*20o, tx fiats 9 5o.al0 00
Palo.i 78*2 00: lavra
in814r
I Tabs 4» p' -.8
liemtik
Tierces_8 ®8V«c
Healed *r hs 16,.' 18c
0*141 fails.8 lull c
No 1.
Tams in It. 10% *11 >4
Mackerel 4* iibi—
shore is. Hi OUa, IH UP' <)(• cuv ered 11 % ® 11 %
Oii.
Shore 2s. 14 (k>a I ti 00|
Med. Hs.ll 00*13 00 lien sene—
Kef. fer. 7¥i
Large ..12 00*1400' i*o
Produce.
»r*U-.Asf).abbl. 11
CrauDerrle9Maiac— 7 00® * On I levoe>g Brilliant, li %
Cape Cod uooalooot Alionia. 8%
Pea Means.. .2 05(52 761
Medium_2 4552 Boil ienteriilal. 8%
German mn2 25*2 40|
* **
2 Bit 3 35
Yellow,'.dyes.V 20*2 40V 4 use alt
I'Otaio-jsuusn 76cak5c 1 oud'in Bay’r 2 f>o®3 00
•l nnura Bay
9&9V»c
400*6 001 Vui'-ncia.
7bk®8
St Potatoes
Onions V fobl 3 75a4 (hli
Sucar.
Turkeys.j4.*17 iri-snclateu X- tt.7tya
Chickens.105131 KxtraC. 7V«
Seods.
Foels. »@12'
G*ese. ...13*14; lied ion... k » w 6*2 *4
liuc!;-,..164tl(ll Tiniol.1'? Seed 2 76*2%c
8 Vj a 12 y»
Clover
Apples.
Cheoe.
Choice eaflngin 00* 3 .,0
lo ® 13Vfe
Vftvniotn_
1
7-v«2«*,(
Conmioir
*3 (,0 N.y. factory lo;*13V<j
Fancy Baidas
Braporarcd t?a l2*13c
Butter.
..'re-ruory tv ir.. .26 *27
Lemons.
Palermo.4 oo«4 BO" }llr Kdire Ver....26*28
Messina.4 00g4 601 Jboice.10*20
Flour.

...

i *1?

■

Malagers....
50 5-4 251
F)orl(Sr.an?3
6 00^5 601 Kastei
Valencia

n

..

26® 26

Can 6 Western..24*26
Messina ana PaPalermo Firbx.S 00.5.3 501 Blme.i. 20#2l
ffaliroad Receipts.

POBTLAND.rJan. 12.1»H7.

Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and vh care inlaceBaiieous mercnandiae: for connecting roads '.'1 cars miscellaneous morehau

<tlse.

_.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

•Tan.
77%

Opening,...
Highest....
Lowest.

Closing.

77%

May

Feb.
77%

84

78

84

77%
77%

83%
84%

Feb
48%

May.

»

CORN.

Opening....
Highest....

Mcli.

lamest.
Closing.

.Tan
,8%
48%
48 04

48%

40
4 8%
46

63%
64%
63%
64%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barkktt, Bankers and
Brokers, 188 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Far Value. Kid.
Asked
Descriptions.
180
Canal National Bank.loo 168
Back.loo
Nat.
14«
148
Casco
118
First National Bank.loo n«
Bo
61
nunriei laud National Bank.. 40
123
Merchants’ National Hank.. 76 121
Bank.loo
138
140
National Traders’
85
loo
Portland Company.
70
Portland Gas Company. 60 C6
BOSD8.
...102
104
State of Maine 6s, due 1888
116
Portland «ly es.Munlclp’l vnrmusloo
1607...123
aid
126
K.
K.
Portland city 6",
106
Hath (il 1' 6S. Mum various.10?
101
108
various....
ah'
R.
h?i City «s H.
113
lobF K. R. aM
Ranror i-,tV ft*. oujfMun...
104
City 6s. B. R. aid...... 103
104
And. & KCD. R. It. ns, various
Portland » hen. R. B. 6».
o»
6s.....1
R.
R.
iii
Leeds & Farimng’tu
7s.. 118
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtfc ....134
184
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s
106
6S.105
Maine Central K. R. 8kg Fund
•«»%
6s..
Water Co. 1st mtg
Portland
in®
’•
"
2d intg bs.10«
114
“
«
3d mtg 6s... .110

BS&Wf

|H

Bella*-1

..

J996 ‘{2}

Boston stock Market.

[By Telegraph.)
The following quotations of stocks are receive!
dan v•
,i
s. &

.a

..

Hunia Fe Railroad.

*33%

Mexican Central R 7s.
Mexican Central....

14%

Atcti-Topeka and

Wisconsin Ce"ral.17%
Mex.ian Central 4s.••••
38%
New York and New England Railroad.
do nret
— •■•••

”6,4

—

j WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887.8.
btearaers of this Line will leave Kaliroad Wharf, foot of State street, every WONKA Y.
EAMTPOKT
ai d THURSDAY at 5.00 r •»., foi
and ST. lOtf.f, with above connections
T_r- igb tickets issued and baggage cheeked tn
dean nation, 5^" Freight received upto 4.00 p. m,
For Tickets and staterooms, apply *1 the Union
Ticket * mice, 40 Exchange 8t„ or for other Intermulon at Ciunpaur', Office, Kallroail Wl arf, fra t
J. B. COYLE.
of mao- -free*.
tjen’l Mauage.-.
novl4 Itf
The

to

try Pearline.

feb2B_eod&wnrmly

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

VI %

Mil r.lliLl VO ,lil> Ml HIM
STEAMSHIP CO.

I
4It/*

/i/i/i/ sirts>r

but ferments and
causes a burning
it
sours,
sensation, This is a step
in the direction of

Ogspepsia.
can

—LINK FOK—

California, Japan. China, Central
and South America and Meiico.
Frotr. New YorK, pier hot \>t Caual St., North
River, for Man Fruuciwc© vU Th« IoIUuiha mi
Priouma,
NEWPORT.sails Friday, Jan. 20, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Branuan Ht».
For Jnpnu uad ( biuu.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, sails Saturday,
Jan. 21, 2 p. ni.
For Freight, Passage, or geneiai inhumation
to
or
the General Eastern Agents.
addren*
apply

MANDRAKE PILLS,
which will put all the digestive

organs in healthy condition.
For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box;
on

8 boxes for 65 cts.; or sent by mail, postage free,
receipt of price. Dr.J.U- Schonck A Son, Fhilad

a.

•*9d&w0mnrm-ce2wU

eepl2

tv. A. A UA>1« A
111 Slttir Nirrct, t'©r. Hrtaii
••lu

0in

«i., U©«t©cs.
dti

_

BOSTON
FIBfiT-C LASS HTEAMKUS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMORT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock ; arriving In

-.

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

olini

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.
Afoilo fmltr hv

F. W. KINSMAN & CO.. Apothecaries.
S5th Street ami Fourth Avenue, riew lork.
l'rice 10, 36 and 16 Cents.
For sale by all the beet Druggists.
eod&wlynrm
mh21

European markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Jan. 12, 1888.—Consols

11-lt

for money and 1 01 13-10 lor the account.
LONDON. Jan. 12,1888.—U. 8. 4s, 129; 4V4s
110V».
j»L1Vi KPjOL, Jan. 12 1888.—Cotton marketfirm idt-lauds 6V»U; Orleans at 6 11-1 Od: sales 10,
OuO bales; speculation aud export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Jan.12. 1887—yuotations—Win
ter Wheat i6s8d@0sl0d; Spring wheat 6s 8<
@0s 10U; Club wheat Cs 10s@6slid. Corn—mlxet

ANODYNE

OT

Sudbury Ml.,

III© LET-1 large square room, furnished,
J. ample closet room, bath room, aecommoda.
106 PARK BTon same floor, open grate.
10-1

furnished

A, ET—Pleasant rooms,

or

TO furnished, at 201 OXFOKP ST.

un-

10-t

LET-Store Nos. 117.119 Middle St.,

one

stores in the city; suitable for
TOof the finest
retail, or both, with
lovely base-

FOR

*.united Ticket*. Aral oo<l second clo**. Cot
■ II poiuteiu tfc-. Province* *o sale at reduced role*.

PAY8GN TUCK KB, General Manager.
V. E. B<“ IT H BY.Oeu’l Pass, and Ticket A«.
oct21dk
Fortlam.. Oet.20.1887.

-A.KTID
TTSE.

Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
oy CURBS
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis. Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleoding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, catarrh. Cholera Morbus, DysThe

—

Kidney Troubles,
ontery, Chrome Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Baca, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

reliable healthy light comor inldd'e aged man to take
care
general farm work; wages
$8 to *10 per month and board. Call or address
with stamp to JAMES McUOWAN, West Cumberland. Me.6-1

WANTED—A
plected young
of stock and do

WANTED-Competent
had experience In lumber

who lias

business preferred; must have reference. Address In own
5-1
handwriting stating references. BOX 775.

immediately;
WANTED—Woodsmen
sters, choppers, swampers and sled tenBERLIN
team-

Apply In person or bv letter to
MILLS CO., Berlin Mills, N. H.5-1

ders.

WANTED—A

situation in a
F. K., Press Office.

man

one

with

esuLimsucu

a

preferred.

can

a

_5-1

TTTANTED—Partner in
ness

hear of

good
retail store, by addressing B.

smart

a

aim

Manufacturing busiyavs

#wu

i'm-hh,

moderate capital but with ability
3-1
Address 8. B. C., Press Office.

address,

good
gentleman
who
WANTEH-A
give good references and who has
salary if suitof

can

energv and perseverance; a good
able ; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 to 9.30 a. ill.
and from 12.30 to 2.3d and 0.80 to 8 p. m., to MIL
JOHN BltOWN, 6 Tolman Place.34-8
EEIHALE
»15»

—

and
as Stenographer
young lady with practica
Address BOX 1930, City.

Position

WANTypewriter by

office experience.

a

_12.1

SHERIDAN’S CONDITION POWDER

is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounco
Is worth a pound of any other kind. It is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like it. It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth its weight in gold. Illustrated book by mall free. Sold everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cents In stamps. 2X-lb. tin cans, $1; bv
mail, $1.20. Six cans by express, prepaid, for $5.00.
DR. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

eod&w-nrmly

angl2

do8T.
7-1

situation as seamstress or
Apply at NO. 104 WILMOT

WANTKD—A
mestic.

WANTED—For canvassing lu an
established business. Address giving age
and previous occupation. BOX 1298, Portland,
12-1
Maine.

AOKNTs

Good agents in all
Maine cities to sell latest and best selling
novelty. Wanted in every house and hotel. W.,
10-1
Press Office.
once.

WANTKD-At

wanted In every town in
the United States; forty per cent, commission. Apply at.once to 1)A SILVA & CO.. New
1Q-3P
London, Conn.

WA1NTKB—Agents

FOR

UNIQUE BOOK
WE WILL IJO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

B. THURSTON Sc

CD.,

wanted in Portland and vicinity for
“Diversions of Diplomat in Turkey,” by
Sunset Cox; “Feast of good things" for all tastes.
Concise liistary of the Ottoman Empire, and the
eastern question, strange customs, legends, character sketches, court scenes and the harem; 700
W. H. THOMPpages, over 100 illustrations.
jantudSt
SON & CO., 32 Hawley St.,Boston.

AGENTS

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
B? 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Me.
eodtf

eb9

CHEWFOREE’S

1888.

TO

LET.

ill the First Universallst
Apply to
Church. Congress Square.
0-1
CHAltLESCUSTIS. 493 Congress Street.

TO

LET-Seats

room

in store

or both.
Enquire of HENRY S. TRICKEY, 31
7-1
Plum St.

RENT—A desirable down stairs tenement of seven rooms, at 6 Horton Place;
sebago water, bath room, modern conveniences,
7-1
rent reasonable. Apply on PREMISES.

FOR

tBT—The public know where to go to get
relief from rheumatism and neuralgia. C.
Way & Co., sell Newell’s Mixture for GO cents per
5-1
bottle.

TO
We know that filler leaf and sweetening than is
used in Home's Rainbow does not exist. To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Force's Rain Dow,
we will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a 60 -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
eodd3m
ocl9

Wifi. I?I.

HI A It IAS

Book, Card
—

AND

—

Job Printer
Portland, Me.

__novll eodtf

To Vessel Owners.

I.KT—A lirst-class tenement of ti rooms on
Green street. Also, for sale. 30 houses, sev
eral of them near new depot. Enquire of J. C.
G-l
WOODMAN, lOGMi Exchange 8t.
rilO

JL

LET-Furnished room, up

TOHAMPSHIRE ST.

one

dispatched quickly
Address.
declOdtf

,-'Tt Clyde. Me.

flight.

5-1

LEASE!

TO

After March 1, 1888, the

International House,

uuteontraeta

H IN "E’V \OitK«

ANNl'AL

noB MAKE—In this city, a cash grocery buslA? ness, a flue chance for the right man. For
nti ther particulars call on JOHN 8. KITZ, Japan
Tea Store, Corner Washington and Cumberland
Sts. 8 ock can be reduced to suit

purchaser.^

MAKE -Turkeys 17 cents: chickens 18
cents: these turkeys are not an old lot that we
to get rid of them but a fresh lot
to
advertise
have
that arrived this inoruiiig. AMOS WINSLOW &
Street
Market.
2
Milk
CO.. No.

Telephone

845,__12-1
built

by

Zenas

sleigh
FOR
Thompson Jr.; used but little; almost good
B. -F. HASKELL, 470 ConMAKE

—Flue

Enquire

as new.

oi

St._13-1

gress

ITtOB MAKE—One Roll Dash Traverse Eunl1 tier Fung, one Straight Dash Traverse Runner

Pung, will be sold low, corner Fore and CotJONES & WRY._H I

ton St.

It

Bzllili-Oiwa

k-riy

uuvua,

n

class store to rent to tbe buyer; In Bruns
wick. METCALF & BOOK Kit.11-1

JT

CIOHE KliHEEfifISftJ«l —Called “Breeze,”
a_/ fur sale, two cents a bushel at the GAS
WORKS; three cents f. o. b. ears on B. & M. R. R.

track.10-1

fiREEPERM—"Arctic Ice Creepers "can
be worn overriibbcrs. Snow Shoes and Indian Tanned Moccasins,for sale by G.L. BAILEY,
2113 Middle St.10-1

IC’E

MAI.K—The James Andrews’

h

ime-

slead In Biddeford. consisting of 15 acres of
FOR
laud, brick house with ell, 2 stories, large

good
barn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
low at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
7-4
of Biddeford
MAI,E-Six fine draft and drlvtug horses
from 6 to 10 years old, weighing from 1' 00
fo 1350. Enquire of W. H. HAWKES, 5 Central
St.0-1
TXOH

J?

hale- The best whip for winters use
that you can get 75 cents. JAS. 8. Me
GLAUFLIN, manufacturer of custom harnesses
0-2
and dealer ill horse outfit, 61 Treble St.

handsome St. Bernard male
large, 1 year old, line watch dog,
price *10.00: a thoroughly trained Gorden Setter
3 years old, price *10.00, lawn color; Bull Terrier
9 mouths old, dead game, *8.00; Angora and
Coon Kittens *3.00 each.
}d. H. RANLE1T,
Rockland.
HALE-One of the best Groceries and
Provision Stores iu the city; stock, fixtures
all in first class order; business about
team
and
*1000 per month, can easily be doubled; reasons
for selling, the owner Intends to go West. Address. A, B. C., Press Office.8-1
MAIiE—A

FOR
dog, extra

Me._4-1

HALE-A hack; also for sale a sleigh
hack. Enquire at Wilson’s stable, oi J.

FOR

Air Tight Weather Strips,
[XOK HALE
r Blaisdell A Berry. 67 Cross street, are now
filling orders for their patent air tight weather
strips. It takes the place of outside doors aud
windows, as it keeps out the cold lu winter and
24-3
dust 111 summer. 67 CROSS ST._

—Hardware business; satisfactory
selling. For particulars address
9-4
A. N. GOODW 1N & CO., Bridgton. Me.
HALE
reason for

1x0H

MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
one 14 horse power holler with
pump, Inspirator and all fillings at a bar-

iXOR
engine, and

heated
gain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE
DRY, Biddeford. Me._

homestead of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, In Gray, Maine; house new aud modern; commodious barn and out buildings, all in
good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central R. R. Station; the farm
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
all exce'tenc
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for bay and farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
R. R. give rapid andfrequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn aud Portland, and all poluts

THE

_

...wl n-AO*

For particulars and terms Inquire ol
AHA Cl'HH « AIM, Auburn, TSr
&ag32eod&wtl
or on the premises.
MIST A IVIS

FOl'NU.

Tlllt PKRAO.V who took a Silk Umbrella from Congress Square Church will notify
by postal where it ean he found, they will confer a
favor on T. H. RANDALL, City Alms House.
^

IF

coat mark d F. W. Nelson. No. 14,
Steamer f>, was lost at the lire last night.
I'll
Please return It to Steamer S’s House,

LONT—A

gold ear ring.

rewarded by leaving
LONT—Roman

ST.

Finder will be
MIDDLE
6-1

same at 204

WANTKD—A
HOUSE, 168 Greeu Street._4-1
and

bargains
lu sample boots, shoes and slippers lust
received at F. W. I>f»mu'»hn'S. Come in and
3-1
get our prices.
see

the

TUIK

Commissioners' Notice.

stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
Co., are lierebv notified that tbe annual meetfor
the
choice oi Five Directors for the ensuing
ing year and the transaction of any other business
that mav legally come betore them, will be held
at the office of the Company, Franklin Wharf,
Portland. Me., on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
January, 1888 at 3 o’clock, p. m.
J. F. MSCOMB, Sec'y.
jan7dtd
Portland, January 6,1888.

THE

Pondicherry Company of Bridgton.

annual meeting of the stockholders of this
company, for the choice of directors, and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them, will be held at the office of the
company, at Bridgton, Maine, January 17, 1888,
at 2 o’clock In the afternoon.
P. P. BURNHAM, Clerk.
jan7dtd
Bridgton, Jannary 7,1888.

TIIE

International _Steamship

having been appointed by the

Co.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
International Steamship Co., will be held at
their office on Railroad Wharf, Jan. 25, 1888, at
3 o'clock p. m. for the election of Directors and
the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Port land, Jan. 9,1888.JanlOdtd

THE

Bass’

EnglisiT

Ale

A,

BELLEV1EVV,
mi A Ml ON

CO.

FJORIUA.

Those wishing a pleasant home for the waiter
month-* In a delightful climate will And it to their
advantage to consult the proprietor, RR HI.
KftlOftlT.
Also furnished houses and rooms for light house
uov22eod2m
keeping.

•

i

Krona Loug Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance mo-half the rale cf

ARKANUEAIENTB.

WINTER

oad after JIONDAT, Her.!*, ISM,
train* will ran a* fallowei

«,

DKPAMTl'BBB.
Lswlaien, .30 and 8.46
ni.audl2 45and5.20p.ro.
Uorhaat, 8 45 a. u. and 1.30 and 6.20p,

r,
a

t

Askars and

Par

'fifCSlv\

sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
Bouth by connecting lines, forwarded free of con
ml—km.
Hauml Trip 9IK
PmMAgr 9IO.UO.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
It. B. SADHSO.y, Agcol,
TO l.*oc Wharf, Ite.lui.
sidtf
CITY .IDVKKTIMKJIK'MTn
Yiahrraarn nail l.obslrr Dealers.
having tieen given to the
of
Board
Health, that llsberincii and lohster
dealers are in the habit of throwing into the docks
flsh offal and lobster waste; the attention of such
persons is called to the following extract from the
Ordinance on Health.
sec. B—"Nor shall any person or persons throw
or cast any dead animal or any foiil or offensive
matter in any doek or place between llie channel
and the sbore, nor shall land any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal in the waters of
Notice

INFORMATION

the harbor or back cove.”
Any person violating the above provision Is liable to a flue of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Healih.
GEO. C. BURGESS. Secretary.
JanlUdlm
Portland, Jan. 11,1888.

CITY

I»OKTLA!MD.

or

and Aldebmkn, |
January 2d. 1888. I
That It shall he unlawful for any
person to slide with a sled or other vehicle
upon any street except those assigned aud designated below, viz.;
The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks of these streets not
ou which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hanson's house, to Easteru Prom'enade.
Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
FoxJrom Washington to Back Bay.
Anuerson Iron Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar Irom Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frem Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deerlng to Cumberland.
New State from Cumberland to Portland.
Melleu from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danfnrth from High lo Center.
Wluter from Gray to Danfnrth.
Danfnrth from Vaughau to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.
Read aud passed.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

In Boabd

Ma volt

ok

ORDERED.

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.

City Marshal’s Office.

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS.

_dtf

Do vour own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes,
They will dye everything. They are sold everywhere. Price lOc. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or oou-fadIng Qualities. They do not crock or smut. For

Druggists,

corner

Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols, Druggist, 7«7 Congress, corner Grove street; K. W.
Oil »CU3,

l/l

LUIliri

v«ui}ivo.7

streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,

corner Mld-ile and Franklin streets; D.
P. Hurr, Druggist. 53d Congress slreet; William
s. Hanks. Druggist. Junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist. 213 Danforth
street; Cook, Everett & Pennell; John W. Perkins
& Co.; H. H. Hav Si Sou, and A. W. Smith, DrugW. W.
gist, 107 Portland St.. Portland. Maine.
Whipple St Co.. 21 Market Square, and Woodford's Corner, Deerlug, Me.
jlylleodly

Druggist,

03. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 1)3 Fr&rkltn St., Portland, Me.
treats all chronic diseases
DR.isREED
heir to; all
that
given
curable
the
and
are

that flesh
up

as

in-

homeopathic phyby
allopathic
sicians, 1 will take their case to treat amt cure
them. I Unit that about four-fifths of the cases
up to die can he cured. Examinations at a
(stance by letter with their full name and place
ol residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $J.oo ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, £1 (X).
sepl-ttt

Ofllcohimrs9a.iu.toHp.ro.

PILES

and

treated without
tiio use ot the
knife or detention from bus ness, nl»o all other dia«
Cure gun untied.
eases of the Rectum.
READ (M. D. harvard H42) and ROBERT
READ (M. D. TTurvard 1*76), Kvana House, Vck
175 Tremont Street, Boston. References giwn.
Office
Consultattou free.
Bend for pamphlet.
boars, 11 A. M. to 4 1*. M
Sundays and holiday#

executed.)

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from Co"1* Lose of
neral

Appetite,

Debility

Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. IltrrCHINSo^ A Co.s
Ennsburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price$i.no a bottlr,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testimonials.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

Send 16 cents for ‘TOO emergencies and how to
aucneooy 1
treat them.”

BnSTnN ft NFW YORK STOCK
Bought ami sold
ami
Orders

on

a

margin oj 2 per cent,

upwards.
by

mail

or

THE RATIONAL

telegraph

a

Specialty.

STOCK EXCHANGE,

JOSEPH CLEAR Y, Manager.
24 Congress St.,
wp22

Boston,

Mass
dtim

[Street*

St

1*0.,

Fsrtlnat,

lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth June;.
tlon and Danville Junction as follows; To ChtrV
go, *21.00 and $19.00; Detroit, $18.75 and
$28.86 ; 8t.
$18 00; Kansas City, $.72.50 and via.
Detroit.
Paul $32.5o and $28.00 ; 8t. Louis
via.
St.
Louis
Chicago.
$2*6$
ami
$21.25;
$26.00
and $24.90; California, $32.60 and $63.76.
JlMXPll HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAK, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. 8upt.

Nov. 28. 1887

Portland and

Ogdansburg R. H.

PORI LAND and EONrfcEAUIK.
Ouly Hoe making direct connection* wltk
Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains

leaving Montreal same Evening.
FALL ARRANGEMENT.
MONDAY, Wet. IO, 1877,
and until further notice. Passenger trains will
_leave Portland is follows: N.33 a.
>Uwoi|n. for Brldgton. Frveburg, No. Couj VVUlway, Kabyan's. Bethlehem. LancaaL2u£-M-ter, WhlteReld, Littleton. Wells’ KlvSlisrer. Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport.
brooke. St.John*. Montreal. Burlington. Swanlon,
OgdeiisLurg and West.
It. 13 p.m. laical, Portland to Bartlett and la
teriuediate statlous. with Stage connection* tor
No. Wludliam, Standlsh. Llmlngtmi. Sebago. Naples. l’arsoiisfleld, Keiar Palls. Denmark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
Commencing

Train. Arrive In Pcnls.il.
10.33 n. m. from Bartlett and way statlous.
H.1I3 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West

J. HAMILTON, Snpi.
OJAS. 11. KOYK. O. T. A.
oct7dtf
Oct. 7.1887
_

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
i»

el

feel

Nundn;, Oal.'i'l. 1*27$

WESTERN DIVISION.
Ear Hhicu 7.30. 8.40 a. in., 13.40 3.3c 0. B.
Ra.ua for 1‘oitlimd 7.30 8.3b, n. Bl. LOO.
4.00 p. in. (5.00 p. m. arriving Ne. Herwi-h si
800 |>. in., connecting with 9.36 p. m. tralu for
Pim P.I.I,
1'nrllnnd.) Mcarora Mrarb
.lice. leiddefard 7.30. 8.40. 10 26 x. m.. 3.3*
Old Orchard, 7.110. 8.40,
•6.80.8.16 |>. m.
lo.25 •. m.. 12.40.8.80,•5.80,8.16 p.B. Nerth
Iter wick,flre.1 P.lla, Devci 7.3o. 8.40 a.m.,

E.ecer, Haverhill,
13.40,3.30, *6.30 p.m.
loisrr.u, l.nwell, 7.30, 8,40 a. in., 12 40,
*..;>>

b.

Rechr.ae^

in.

Parmfnalea, All.a

Ur), 3.40 a. m., 12.40,1030 p. in. .linurhr.tcr
in
Ceucerd (vie Lawrence' 8.40a.m., (via So.
Newmarke* Junction) 8.30 p. ro.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.
MONDAY TRAIN*
m.

via East Dlv. to Scar

EASTERN DIVISION.
U».<aaat»2.00a.ni. daily.t9.0o a. m.. §1.00.
16.00 p. III. UeMlou far Peril,and 7.30, 9.(8) a.
12.30
in.,
p. m. (••7.00 p.ni. daily). Cape RCilea
bath. 9.00 a. m. (6.30 p. in. West. Dlv. Pa**.)
nnco 9.00 a m., 1.00 p.m. Uiddelerd 2.00, 9.00
Pari.monih, Nrv, barr
a.m.. I.iki. 8.00 p. m.
-libn,.
*2 (Ml 9. (Ml a.m.. 1.00.8.08
p. 111. 4‘Qnbsri 9.00a.m.. t.OO, 9.00 p. m.
♦Connect. with Rail Lines for Now York.
SComeets with 801104 Lines for New York.
“Weal DlvWon— North Berwick to Scurbor*
Per

-Tie

eodOm

M. L. WILLIAMS, Oen’l A cent,
Portland.

tit

Kiiuifoni Fails & Buekiieiti Kailroati.
Wiol.r

Arraaaraieal -la Kffrci Nst. JS,
ISM.

Leave Portlanu, via U. T. Railway, 9.45 a.
Lewtnton 9.50s Mechanic Falls (mixed train' 10.
50; arriving at W. Minot 11.15; K. Hebron 11,30;
ttucktlehl 12.00; K. Sumner
12.20; Hartford
12 40; (.’nuton 1.00 p. in.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; I.ewlstou 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 8.15: arriving at W. .Minot 3.30;
E. Ilebrosi 3.40; BueklleU 3.60; E. Sumner 4.o9;
Harttord 4.12; Canton 4.37; (Jllhertvllic 4.86 p.
RETURNIW1—LeaveCaaton 4.31> ».16
Pnrtland 8.30 a. in.. 12.15 p. m.
MT.tUK t O.VNBCTIORk.

a.

in.,

arriving at

DAILY—From W Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebroa
AOsdeniT; Hiu kde'd 3.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
Turner; Canton t.27 p. m.; arriving at Pern
5.20; Dlxdeld o.oo; Mexico 7.00 p. in.; also for
Returning, leave
Brmtun'i Mills. Livermore.
Mexico 9.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Port
L. L. LINCOLN Sunt.
land 12.06 p. m.
oct«dtl
K. C. BRADFORD. U. T. A
and

FOR STRENGTH USE

BOVININE

Bush s Fluid Food.
The only raw food in the world. Keep* in any
climate. Doe* not become putrid like mod
other meat extract*. I* retained by the mo*t
irritable stomach. Creates new and vitalised
blood faster than any other preparation. Sustain* life for mouths by injection. I* daily saving
life in case* of Phthisis, Typhoid and Relapsing
Fever, Diphtheria, Bright's Disease, Neuralgia,
Pneumonia, Anaemia, Marasmus, and all Diseases
of Children. Builds up the system after severe
surgical operations. Soothe* and alleviate*
ulcerated and cancerous conditions of the
stomach and rectum. Is the only nutrient that

permanently cure nervous prostration and
debility. Feeble infants and children and their
exhausted mothers thrive wonderfully. Conwill

LUMBER AND TIMBER.
Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on th* wharf, or
direct from our Southern Fine Mills, and In the

Commercial

TI<?MT 0fh( Ki

35 EiclWRgR St, and Oaoot Foal o( India Sfroot

in.

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cave,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock.
it u a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINT

octlO

Montreal.

octsi

eodtf

quickest possible time.
OEKBIITG, WIN* 1.0 IV

12.15 p. m.
Palace Bleeping cam on nlcbt train and
on day train between Portland and

cam

Through Ticket* to all points Weal and South
for rale at ,*oilined Niatiaa Tlehel Otiter and
at r nine 1 iehrl Offlrr. I« K». bu.«f »o**r
JAS. T. Fl'KilKR. Oru'l ’.Uuar.-r.
Boston.
U. J. KLANDKUS. wen. P. A T. A

IadTesT

sale by D. W. Ilcseltiue& Co.,

Farioi

erasing.

Street.

Fore

A

d. m.
f roiu Quebec,

Pul:man

\

A

For Sale in the Original Package by J!

6.45

to Unman 1.00, 4.15 p.
boro Crossing.

Portland. Nov. 7. 1887. (

at

D.wra
.dUIAH HBli
4 U b« !*■. 8.45 ft. ft.
12.15. S.16, 5.45 and 6.46 p. m.
^ ^
Pr«n Ua.ham, 8.46a.m., 12.151JH! 6.45 p. ».
From €hicag« »■«! MaaliWMl. 12.15 and

Ian4___dll

REWARD of twenty-nve dollars will b paid
for information that will lead to the arrest
and convictlou of a ijr person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or church In
EZRA HAWK EH,
tniscity.
uuvHdtf
City Marshal.

8.46

4BHIV.MA

lo

STOUT,

O It IXXESS’

liorSna, Woutreul and I birage,
and 1.30 p. m
Por Quebec, 1.30 p. m
Por HurkAcid and l aatoa, 8.45 a. tu.
1.30 p.m.

a. m.

-*rrv*r:

g35.00 RKW1RD.

Ain>—

undersigned
the County
THE
by the flou. Judge ol Probate for
Slven
the twentieth day of December,
of Cumberland,
on

From 30ST0N oiury WEDNESDAY and SATUROAV.
From PHILADELPHIA eiery Tuesday and Friday.

annual mtr i iNb run i lhhu b i chin rAunc i lu

cases

IIOTKIr SA \ IT

cook, at tile CUMBERLAND

ANNUAL MEUTINU.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway will be held
at the office 517 Commercial St., Portland, Me.,
on TUESDAY, the 17th day of January, current,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to choose directors
for rite ensuing year, and to transact any othei
business that may legally eoine before them.
CHAS. H FOYE, Clerk.
Portlaud, January 2,1888.
Jan4eodtd

mnr 24

—

cough that can't be cured with
Way's Compound Sytupol Lungwort; price

Portland & Ogilensburg Hull way,

HO

WANTKD—Experienced

WANTED

ANNl'AL NIEETINC.
rilllE Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
JL Portland Railroad Company will be beld.ln
the Library Room. Mechanic' Hall, Portland, on
Monday, January 16,1888, at 3 o’clock p. m., for
the choice of directors and the transaction of auy
other business that may legally come before
E. A. NEWMAN, Sec’y.
them.
|an9d7t
Portland, Jan. 9,1888.

FOUNoc5tf

FARM FOR SALE.

HEETINGN.

PORTLAND WAILROAD CO.

DUNNING._8-1

A. 1). 1887, commissioners to receive and examine the claims of creditor* against the estate of
Charles G. Haines, late of Portland, lu said Coundeceased, represented Insolvent, hereby give
ty
Portland.
streets.
Commercial
and
India
Corner
notice that six months from the dale of said apApply to AUG. P. FULLER.
janGtf
in which
pointment are allowed to said creditors that
said
to present and prove their claims, and
WANTED.
commissioners will be in sessiou at llie office of
Frank W. Robinson, No. 3«t» Congress street. In
said Portland,
(Union Mutual Life Insurance
clerks at TURNER
Building) outlie last Saturdays of January, March
BROS._Hi ; and May, A. Id. 1888, at three o’clock In the afterto receive and decide upon all
Every member of the Portland ; noons of said days, estate
then presented.
against said
Colony, United Order of Pilar.m Fathers to : claims
this twenty-ninth day of Deat
Dated
Portland,
be at the Hall, Tuesday Evening, Jan. Hi, to a secember, A. 1). 1887.
lect Musical and Literary Entertainment to be held
I Commissioners
CHARLES 8. COOK,
that evening; entertainment to commence at 8
FRANK W. ROBINSON, (commissioners
o’clock; refreshments at 930; all free. It Is hoped
dcc30_dlawK3w
that every member will attend, as the committee
have been to considerable expense In arranging
lor this entertainment.__o-l
A K9

WANTED—Autocall
THISPArERpMTS&WJKJSS3
jAdTertUing Bureau (1fj Spruce
*djert&fr
<»*•••"

PUB MAKE.

GO

Port Clyde Marine Railway has been thor
WANTKD—A
THE
oughly rebuilt, and is now In readiness to
reduced to 25 cents per bottle,__0-1
take out all vessels in need of repairs. All work
and satisfaction guarante-d
W. O. S TIMPSON, ,ln.,

nected, on Washington
On and alter September
Picture Frames, Artist Materials and Art Goods,
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run daily as
established 8 years, splendid showy store, will I
follows:
stand the most thorough investigation and is one
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.46 a. m.;
of the best openings on my books, best ot re'erBailey's Island 7.<*>; Harpswell, 7.16: East End,
euce giveu and required, eujoys a 1st class patGreat Chebeague, 7 46; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
ronage and will show up well, good reasons for
selling, a partner retires from the business, a 8.40, arriving In Portland at 9.16 a. m.
chance seldom met with, no bonus, a bargain at
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
W. F. CAKEUTHEES, 24 Tremont
the price.
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
13-1
ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.
Row, Boston._
sepl'Jdcf

_

-TOOK TO LET- Desirable

USE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

con-

f’OK

ANENTM WANTED.

Bostoii‘PliiIadd|>liia

a

For

HELP.

TEA3IERN.

INLANDS

CHANCES.

1st
Interest in
It
Harpswell Steamboat Co.
manufacturing business with store
ISO classSA1.E—$4,000—Ml
St., Boston, for the sale of
19th 1887. steamer

li'U

book-keeper

¥ ¥

for Pr©videaee, l.owcll,
W®rce*»ter, N*tr York, Arc.
Keturmng, leave INDIA WHARF. Bosion every week day evening at 5 o’clock
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
novltl

^

Ml TRIM RAILWAY OF CM4DJI.

points beyond.
Through tickets

A balm for the Skin.” I

I-toa

ED—Salesman to sell a line of goods
to the furniture and bedding trade in Portland and vicinity on commission. One who Is well
acquainted and Is selling goods to the trade, pre
ferred. Liberal arrangements with a good man.
Address 188-194 Railroad Ave„ Jersey City. N.
J.
jaulodlw

WAN

INTERNjAJU

EXTERNAL

very pleasant furnished front
bay window ou first floor at 161
Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 tf

MALE HELP

UNIMENY

tended to.

anlleodlm

11-1

tious

TO

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
Ail orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

Ho.Ion. noil.

room or

LET-A
room with
Cumberland St.

97 J -55 Exchange St.,

Stationary Steam Engines and Boilers,
High and Medium speed Automatic Engines for nil kinds of duty. We have
the best Engine in the market for Electric Lighting, or any place where absolute uniformity of speed Is required.
Send for illustrated Catalogue.
S. L. HOLT k CO.,

steam, hot anil
Address

suite;
l.KT—Single
TO cold
water, etc.; very fine location.

_

PRINTERS!’ EXCHANGE,

75 New and second-hand Portable and

102

BKMINBMM

Boon*.

a
wholesale, or
meut; dry and lighted on three sides: almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON. 164
24-4
Brackett St.

~

9 ll-16c.

r where
through tlekets and
baggage cheeks mat be obtained lor principal
(allots KasL anil Wet. .The night ekpress wit*
sleeping car attached,runs every night M’uuiays
Included, through lo Bangor but not to Skowbegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
I letter or beyond 'angor on Munday mornings.
: rains are due In
ortland as follows: The morn
lug train from ST.item the, Augusts and 8s. 6
s.48 a. m.i Lewiston, M.60 a. m.; day traits
front Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.iu.
The etternoon trains trow Bangor, Waters Ills,
Hath, Augusta and Bo klaud at 6.40 p. ut.,
Lewiston, 5.50 p. in. Night Pullman at 1.60

'►•or

C. <J., Advertiser Office.

$1,000.

mlddltug 9%@loc.
MKHiPIIIH, ijan. 12, 1888.—Cotton steady;
middling at 9 9-16a.
MOBILE, Jan. 12, 1888.—lottin is dull; mid

I

throughout New England aa a remedy for Coughs,
Colds and Pulmonary complaints. Since its introduction it has constantly won its way into public
favor, until now it is the universal decision that
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

...

Receipts—Wheat 6100 bush
NKW ORLEANS. Jan. 12
1888.—cotton is
quiet; middling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 12, 1888.—Cotton U quiet;
middling 9 9-lSc.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 12. 1887.—Otton quiet;

“

The best for the Complexion.

■

Oats—No 2 at 36c.

CONOI(RN!l ST. STATION.
eight minutes lat>

for connection with earliest trains for

season

...

_eodnrmcM

tfl.lf

WINTER AKK l\GK.HKSTa,

....

—

and 12.65
p. kHHarbor,
I ouatr,
■Stephen (s a inis), Aroostook
Ike
Prorinrre,
MI. John. Ilnlllfna, and
m
and
p.
111.15
12.55
12.60,
j p-All trains timed as above from tominei cia)
Street Station, stop at

a. Pb

FIRE ORLY SI.00.
THE

I SINT,

Anl urn nnd
irwbws, n.SO a. m.,
rln Hrun*
in.; I.e*i*l«>
12 00 4.50 P
12.65
a.
til. 15p.ui. Por Math,
"5
m.,
7
wick,
7.05 a. in., 2.05 and 4.08 p. m., and on SaturKerb land and
day* only at 11.15 p. in.
14on* and I, incoln 14 It■ 7.06 a. in. and
12.65 p. 111., Brunswick, liurdiucr SSuUnwell, and 4u|*ds, 7.06 a. ut., 12.60, 4.64
and ill.16 p. in.
Iarnis|i*s rln iawlr
7.06
inn, 12.60 P. m.; rln Brunswick.
wliiii,
tvn«i 12.55 p. m.
Norsk
and
Onhlnad
Ihr.p HodArld,
Anson, 12.60 p. in.. WntrrrMIr and Ml»ewhrmoi. rin l.rwlsion. 12.60, ria A*|**i*.
7.05 a. m„ 12.56 and til.16 p. m., and #«ne
Della*!
rille Saturdays only 4.56 p. m.
12.60 and 111.16 p. a.
au
Dealer.
12.50
p. Bk; til
Ksssot via I,rw•■ton,
ut.
Auga.ta, 7.05 a. in., 12.66 and 111.18 p.
ft.
7.06
6. m.,
K.,
Hangar At Piscataquis
P.llewn.th and Bar
and
til.16 p. to.

eud3rn

be

Prrb

|r<»

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP M?\m

cured—safely and
surely—with
DR. SCHENCKS
It

MW.I VM TO'Icrt lu.nl

.HONDA V, Or! 24,
Psnesgrr Train* will Icnre
Portland n* (ellew*!

from Sew York.

nov2

II

WINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

a.l.tll*s(l.tr, N. K. Agent,
JOl WnabiaglHu 9lrrH.

A UK \V

polltt North

a*

land A itochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•l>oc* not stop at Woodford's.
J. w. PKTKKe Mux.
oct22dtf

OH VIA

Ocean Steamship Co.

...

>

a*

tier-heater,Mpriagvale, Alfred, Watese
bare, iud Sara Hirer at 7.30 a. a., 1-00
and (mixed) at 0.30 a. at.
__
Ear barhaa at 7.30 a. as., 1.00, 3.0#,
0.30, si d (mixed) at #.30 p. aa.
Wrt*
Ear Sarrarapaa.t aabrrlaad Slille,
break Jaaniaa and Weerlferd’s at 7»M
and lo.oo u. as., i.oo, 3.##, #.30 ard
(mixed) •#.:( O p. at.
Ear Earral A taac (Urarlai) luiHla.ak
.1: WO and 0.30 p. aa.
The I .OO p. m. train from Portland couuectr at
Ayrr Juacl. with ilaaiar Taaarl Kr.nr lot
the West, aud at Vaiea Depot, Werrrurr, In
Slew Verb via Harwich I.iar, and all rail,
via Mpriegdrld, also with Pi. IT. A X. K. K. H
("btcamer Maryland Route”) lor Ehlladelpbia,
Hnllituore, Warbiagtou, and the Mealh, and
with Kontoa A Albany H. H. for the Wr»b
Close connection made at Westbrook Jo ur
tlon wttb through trains of Maine eutral R.H. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and bomb

RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Ageut», S.iviuiuah I’ler, A. De W. SAMl'SON, Agent. Central
St. O. O. Ft: ARSON,
K.K., 301 WaiMuirto
Agent, S. F. & W. It’v ill Aasblngtou St.,

Balcli. Nanaimo

••

oo

On and niter

f'l TV” i.u.l “CITY
OK »l U O.V’Mfrv THI KHI) » V, ill l
p.n.,r>.im<iivi<mi( 1*1 k it,
Can,rru ntr.vl, Hwlan.

digest,

haw.

^yi nnt-bcrlcr*. t'aacard, and

Eor
at I
Ear

tl.aiii.bi|n'‘UlTK

STEAMERS.

...

AHRAJieEHErr-of

and after Monday, OctaV^r Al, IHNf,
PajuenKer Trains will !.*»▼• F 'ftimmdt
Ear WarmUir, Cllalee, *I« Jamtllom.
at T.J#
Masbnn, WiaHna and Eppiag
On

mnuo.hunlll

SAVANNAH

tjpntbard,

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4lh, ships J A hflNwa
Ivanuoe, Carter, Seattle.
V
Sid mil, ship Win H Mocey, for Sydney. NSvf.
GALVESTON—Ar
10U), sen Jesse Lena, Rose,
13%
Quicksilver
Baltimore.
..38
dn preferred
Ar lltli, sell J I) Holdeu, Marston, Philadelphia.
Tornado. 1 00
I KR A Di.NA—Cld iltli sciis MiunieSmlih,
8%
Onhlr.
Hanson, New lork; Mima A lieed, Dixon, do.
7 V*
Eureka.
BRUNSWICK—Sid
7th, sch K Bowers, TbompO*
I
2
Dead wood. ..v
Amadol.
1% i sou, Baltimore.
DAltlEN—Ar fith, sch Wm Frederick, Burgess,
7
Vellmv Jacket
Savannah.
Union..4 50
CHARLESTON—Ar lltli, brig H B Hussey,
4 80
Sierra Nevada.
Hodgdon, Boston.
2 00
El Crista..
RICHMOND—Ar 11th, sch E K Hart. Klutz,
7%
Savage.
Norlolk.
4 80
Mexican..
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 11th, sell Cephas 8tar11%
Hale A Sorcross.
l'clt. Simmons. Bostou.
4 00
Gould & Curry
GEOUGRTOWN. DC—Old lltli, brig MCHas■ on. Cal. A Va
2100
orfotk.
kell. Oliver,
1 70
Bruns.' lek.—
BALTIMORE—Ar 10th, sehs Kate M Hilton,
Bodie.
2%
Johnson, aud W Abrahams, Snow, Boston.
Arlith,sells Itenj F Poole, Davis. Boston; DayBoston Produce iwarkot.
light. llodgdou, do; Isaac T Campbell, Matthews,
Boston.
BOSTON. Jan.12. 1887.—The following ar- to
Cld lltli. sells Gartluer G Deeriug. Rogers, for
day’s quotations or Provisions, Sc.:
Boston: Mattie E Eaton. Gamage,do; Child HarPork—Long cut 17 60818 Ojshortcutv 17 7
old, Manson, do, (and all sailed.)
18 25: backs 18 25 818 60; light backs 17 25:
Old luib, sch Andrew Adams, Adams, for New
Bedford.
poru tougues to 00.
Lard—Ctmlcc at 8%c i> ib in les; 8%@9c 111 10Sid lltli, sehs John |C Smith, and Andrew Adlb pails : 9®9%c in 6-lb palls.
ams.
Hams at ;io%®l2c, according! to size and
Off Rappahannock River Point 9th, sch Ch&s H
cure; pressed liams 11 %@12c.
Haskell, for Providence; Isaiah Hart, for Boston,
lb counPHILADELPHIA—Cld lllli, sch. Sidney G
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c
try do at 7c.
Hupper. W’atts, Havana; Geo Moulton, LanderBuiter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
kin, Bostou.
80c: some fancy Elgin 32 833c: extra first WesPassed down liver 10th, sch Alice Montgomery,
tern creamv at 2 ngjZKc; 00 firsts at 22 t£25c; do
tor Providence.
June 20o£23c; New York fall made creamery, exPERTH AMBOY-Ar lltli, sch Belle O’Neil,
t.-Q -.t wfi. VI
merit nvtrfl emcv at. artis tic
do
Butler. New York, (to load for Charleston.)
The above quotations are refirsts 23(@25c.
in tlie stream, brig Harry Stewart, Blake, for
wholesale
lots.
Jobs’
lor
ceive
prices
Portland.
strictly
bing prices i@2c higher.
NEW YOBK-Ar 10th, sch C H Sprague, NickCheese—Northern choice at 12Va@l2V*c; Ohio
erson, Providence.
choice 11 Vi 412c; Northern sage at 14c. Jobbing
ran ion, uicuarusou, or
Ar mm. wig jonn n
prices VAc higher.
Marc; soli A F Crockett, Thorndike,-.
Cld loth, brig Woodbury, Brown, Kingston, Ja;
Kggs—Eastern fresh noiniual 25@27c; do firsts
24cs exira Vt and N H 25@20c; choice Canada
sell Jas K Talbot, Crocker, Arroyo.
sld loth, slop CC Chapman, for Shanghai; brig
21(s23e; good to fresh Western 23@24c;Michiaan
fresh 24a2De; Nova Scotia at
@24e, Jobbing Woodbury, for Kingston.
Passed the Gate 11th, sch H T Townsend, from
price V4®tc liiglier.
;
Beaus—Choice small N Y baud picked pea at
Amboy for Boston.
2|5642 00 t> bush; choice New York large hand
NEW LONDON—Ar 11th, sells M A Aehorn,
ed do 2 404 2 60;, small Vermont hand picked do 1 Acliorn. fin Naw Bedford for New York; Alfied
at 2 7&@2 85
Keene. Greeley, ltockland lor do; Ella Pressey,
nay—Choice prime hay at 17 00@18 00: fair to
Nash, do tor do; Emma S Briggr, Wiscasset lor
good at 816 00,af 10 oo; Kasleru fine *124 $16;
New Haven; l.aiua Cobb, do for New York; F A
door to ordinary 8124814; Kast iswale 10 c, ill.
Pike. Providence for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar lltli, brig Robert Dillon,
Rye straw, choice, 17 00@*18 60; ;oat straw 9 60
00.
@10
Leighton, Savannah; sea s Nellie V Hokes, Gould,
Potatoes—Houl ton Rose 83@85c 4’ bush ;do HeBoston; Wm Pikenug, Hammond. Hoboken.
brons 83485c; Aroostook Rose at 80c; do heNEWPORT—In port, sebs Luella A Suow,from
hrons at 88c.
Jtocklaud (or New Yolk; Brave, Stanley. Suiltvau
fresh
killed
turdeys,
for
Poultry—Northern voung
do; Willie, Kuowltou, Deer Isle for Washingchoice 13,414c ;;do fair to good 10(412c: Weslern
ton. DC.
at
Ire-h
killed
11:412c;
DUTCH
ISLAND HAKBOK-ln port lltli.sclii
turkeys, choice,
young
NortherniCes'i killed chickens, choice 13414c,
Dtla A Slimpsou, Thomas, and Lexington, Priest,
fair to good ll@12c.
Eliza la-vensaler,
Si John. NB, for New York;
Kellar. Tbomaston for do; Jordan L Mott, Hatch,
for
ltockland
Allie
and
do; Jas W Drury,
Oakes,
Chicago Cattle Market
Baker, Portland for do; H B Cousins, Davis, BosBy Telegraph.!
Sarah
for
ton
do;
Eaton, Hudgdon, and Addle E
Snow, New Bedford for do: B L Eaton, Grierson,
CHICAGO, Jan. 12, 1888—Cattle marsel-refor
Mott-Haven; Lawrence Haines, Tibeipts 12,000; shipments —; steady with a brisk Calais
betts, Wiscasset for New Haven.
trade; natives 3 25,a3 60; steers 2 27Vi a3 75;
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
10th, sells Laura E
Stockers and feeders
cows, bulls and mixed at
Messer, Boston for Wilmington, NC; M M Chase,
2 104 6 00.
Y'ork.
for
New
Eastport
Hogs, receipts 35,000 shipments —; active slow
Sailed, sells Allied Keen, Anna A Holton, N J
ami unsettled; heavy at 6 06a5 70: mixed 6 36
Nel@6 40; light at 4 76@6 10; skips at 4 86@i>10. Dliifcinore. Allie Oakes, ltobt A Snow, Willie.Ira
D
cheep—receipts 5000; shipments—; firm and lie V ltokes, Normandy, Eliza Levensaler,
Sturgis, and Hyue,
hlgherer; natives at 3 05@4 2D; Western at 4 06
sch Forest City,
EDGA1UOWN—In
mil,
6
port
06.
Lambs
00.
@5
Johlis, New York lor Salem; L T Whitmore,and
Nellie E Gray, coastwise.
Domestic Markovs.
HYANN1S—In port lltli. sell N H Skinner,
Nickeison, Deer Isle lor New York.
By Telegraph.]
Ar 11th, soli J Nickerson, Winslow, New York
NK'v YORK. Jail. 12, 1888.—Fiour market—
for Portland.
receiqu 28,483 packages ;export» 10,801 bids and
Outside 10th, sch Sarah fit Ellen, tin New York
9.9f.o sacks; tending in buyers favor and moderfor Boston.
ately active; sales 19,000 bills.
PKOVINCETOWN—In port 11th. sells Silver
Hour quotations—Fine at 2 10.® 2 70; supernm
Spray, from New York for Rockland; B D NickerWe-terajand State 2 504 3 05: common to good
Wm Mason, do for Boston; Alice
son, do lor do;
extra Western and State *1 8 00 ®3f0; good to
Archer, do for Bath; J B Knowles, New York for
choice do atvS 60:46 10; common to choice White
lor Portland; C W Locke, do for Boston.
wneat Western.extra at 4 4044 70; laucy do at
BOSTON—Ar 10th, sch Harry Prescott. Doane,
ai 4 75 a 5 10; commoD to good extra Ohio at 3 00
Brunswick.
4 6 10: common to choice extra 8t Louis at 3 00 >
Passed Highland Light 11th, sell A It Weeks,
6 i0; pater1 Minnesota extra rood to prior' at
from Portland fur Glen Cove.
! 4044 80: choice to fancy do a! 4 86 46 10. InAr 12th, sch Jas Holmes, llyan, Belfast.
ciuiH « 3,80:* bids city mill extra at 461 >@4 76;
Cld 12lli, barque Levi S Andrews. Watts, Sagua;
1000 '.his Hue do 2 104 2 70; 17iK» bhls snicrliiia
brig Jennie Hulbert, Norton. Matauzas; sch Nan2 60a3 05; 1000 bblscxtra No 2 at 8 00i3 60;
Richardson. Cardenas.
tasket,
6100' bids (winter wheat extra at 8 00® 5 10;
SALEM—In port, sells Mat Inuls, Rockland for
6,600 bbis Minnesota ext ra at 3 00 45 10. south- York; Hunter, Whllteii, Vlualhaven for do; Jas
ern flour steady with moderate demand; common
Warren. Falktnghain, New York for Bar Harbor;
to fair extra « 3044 00; good to choice at 4 10:®
Sarah. Huntley, St John. NB, for New York.
VYhe«i-rrce:ois ».6 10. Rye flour Is steady.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 11th, sch Clias E Batch,
38;I bush; exports 46,*80 bush; sales 121,000 bu;
Malison. Bal linore.
firm and trading comparatively moderate; No 2
nominal at 91 Vic; No 2 Red at 9- >H (491Vi
Spring
Forelcn Ports.
elev and store. 92v4'wi92ViC afloat;No 1 Red 110111Ar at Hong Kong 4th lust, barqutrAldcu Besse,
iuai at 94c
No 1 White nominal 98V4c. Barley is
O’Brien. Tacoma.
quiet ali firm. Rye is quiet. I 'ei a-receipis 3 ,Passed AnJIcr 1st Inst, 6hip Tlmour. Joluison,
060 t ush exporis 3373 bush ;sales 130,000 r ush;
Man la for New York.
a trifle higher,
closing firm, trading moderate;
Passed l’rawle Point 10th inst, David Crockett,
steamer
at
«lAsc
No 3 at 69Vic;
(>(K@60Vsc elev,
...o.wa
fpmn kaiu Vfirlr fni' Aiilu'prn
deilvcr;No 2 at 61 ®61Vic elev, H2Vbc delivered.
Ar at Grenada Dec —, soil M A McCann, Hutch1400
bush;
»»ms—receipts 37,000 busli, exports
ins, Bangui via Rockland. 13 days.
pah s 128.WO bush: trifle better hut quiet; No 3
Ar ai Tuspan Dec 30, barque Mary C Hale, Higat 37V4C; White 38V4@Si c; No 2 at»8®38y*c;
gins. Vera Cruz, to load for New York.
White do 10%<44o%c; No 1 nominal; White do
.Sid
fill Turks Island Dec 13th, barque David
do
4'
White
Wesem
at
38,44(8:;
@
42Vic; Mixed
Cbapln, Hall. Boston.
40c.
«:«ffce—fair Klo dull and weak at 17Vic.
fin Guantanamo Dec 30, sell Florence RogSid
C
at
refined
6%@
quiet,
kiignr market dull;
ers. Mel end. Now York.
6%e; Kxtia C 6%@‘>c;f White Extra ( 6 6-110®
Malanzus Jan lull, brigs Tenerllfe, Tracy;
At
o
A
Vei'nw
ofl
v»
(a 681-100.staudaid
6%c;
ovic;
Eruestiua, Knlgbt; Screamer, Berry, and David
A (ny»r; Mould A 7Vic; Confectioners A at 7c;
Stowers, for North of Hatteras.
granBugbee,
at
Dowdered
crushed
7A'«c;
cm lual slid
8c;
Cld at St, John, NB, lltb, sell Florida, Reynard,
ulated 7Vi; Cubes 7%c. Peii-oleumfirm—united
York.
New
Pork
is
active
dull
42Vic.
at 96%c. Turpentine
I,«rd lower: closed firm;
and firm. Beef quiet.
Spoken.
decline recovered and less doing; Western sti am
Jan 8, sixty miles ENEot Five Fathom Lightpmt 7 70. closed 7 75; city steam 7 50; refined at
in
fair
de8
30.
•■Her
A
H
S
Holdsu, from Newport News for
7 80 for Continent;
ship, sell Goo
New York.
mand. ( hrne strong and in fair request :8tate 11
(al2Vxc.
VreicliU to Liverpool null.
Nkiu-Surrr.u Noap is carefully medicated, ane
CHICAGO. Jan. 12. 1*88-Flour Is quiet and
specially adapted for treating all diseases of thd
4 <x»«
s eady; choice to faucy winter patents at
sain,
4 25 a hhl
Southern winter at 3 60@3 85; Mich|{mpiio". of Face, Scalp or body pnatively
lean ami Wisconsin waiters .1 euss* on. uir 10
cured by Palmer's Skin Success. Soap and ointchoice seconds 2 60@3 80c; liolce to fancy Minment.
2
Is
dull
Wheat
;No
nesota patents at 4 ;i6'» 4 GO.
dull:
THIS IS WORTH
Spring at 77Vics No 2 lied 82Mic. Corn is
No 2 lije
ais—No 2 at 3iy«c
No 2 at i8iVi.c.
Bai ley—N1* 2 at 73;n83c. Provisions are
at <>2c
Laid 7 40.
excited—Mess Pork at 14 50a 14 73
TO ANY MAN,
Dry Halted *houldtT4 at 5 y>(a,6 00; short clear
WOMAN OR CHILD
sides 8 lo@8 16. Whiskey 1 10.
jOO
wneal.
26,
l.blsj
Flour,
123.000
Receipts—
who is not blessed with
bush. eoru lot O BJ tmsb oxfs 92,00) bush; rye
a fair, healthy Skin, or
1000 hush; pm ley. 41, oo hush.
=
r
bis wheat. 34,000
si ipnten:*- Flour 34 000
is troubled withhnmors.
bushi^iye
eo.ooo
busn: com, 112,0003>iuh;oata,
2
100" buso.t'Hrlej 34.0"" bush
At druggists/ Slda-SucccHs’
8T. LOU l8,Jan. 12,1888.—The Flour market Is
25c. & 75c. Skto-SucccH* 8o*p
uuiet at 2 2<iu4 46. Wheal is linn; No 2 Red at
25c. Palmer Chemical Co.*N.Y.
82e. Corn is strong at47% «4Hc, closing 47V»c
bid. Oats Arm at 32c. Iiye—little doing. Barley
cures poftiVfliA and
PntaenHliis4seccM
I
relinn at 70@H7VsC. Whiskey steady at 1 06.
ointment
little time and money. Soap and
visions weak. Pork—new mess at 16 00. Lard at with
can be obtained and pre
Skin
healthy
A
clear,
7 16. Dry saltedimeats—shoulders ft 87%@0 0O;
Soap.
of
Skin-Success
served bv the use
long clear 7 67 Vk ;clear ribs at 7 07J4@7 76;short
octlS
clear at 7 H7Va'a8 00. Bacon-shoulders at IS 60;
8 67 Vi; short clear
ribs
at
8
clear
clear
Bo;
long
at 8 76. Hams steady 10 23ftl2 O".
e oipte— h our u.OiH) bbls.gwiieat 7.000 bush,
ush. barley 00,i 00
corn 66,01 lO'hush.oai.s 32,000
bush,rye 00,00o hush.
Shipments—Flour 2,000 lihls, [wheat 0 ',000
hush, mrn 69,( Oblbush. oats 16,000 hush, ariey
0,ooo bush, rye O.ooo bush.
DETROIT, Jan.12 1888—Wheal—No 1 White
at 87%c;No 2 Red at 87‘/«c. Coni—No 2 at G2c.
11
Hoiu sake.
OatHi o. ..id

—

AND ALL PAJiTB OF

—

| damaged.

NEW YOHH. Jan. 12 (Si 8. The: ■P’.ow.ng ar
closing quotations for mining stocks to-cuy:
30
Colorado (in...*
28
HockingOoal

rou

Hrunawieky Worn Plcotia, Prince K«l<
ward* Inland, and ('ape Hrrtou.

(Mpvt

are worn out more
to

—

EAST PORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN K.8.. HALIFAX N. I

JAMES PYLE, New York.

—

Country Minister—Deacon,

I

Sold Eveiywhere.

Cld at Havana 7tb inst, barque Hannah MeLoou
Bowers. Cardenas.
Ar at Bar adoes lltli last, barque Agate, Fowei*6 Wiscasset.
Ar at IJong Kong prev to lltli Inst, barque JD
Brewer, Josselyu.New York.
Passed Asceusiou 2d lost ship Hercules, Kendall, from Manila for Liverpool.

Memoranda.
Sell Palestine. Chadwick, from Calais for New
York, winch had her how crushed ia and headgear carried away by contact witli sclir Kolon, oil
completed repairs at Cape
Scgiiin Nov 30, lias
Elizabeth Ferry aud sailed for New York 12th
inst with inward cargo.
The Kolon is laid up at
tills port.
na.qiie David Chapin, from Turks Island for
Bosluii, has been abandoned at sea. Pan of the
crew were saved and taken to Sagua by sch Luis
G Itabel, from Bostou. The captain aud part of
the crew were drowned. See general news.
Pulque American Lloyds, hunt at Stockton in
! Mo. is to be sold at New York 17th.
Sell Pillniorc, of Bluchill. lias been hauled out
on the lailway at Kocklaod to repair damage susI l imed lu Hie hue gae. Her bottom was badly

STEAMSHIP CO..

from

by washing than wearing. It is

Portland & Hochester U. K,

International

sensible, economical people, who

Falker,

Aral
liostou.

1

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of

Volliu f'rnut

Launched—Ai Datli 12th. a three-masted sclir
of 4*»y touH. named Richard F 0 Hartley, to be
of Saco.
commauded by Capt
She was
butlt by Kelley & Spear and is owned by Mr Hartot
ot
Falker
ley
Boston, Capt
Saco, amt others.

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
»nd Saturdays at « p. m. Returning, leave Pier
S«, East Ulver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. h. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septai-dtf
Oeneral Avert

Allow your Clothing,

8'i'i

.1J

I'eutraliPaclllo tsts...
Denver r. R Go lsts.
Erie 2<ie..
,®»*
Kansas Pacific Consols.
}04
Oregon Nav. lsts.
•",75
118
Union Pacific

14
14
14
14
14
14

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. .JANUARY 13.
60
rises.7 16 H1_h
|.10
Sunsets.4 24 ±11*“ wa'Br I
1134
I...10ft3in
9 101
Length of day
Moon sets...
9ft 6In
000
(

....

..

FOB

Auchoria.New York..Glasgow.Jan
Leordam.New York..Rotterdam ..Jan

*20 7

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMMIT PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

oW

SAILING JAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

KAILBUAVI.

MTKA.ntf-.Kw.

niHCELLANfiOr.

tains

STEPHEN

$ocbt Job

ami

Ho. r»

BERRY,

$aul

vletf
M.

no

medication whatever.

12

os.

contains

strength of 10 lbs. of meat. If your druggist
does not keep it, we will send a 12 os. *xMtle,
express paid, on receipt of One Dollar.
A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston. Was*.
the

octlO

m

_t

1MI.KBS

TM Ki

Mr. W. H.

FRIDAY HORNING. JAN. 18.

HTIwf'H

K1V‘I>»

AMU8EMKN18.
1*. L. 8. I .8.-Nlnll: Annual Bull.
FINANCIAL

Woodbury Si Moulton—Bank era.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Winter SliwthiK Sul*-Kliie» »ro»Waiitod—HouseKoept a to hnoo.
co.
Atkinson Jiouse i« unushlDg
F..r Sale-Om- half Interest.
Fa ■tuiMii Bros. & Bancroft.
Allure vV Co.

Tcneuiem to Let.
Way & Co.—if.
Man Wan tod._
MBS. WINSLOW’S
Advice lo Iff other*.
bOOTUlNG SYltUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the Utile
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
the little
by relieving the child from pain, and
It is
cherub, awakes as ••bright as a button.’
the child, softvery pleasant to taste. It soothes
ens the guius, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best known remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-live cents a bottle.
—

FM&W&wly

ianl6
__

civilized coun-

General Grant visited
try; yet In all ms travels, ne uau um-i
more effectual remedy for coughs and colds than
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam. Hold by urugglsts
everv

and dealers at 35 cents.
I.arge 75 cents.

Trial size 10 cents.

_

Jan'.ieod&wlw

All cases of weak or I* me back, hack
ache, rheumatism, will find re tef by wearing one
of Carter’s Smart Weed aud Belladonna Backache Plasters. Price 25 cents. Try them.
d&wlw
janlO
__

‘•Best cure for Consumption is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.’
novl8eod&w8m-cw
What Am I to Do?
Tlie symptoms of Biliousness are unhappily but
loo well known. They differ In different Individuals to some extent. A Bilious man is seldom a
breakfast eater. Too frequently, alas, he has an
excellent appetite for liquids hut none for solids of
a morning. Ilis tongue will hardly bear inspeetiou
is
at any time; If it is not white and furred, it
The digestive system is wholly out of order and
or
Diarrhoea or Constipation may be a sympton
the two may alternate. There are often Hemorrhoids or even loss of blood. There may he giddior flatulence
ness and often headache and acidity
and tenderness In the pit of the stomach. To correct all this If not effect a cure try Green's August
Flower, it costs hut a trifle and thousands attest
novldlycT
Its efficacy.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Thursday.—Horace M. Sargeant, libit, vs.
Castner et al., of Philadelphia, coal dealers. DeDecree for libellant for $92.00 aud
murrage.
costs.
Woodman & Thompson.
Putnam & Snow.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
REFORF. JUDGE HASKELL,

admlnlstiatOT of
Thursday—Bion Wilson,
Edmund Wilson, vs. the Inhabitants of the Town
of Cushing. Verdict for plaintiff for $852.16.
C. E. Littlefield.
8. C. Strout, Bion Wilson.
Charles Brenan vs. Andrew J. York et als. The
defendants are the owners, York being part
owner and master, of the schooner Benjamin C.
Cromwell. Plaintiff seeks to recover for personal
Galinjuries received on board the schooner, at been
veston, In January, 1887, claimed to have
sustained by reason of the negligence of the
officers of the vessel. Ad damnum, $20,000. On
trial.
Dennis Mealier, Wilbur F. Lunt.
Woodman & Thompson.

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BOXNEY.

Thursday.—Matthew Cadv

was

arraigned

on

nuisance indictment, and pleaded guilty.
Michael Lee pleaded not guilty on a nuisance
indictment, amt gave bail.
John It. Chaplin pleaded not guilty to a nuisance indictment, aud gave hall.
Hugh O’Connor was sentenced on two nuisance
Indlclineuts to pay $600 or one year In Jail. Com-

a

mitted

M. Chagnon pleaded not guilty to a nuisIndictment, aud gave bail from day to day.
George I. Hatch ana Walter Douglass, indicted
for breaking aud entering the dwelling house of
Woodman S. Eaton, In the night time, retracted
their pleas of not guilty and pleaded guilty. The
County Attorney entered a nol pros, as to the allegation that the offence was committed lu the
Alfred

ance

"

The fot lowing respondents tiled demurrers and
term: John A. Leonard,
alios Chubby Leonard; John R, Chaplin, Michael
Carey, Andrew Eagan, Johanna S. Hennans. William Gallagher.alias Scotchy Gallagher; Hannah
O’Toole, AJfred M. Chagnon.
Htato vs. Thomas J. Crane, alias Thomas J.
Indicted for keeping aud maintaining a
King.
liquor nuisance at Martin Flanerty's old place on
gave bail from term to

UCUUC BUCCl.

V/IOIIC

BUIU

UU

v“'

non

tried Ills case himself. Jury reploy counsel,
tired at 4 o’clock, aud at 0 o’clock were still out.
Crane pro se.
Seiders, Co. Att’y.
and

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE RECORDER DYER.

T hursdav—John Dolan and Arthur McDonald,
intoxication; lined $3 and costs each.
Martin J. Murphy.
Illegal transportation of
llpuors; $60 and costs.
Thorne F. Hart. Search and seizure; $100 and
costs.
_

BRIEF

JOTTINCS.

The sidewalks are a glare of ice and every
is looking for the new sanding machine.
The Washburn Union meets this evening
in the vestry of the Church of the Messiah.
An entertaining programme will be given.
A girl named Murphy was thrown from a
sled while coasting on Canton street Wedone

nesday night and somewhat injured.
Vincent Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Miss Nellie Webster,
street, this evening.

No. 242 Cumberland

regular monthly meeting of the W.C.T.
U. will be held at headquarters, 51J Exchange
street, Friday, Jan. 13, at 2.30 p. m.
Machigonne company responded to a still
alarm for a slight fire on Brown street last
night. The damage was trifling.
By the breaking of a flue of the boiler at
Butler School yesterday it was impossible to
The

school session, but the damage will
be repaired and the boiler fully tested today.
The Ideal Banjo and Guitar Club of Bos-

hold

a

ton were entertained

Wednesday night by

the Imperial Mandolin and Guitar Club of
this city at their rooms.
It was a cold day yesterday. The mercury
indicated from zero to 2° above in the early
to 0° below
morning In the city, and from
in the vicinity.
The ladies of the Relief Corps connected
with Bosworth Post G. A. R. were entertained yesterday afternoon at the house of Rev.
Alvah Turner, Cape Elizabeth.
A girl from Biddeford went out of her
boarding house, in this city, and. on returning, found that some lone had entered her
room and stolen her gold watch, chain and

jewelry.
A horse belonging

other

to Mr. Edward Lang
started at the foot of Chestnut street yesterday and ran away. He passed up tiie street
at a furious speed and was caught at the
Tread of Temple street. Not much damage
was done.
The Bible class for the study of the Inter.1

XlablUliai
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oviiuvn
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C. A. rooms this afternoon, at 4.30 o’clock,
will be led by Rev. N. T. Whitaker, 1). D.
Subject: ‘‘Jesus walking on the sea.”—Mattxiv: 22-30. All interested, in Bible study are
cordially invited to attend.

“—

Henry A. Hart.
Mr. Henry A. Hart, who was so badly injured in the Boston & Maine Railroad disaster, Tuesday, died in Haverhill at 7.35 p
A dispatch to Hon. Albion
m. yesterday.
Little, last night, announced the sad fact,
and also stated that he had been failing during the day and his family had little hopes
The body will be brought
of his recovery.
to this city today.
Mr. Henry A. Hart was a son of Henry
B. Hart, of the former well-known wool
firm of If. B. & H. M. Hart, of this city. He
He graduated at
was about 52 years of age.
Colby University, in the class of 1857, and
at Newton Theological Institute in 1860.
Among Mr. Hart’s surviving classmates are
W. J. Corthell, principal of the Normal

School at Gorham, and G. M. P. King, president of the Waylaud Seminary, at Washington. Other classmates were Col. Stephen
Boothby, of the First Maine Cavalay, who
was killed in battle, and Judge J. G. Soule,
of Watcrvtlle, who died only a few days
ago. From 1860 to 1865 Mr. Hart was pastor
of a Baptist church at Rockland, and from
1865 to 1800 he was pastor at YarmouthAfter the death of his father, Deacon Hart,
be became a member of the firm of Hart &
Co., wool dealers, in this city, and has been
in business for eighteen years. His two sisMrs. H. M
ters are Mrs. Albion Little and
Melcher. He leaves a widow and two ehil
the othei
(jren—one a married daughter and
of age. The fam
a son, Henry B., 17 years
Allen’s Corner, Decring
ily residence is near
but the place of business is in this city.

Langdon T. Snipe, of Bath,
the Junior colloquies at Yale.

has a

Chapman’s

Lecture In the

part

ii

PORTLAND & OCDENSBURC.

MODELS.

Who Pose on the Model
Stand for a Livelihood.

Persons

Mechanics’ Free Course.

CRTLAMP AND VICINITY.
,

ARTISTS’

ELECTRICITY.

ACOTION MLS*.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

———i—rr—i-
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F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Resolutions to the Memory of John

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Farwell Anderson.

OgdensThe Directors of the
Almost any evening there may be seen on
sorrow
the street corner in front of the post office a burg railway, sharing in tbe general
at tile death of John F. Anderson, the chief
a noble specimen of
little
fellow,
its
and
Pracbright
eyed
en
"Electricity
chanics’ Hull,
engineer of this railroad from its commenceand with a face full
tical Application.” The house was crowded I a hoy, typical of health,
ment cut'll his death, desiie to irlaco iiimii
awake
wide
is
a
!
lie
ne*slow,
of
expro-sioii
and the audience v\ere highly pleased with
for
the
records of the hoard their acknowledgaiiistan
model,
moth1),
A
the entertainment. The Iceiuie was must and alert,
vies and their adment of Ills faithful
none than once lie has pose ! on the model
all
with
id
mam.el'
illu-trated
excellently
miration of iris characterhis
aketchimiii
the
while
stand
and
Tiie
foldiagrams.
dedicated
electrical machines
Hesulval, That the enduring gratitude of the
much admired countenance The writer was corporation i- due to Inin who for tv iuy ye os,
lowing I' a brief abstrret of Hie lecture:
nod. ri uthe
of
artists
city
the
of
leading
told h; one
out anted with enthusiastic iaitb in tlu“Any one who Is thoroughly familiar with
Inc and guided by high professloli d judciaent
that the.little newsboy had posed for him
the science of hydraulics can very easily unand skill, rendered h is railroad the m is lutelllloeaIlls w o k on
several times, “ami," said lie, pointing to a
lieut ana devoted service
derstand electricity. The principles apply^ hitil_» Mountion Hiui construction through tla*
tine portrait on the wuli.'Tlmt is the result of
ing to the conveyance and utilization of w ater
ter
ami
c-ara*
ability as
tains has illustrated bis
and though:
power are almost identical w ith those apply
one of the littie fellows visits to my studio.”
an engineer. All tb t patience, study
for
the railresults
is
an
best
interesting
could do to obtain the
ing to electric power. This
'This little newsboy, however, is not the
road and the public, he gave in unstinted measure.
fact and one that should determine every
the
a
number
enters
impressive
upon
Tbe traveller, as be
meehauic to understand electricity as defi- only model in the city. There are
bis view
scenery of tbe mountains made easy to
of others among whom are one or two pronitely as lie does water or steam power.
the genius of tbe chief engineer, will exclaim,
by
witli
less
familial
or
“Everybody is more
The leading artists of the city as be wonders at tbe skill which surmounted such
fessionals.
Hie principles of water power, and may to
obstacles, that our railroad is hisl>-st monument.
not only employ models for themselves but
tlie same extent become familiar with the
Resolved, That any expression of the feelings of
when
ago
Several
years
this Hoard in admiration of bis labors as chief
principles of electric power, by considering for their pupils.
would be inadequate without leaving
other.
to
the
Students
one
eugiueer
of
the
Art
the
the analogy
Mr. John McDonald left
upon our records a token of our esteem for him
“Water In itself has no power. 'I hero are
and became teacher
York
of
New
as
a
A modest, kind aud courteous gentleman.
League
vast oeoaus of it on this globe, but .hey do
man, a citizen without fear and without reproach,
of the Art League in this city, lie made an
It is the little mountain stream
no work.
no one could come in contact with him in the
that turns the mill. Oceans of electricity are
effort to train u number of persons here for
transaction of public business and not be struck
of
all about us; everything is full of it; but it
singleness of purpose, bis uprightness
professional models. lie employed them for by bis ami
tlm lentar at t.ha Hnttnin rtf till!
bis devotion to bis duties. And all
mind,
and for his pupils, and it may he
himself
of demeanor
an
were
adorned
some
outside
these
urbanity
into
action
by
by
sea unless stirred
which conciliated opposition and won assent to
said that ho introduced, or rather, perhaps,
force. The question is frequently asked,
Ids views. His official papers have left a faithful
Where does the electricity come from did more to educate professional models in record
of the difficulties encountered and the
when you run a dynamo and get electric
Since
secured in tbe building of the road. His
one
other
than
this
triumphs
person.
any
city
or
the
it
from
draw
air,
l)o
ovumnip
find hu life have left to every one conyou
lights?
of employing models
necteii with tills company a lesson of performance
ground, or w here? The answer is, we pump that time the custom
of duty not less valuable than the skill he exhibit
it. We start with a closed circuit of copper
ftivm ■•■P'
ed In its construction. Let us indulge the hope
wire. It is just like a pipe solid full of water;
an unsuccessful effort was
Some
time
ago
that this work of his genius may long survive to
we set it moving iu one part and it lias got to
made among tho jartists to draw up a code
perpetuate his memory and to bring honor and
move in every other part, at the sainej into Ills native city.
which should regulate the price to be paid strength
stant. Whatever there is in the dynamo, or
wire, or lamps, is there just the same,whether models for posing and also to contain a list
Banner
Commandery, U. O. C. C.
it is standing still or in motion. But a moof all available models in the city that their
At a regular meeting of Banner Commandtion at the dynamo sets up a circulation
trouble. Chilthrough the whole circuit, and the power of services might be had without
ery, No. 270, U. O. G. 0., these officers wero
the electric curreut depends on the force of
dren make good character studies and a installed by D. G. C., A. It. Littlefield:
the engine that turns the dynamo. The
model of strong features is much desired.
P. N. C.—Edward Koss.
miller’s wheel is turned by falling water, but
N. C.-K. E. Littlefield.
“I am a member of a sketching club,” said
had
water
of
that
force,
previousevery drop
V. N. C_J. Auua Kose.
took
and
two
that
sun's
an
the
“We
have
to
it
instructor,
heat,
the
artist.
by
Imparted
ly
Prelate—J. M. Hamilton.
it from the ocean to the mountain top. It
Herald—E. E. Bates.
evenings of the week we meet in ray studio,
its
and
the
ocean
powK of K.—A. H. Grannell.
gives up
runs back to
and make studies from tho different models
F. K. R.—C. M. Hamilton.
er and the miller’s circuit is completed. Like
Treasurer—S. B. Hamilton.
all other forces, electricity is subject to the which we employ.
W. I. G.-Hattie P. Hill.
This beaulaw of conservation of energy.
“The model appears upon the model stand,
W. 0. G.-H. O. Hamilton.;
tiful law. discovered but a few years since,
Representative to Grand Commandery—Edward
which is, as you see, elevated about 18 inches
asserts that the sum of all the forces in the
Koss.
above the floor, and takes, at the direction of
universe is a constant quantity. If there is
Alternate Representative—H. M. Davis.
an excess of one kind of force there must be
the instructor, the desired pose. If we wish
a
corresponding deficiency of some other to work from the same pose more than one
SUBURBAN NEWS.
kind of force. One force is obtained only by
model’s
feet
the
where
the
heat
enplaces
the expenditure of some other. If
evening,
SACCAKAI’PA.
ergy is produced anywhere there must be a
rest on the stand are marked kid with chalk,
On Wednesday an employe of the counter
disappearance of chemical, mechanical, elec- and if one hand rests on a support of any
tric, or some other force, in exactly equiva- kind the
named I’ugh, had his hand so seplace is also marked so that .on the factory,
lent quantity. If mechanical force is sought
verely crushed in the machinety as to necesfor there must be an equivalent amount of
next evening the pose taken may be identiof the fingers.
heat, electric, chemical, or some other force, cal with that of the night before. We prefer sitate the amputation of three
to obtain it. Every force has its fixed value
On Tuesday evening Grand Senior Warden
men for models because, as a general thing,
in the universal market, and horse power is
on account of their greater muscular devel- ..Gilliatt installed the officers of Cummings
the medium of exchange on which all values
opment they furnish better studies. We pay
Nature cannot be cheated. the men who pose for us somewhat more Encampment, as follows:
are expressed.
Chief Patriarch—C. F. Partridge,
its
price. than we do women.”
Electricity can only be obtained at
Senior Warden—Leroy Spiller.
Electricity is a science, and as such is classiA painter who spent some time in Paris,m
Junior Warden—John Greaves.
fied by certain natural laws. Its whole sum
speaking with the writer concerning the
High Priest—George H. Winslow.
and substance, as far as known at the presmodels of that city, said: “In tho city of
Scribe—W. V. Harmon.
ent day, is collected about a few simple facts
Treasurer--S. H. Skillings.
Paris there are hundreds of people, men,
earn
their
liveliand laws, the most important of which 1
who
women and children,
Rev. Mr. LeLacheur of Portland lectured
have endeavored to make clear to you this
hood by posing as models for artists. The
course on Wednesday evenBearing these things in mind, State prohibits children under ten years of in the Methodist
evening.
you null be able to see to some extent
posing, but even as early in ing to a fair-sized audience. Subject: “My
age from
why electricity should act as it does, through childhood as that they begin to train in ordet Neighbors.”
The affairs at the leather board mill are
the whole range of its usefulness, from the
that they may follow the life of professional
extreme sensitiveness of the telephone to the
models.
Physically professional models still in an unsettled condition and work is
10
ton
of
a
enormous power
entirely suspended.
dynamo.”
keep themselves In the best condition. They
Mechanic street is lighted with electricity
indulge in boxing and fencing, and resort to
and some half-dozen lights have appeared
at
the
exercises
various
the
gymprescribed
PERSONAL.
nasium. Many of the models will pose an on Main street.
hour without rest, and one professional of
CUMBERLAND MILLS.
Gen. R. B. Ayres, commandant of the Paris boasts that he can pose longer than
Thursday morning about 9 o’clock the
ill
been
has
a
has
This
man
at
St.
artist
can
Fla.,
quite
splenpaint.
Augustine,
post
any
large two-storied building on Rochester
several days. Gen. Ayres is from Portland. did physique, and after years of training his
have become like iron, and the ar- street, known as the Pelham house, belongmuscles
DaMrs. J. W. C. Morrison of Yankton,
tists who employ him weary of painting being to S. It. Warren & Co., and occupied by
kota, formerly of this city, ie very sick with fore he tires of posing on the model stand
Mr. George Wyeth and Mrs. Whitebouse,
before them. The length of time a woman
apoplexy.
A large crowd
was discovered to be on fire.
or man model can pose depends, of course,
Mrs. A. M. Sawyer and Mrs. Osgood of
but owing to the inade.
upon the condition of their physique, the
soon assembled,
reG.
A.
a
R.,
Portsmouth, N. H., organized
pose taken and the amount of training which
quacy of the water supply but little could
lief corps yesterday at Kittery.
they have undergone.
be done to arrest the progress of the flames.
in
this
life
who
follow
the
people
Many of
The Hon. T. B. Reed has been invited to
Paris are Italians. The art schools of that The furniture belonging to the two families
address the Union League Club of Chicago>
all saved, but the house was completely
was
city pay about four francs per morning for consumed.
Three men—Messrs. Ilanscomb,
the service of a model. Of course there are
Feoruary 22d.
Blanchard and Parker—who were at work
who get
Capt. A. V. Nickels of Searsport, with his fancy models of especially fine form studios
about the fire, were somewhat injured by a
more, and in some of tho private
wife and daughter, left last week to join his
falling chimney; none of them seriously,
are held at a higher price.
they
The value of the house was
however.
if an artist, in working on some particular
ship, Iroquois, at New York bound for San
$2500 and it was uninsured.
Francisco.
painting, he often prefers the service of a
SOUTH STANDISU.
model that, more than any other, is especA despatch was received from Mr. Zenas
ially adapted to his purpose. In such a case
A lodge of the Ancient Order of United
Thompson’s friends at Haverhill yesterday the model required is retained by the artist,
Workmen was instituted at South Standish
it may be for a week or even for six weeks.
noon, stating that he was improving. He
on Wednesday evening, by the Overseer of
1 know of one man who had his whole time
will be brought home in about two weeks.
engaged for four months in advance, for
the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, with z4
Arthur T. Hall of this city, attended the
which time he had booked himself to pose charter members. Officers were elected and
New
of
meeting of the Central Association
for a score of different artists. As a general
thing I think women models get more re- installed as follows:
England Grocers at the United States Hotel,
P. M. W.-A. G. Smith.
muneration than men. and children less
in Boston, Wednesday.
M. W.—D. L. Warren.
than either.
Undraped models, whether
Miss L. F,. Norris and Mrs. A. B. Weed of
F.
-D. I>. Tripp.
men or women,
pose for about the same
__j
n.
().—O. S. Sanborn.
iu
iuc
head
models.
ncic
or
as
u»juiuuv«|
vvaic&viucy
price halfjdraped
K.—J. A. Fellows.
It is a fact that the true model takes a
nia party, which left Boston at 4 o’clock yesFin.—W. 1). Libby.
great pride in the work of his employer, and
Rec.—J. S. Davis.
terday afternoon by special train.
G. —A, P. Berry.
eventually he comes to regard the painting
The late Col. Augustus B. Perry of Boston,
I. W.-L. B. Libby.
as almost his own. It isn’t an uncommon
O. W.—H. W. .Johnson.
an artist
to
become
for
a
model
occurrence
Shawthe
left
of
83000;to
Sullivan,
formerly,
Ex.—J. A. Fellows.
Med.
and work his way up to a position of high
mut Universalist church, the income to be
standing in that profession. A professor in
used for the support of preaching.
one of the leading art scnoois oi Paris Dedonned his
he rose,—and
“Then up
Dr. J. K. Phillips of Bangor, who has
gan life as a model.”
In Boston there are probably not more
clothes”—washed with Index Soap.
been abroad for some time, in hospitals in
than a dozen or twenty professional models
Germany and Austria, and recently in the who earn their livelihood by posing for artis
on
Rotunda hospital in Dublin, Ireland,
(VtRRIACES.
ists, but in New York |there is a greater
number.
his way home.
are paid from 50
models
In
this
country
John A. Peters, Jr., has entered the law
In this city, Jan. 10. by Eev. I. P. Warren,
cents to $1.25 for each engagement.
Josiah S. Craig of West Farmington and Mrs.
office of VViswell & King of Ellsworth, as a
All models are not, as many regard them,
Salome 8. Adams of Newton Cetre, Mass.
In Keazer Falls. Jan 8, G. A. S. Fowler and
partner, and hereafter the firm will be known “low people,” nor is their calling au ignoble
Mrs. Moses Mason.
...
The firm will one. The artist respects his model and the
as Wiswell, King & Peters.
In New Gloucester, Jan. 8, Charles Brackett
model often takes a profound interest in the
Miss Hattie Edwards.
open a branch office at Bar Harbor which
paintings of his employer; a sympathetic and
Norris
of
LitchRichard
N,
In Litchfield, Jan. 8,
will be under the charge of Mr. Peters.
relation exists between the two that is selfield and Miss Cora Kidley of Bowdoin.
dom other than a pure and exalted one.
Mr. James Crosby, recently assistant libraIn Livermore Falls, Jan. 10, Wilder G. Pettengill and Miss Sarah A. Kidley.
rian of the Public Library of Bangor, has
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
taken the positio n of clerk to the city treas-

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.

Portland &

Chapman delivered an exceedlecture last night, at Meinteresting
ingly
Mr. W. H.

C. W. AU KA
1tf

V. O. HAIIJV.
mr.r14

ILL SITTINGS
MADE

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
we

Is fair at the last of the week;
give a few for

(if weather

can

Christmas.
We have thus far been able to keep up wllh our
work, notwithstanding the large quantity we have
had to do, which still gives those who wish to sit
for presents

A Last Chance Before it is

ni.

uctv

mi

uuo

uvvu

formerly occupied by Mr. Charles D.
Crosby, assistant treasurer of the Eastern
T rust and Banking Company, and more recently by Major George M. Brown.
A Washington, D. C., paper announces the
following: “A number of friends of the
contracting parties were present at the residence of John S. Poler, 32 Grant Place, yesterday morning at 10 o’clock and witnessed
the marriage of Mr. C. M. Heaton, of this
city, and Miss Ella A. Morrill of Maine. The
happy couple, after receiving the congratulations of those present, started off on a
wedding tour. On their return they will
settle at Takoma Park, where the groom is
building a nice residence, which- is nearly

ready for occupancy. The bride was the recipient ofjmanyrich and beautiful presents.”
Miss Morrell had been a clerk in the Treas
ury Department for 18 yeart.

Boys’ Legion

of Honor.

The work of the Portland Young Men’s
Christian Association among the boys of this
city and vicinity has become widely known
and fully appreciated by the parents and
The work was commenced six
friends.
years ago, during which time 1234 boys
have been brought under the influence of
A large numthe organization as members.
ber of these boys have joined the adult department of the Association. Many have
united with the churches. Business situations have been secured for a large number.
Tlie voluntary pledge made by these boys to
abstain from the use of intoxicating liquors,
tobacco and profanity, coupled with moral
and religious instruction, has done much to
mould their young lives for future usefulThe Boys’ Legion of
ness and happiness.

Honor is a part of the general organization,
society formed for the purpose of helping

a

poor boys with money, clothing, food, etc.,
and also the visitation of boys who are sick.
This society was formed three years ago
and has been the means of hel ping many
Last Wednesday evening the
poor boys.
members had an enjoyable picnic supper in
Y. M. C. A. Hall. Interesting remarks were
made by the following guests: Rev. Joseph
S. Cogswell, W. S. Corey, F. W. McKenny,
v R. Foss. H. W. Straw and Charles Dunn,
Jr. Mrs. J. C. Newton superintended the

preparation of the supper and also presided
very gracefully at the organ while the boys
indulged in sing- ing. Master Eddie Blossrm
is the efficient secretary of the organization.
Turner Brothers

greatest effort they have ever
grand closing out sale of winter
dress goods, which will commence this mornare
ing, on cash terms. Some of these goods
suitable for spring wear, and are offered at
That there
the lowest prices yet known.
is obvious
can be no deception in this matter
the

made in a

lias
from the fact that whatever this firm
their great barever stated in reference to
out by the
gains has always been fully borne
facts. In casting the eye over the advertisement. it will be seen that electrics, French
serges, bisons, alma cloth, biarritz, arinures,
diagonals, and Arlington poplins are offered
at from a half dollar to seventy-five cents
below tlie regular prices. In fancy velvets,
black silks, and satin rhadames the best values are to be obtained at greatly reduced

cost.___
Sunday School Supper.
The annual supper of the Sunday school
connected with the Church of the Messiah
took place at the church vestry last evening
After a little singing by the children to the
music of the paino, all marched in and
seated themselves at the tables which were
loaded with good things. About 350 partic-

ipated.

Here we are again offering other attractions in the Furnishing Line, and just so long as
American skill and ingenuity furnish the material, so long will there be some channel
through which it must pass to reach those for whom the products are intended. As water
seeks its level, so will all that is the highest in art choose for itself a medium which is best
suited for its advancement and disposal. That we, THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHING CO., have risen to an enviable position in the House Furnishing Lino is to be
seen by an inspection of a stock of goods that it was thought not possible to carry in Maine
other than at a loss, and it is daily demonstrated to us that while we now have as fine a line

of goods and

THE

CONCERT.

will

It Is Dr. John Buzzell who

It is to be

hoped

lead the

there will be a

that

large attendance for the Association for
whose benefit the concert will be given.
Ill HENRY’S MIN8TRELB.
To-night Ili Henry’s Minstrels will appear
at Portland Theatre, 25 star performers. An
exchange says: “Hi Henry’s Minstrels gave
one of thelrimost delightful entertainments
here last night which was enjoyed by a large
and highly appreciative audience. His company is entitled to the commendation of the

press.”

gilbert’s

opera company.

To-night the Gilbert Opera Company will
appear at City Hall in Yon Suppe’s delight-

The music of this
ful opera “Boccaccio.”
charming opera has Been most enthusiastically received wherever given. The comedy
parts are numerous and sure to please.
Everyone who heard tbe opera, when
Jeannie Winston was the Boccaccio, at Portland Theatre several seasons ago, will want
to hear it now especially W’hen presented by
Good seats can
the artists of this company.
be secured at Stockbridge’s. The “Mikado"
will be given at the matinee to-morrow, and
“Iolanthe” in the evening.
PARK oarden.

performances, by the

But three more
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given,

ex-
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opportunities should
embraced by the public.
be

and these

ill
—

be

THE WORLD.

The sensational actor Mr. J. Z. Little, supported by an excellent company, will produce the “World” with grand stage effects
and fine scenery at Portland Theatre on
Monday and Tuesday. Tickets will be ready

to-day.

THE AMATEURS.

larger and more brilliant
Portland Theatre last
night than on Wednesday, and the operas of
the “Doctor of Alcantara,” and “Trial by
Jury,” went off with greater smoothness
In our mention of
than on that occasion.
There

was even a

audience present

at

these operas mention should be made of the
excellent manner in which the house was
ushered by Messrs. Lane, Nickerson, Gilson
and Wheeler.
Y. M. C. A. COURSE.

The sixth entertainment in the Y. M. C.
A. course will be a recital of Shakespeare’s
historical tragedy “Julius Osar" by Hannibal A. Williams of New York, Thursday
evening, Jan. 19th.
Forest City

elegant in

every way as is found this side of New York.

“THE END IS NOT YET”
Our Carloads of UPHOLSTERED GOODS just received show ample proof of our confidence in the judgment of the people of Maine and their ability to gratify their tastes when
an opportunity Is offered, and certainly the elegant Plush and Leather Upholftered Couch-

I

Lodge.

Forest City Lodge, No. 10, A. O. U. W., installed their officers last evening, having as
their guests Deering Lodge of Woodford’s.
The officers were installsd by I). D. G. M.
Workman II. H. Stevens assisted by Grand
Overseer Parker Spofford of Bucksport.
After the installation the members listened
to some very pleasant remarks by Mr. Spofford, after which the members and invited
guests partook of an excellent supper. The
following officers were installed:
j> M. W.—V. W. Swhartz.
M. W.-M. 8. Burbank.
Foreman—E. M. Thornes.
Overseer—C. 8. Pettengill.
Guide—Ji. Jacobson.
Kecorder-S. P. Harmon.
Receiver—Chas. F. Roberts.
Financier—W. H. Willard.
I. W.-Jl. A. Chase.
O. W.—Peter Askhoff.
Mrs. Anna Leathers of Sangerville. aged
82 years, claims that her father, Ephraim
In
Pay son, was the first American to enlist
the Revolutionary war. Mrs. Leathers liaa
1812.
of
In
war
the
three brothers

In this city, Jan. 12, Mrs. Elizabeth R., widow
Dyer, aged 72 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock at
her late residence, No. 13 Boyd street.
In this city, Jan. 12, Susan J., wife of Alex. A.
Allen, aged 64 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at Congress Street M. K. Church.
In Sumner, Jan. 3. B. Winslow Briggs, aged
75 years.
In New Gloucester, Jan. 0, Miss Mabel Russell.
In Keadfield, Jan. 2, Asa Glle, Esq., aged 7G
years.
Ill Keadfield, Jan. 0, Thomas Butman, aged 83
years 4 months.
In Watervllle, Jan. 0, John Goodell, aged 62

of the late Joshua

years.

In Hiram, Dec. 30, Samuel Wadswarili, aged 77
years 7 months.
In East Hebron, Dec. 31, N. H. Merrill, aged
_

...

Corner Pearl and :tliddle Streets,

■

-

■
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Back and

Shoulders

the parts usually attacked by rheumatism;
and the joints at the knees, ankles, hips and
wrists are also sometimes affected. The cause of
rheumatism is lactic acid circulating with the
blood, which attacks the joints and causes the local manifestations—the pains and aches of the
disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies aDd enriches the blood, and has proven a wonderful remedy
for rheumatism.
“Eight years ago I had inflammatory rheumatism, being confined to the bed three months.
Last year! was laid up six weeks with rheumatic
fever. A short time ago 1 felt pains all over my
body, and I thought 1 was In for it again. I then
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It has done
me so much good that I must say I made a good
investment iif one dollar in medicine for the first
time. It lias driven on the rheumatism aua Improved my appetite so much that my boardiug
mistress says 1 must keep it lucked up or she win
be obliged to raise my board with every other
boarder that takes Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”—Thomas Bubkell, 99 Tillary St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Are

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. 81; six for 85. Prepared by
C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

100 Doses One

jun l

Dollar.
d&wlynrm

'carters!
rilTTLE

__-—-

EASTMAN BROS & BANCROFT

~

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here.and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo wilto do without them. But after all sick head

ling

ACHE

Is tho bane of so many lives that here is "hero
wo make our great boast. Our pills cure it whilo
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills aro very small and
ft
very easy to take. One or two pills make dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
all
who
action
their
pleaHe
gontle
purge, but by
use them. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Bold
mail.
sent
or
by
everywhere,

Jy druggists

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Small FilL Small Dose. Small W#

The sole agency ol this world [renowned Instrument.

TO

and wife without
Street. Enquire at
OFFICE, Portland aud Hoebes-

KENT-For

SMAI,«.
children, at
TREASURER S

Announce their Grand Annual Sale of

man

144 Lincoln

Railroad.13-1

ter

cough that can't be cured with
YY
Way's Compound Syrup ot Lungwort.
131
Price reduced to 25 cents per bottle.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street block, Pori

aiio.
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Union Mutual WINTER IS
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

TUESDAY, J AN 17
Cents

50

that this old aud

RE you aware that this Company has plid to

A
A

UUIIVJ*IIVIUVt9

BL.

ttian

V»

wc

shall offer

prices
purchase

to

even

large

stock of

than it is

at lower
one

our

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Homo Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furuish full information in regard to the Company
and Its plans.
UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine for their especial patronage, because
It is a HOME COMPANY, aim because of Its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans and conservave management.

THE

at

present

there is to be

10.000 yards

extra

possible

for any-

many of these

goods

market

and

a

sharp

prices

Unbleached.7
3.000 yards extra good 36 inch, Bleached, 10
2.000 yards

extra

good

42

CylUlw

OF'FICEBS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY.

BEN

Sheeting,.10
ALSO AT SAME TIME WE SHALL SELL

9 cents each
...
IO doz. 15c quality at only
“
“
11
15
....
20c
io
“
29
....
for
4 good Bosoms
g|
.20
10 doz. extra quality Bosoms at.
“
“
“
11
“
“
29
.
40c
10

;;
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WILLIAMS,

COE
will sell Boys’Winter Cap* for 25Cfs.
Men’s Winter Caps, same.

COE
is selling

(Jenulne
Plymouth
41 loves for 75 cents.

•Superintendent of Agencies, Eastern Dopa, Inert.

JAMES

COE

SINKINSON

Manager for City Agency, Portlaud.

eodtf

novB

NO HUMBUG.

COE

Look in tlie show window of Brown’s Shoe Store
and see that these goods are just as advertised, and a rare bargain.

Come Early Before tlie Sizes

Will You Do It?

Broken.

are

BROWN,
SIGN OF MA1I9TH

in our back
shop which we would like to keep
busy through the winter months
we shall offer our

Having

GOLD HOOT.

461 CONCRESS STREET,
decSleodtt

IF

Jlmlicl

YOU

ARE

Square.

a

large

OF HAVING A

Size

URGEand FASHIONABLE STOCK

—

Crayon

or

HEM WEIGHT WOOLENS
which the most economiWill
cal buyers will appreciate.
you please see our goods and get
our prices before buying.
at

sells Trunks. Bags. Shawl Straps, Silk
Umbrellas, Soft aud Stiff llats
very low.

COE,
The

prices

Very respectfully,

197 MIDDLE ST-

gaOfornia EXCURSIONS!
-AND

Other

are

Opp.

the

on

exhibition.

Falmouth

>n y

LOW

of

Cornish Bros.

Hotel.

»ip28

Jan3_eodtf

PRICES

R

will be the order of the day at WYER
GREENE k CO’S for the next 30 days;
all Kroken Lots, Samples and Misfits to
be closed out regardless of cost; Ladies’
W'aukenpkast Hoots only $2.50, former*
ly $3.50; several lots of Ladles’ Fancy
Slippers will be closed out less than
cost. No goods shown on the sidewalk.

Owen, Moore & Co.
g^Men's Furnishings Department.

BKOWN’M

Portland,

BLOCK,

....

JanG

t

Kendall <fc

Me.
eodtf

j

Ian3

West!

40
Jan 11

Ticket Office,

EXCHANCE STREET,
Portland, Me.

eod2w*

OUT NEXT WEEK.
The Itaiubler, new Stories by Thos. W.
Knox, Bose Hawthorn and others. Send

every month for

Whitney Building,
Corner Federal and

Point;*

50 cents and you will vecelve the paper
one year.

We have Itemovcd !o

Wyer Greene & Co.,
•%

MOVAL.

—

PEHSOVALLl ('OiVUl'C'TKD.
The follow Ing dates are announced for the Union Ticket Office Excursions to California and
other Western Points: Jnn t l.1, (rob. |4ib,
•AJth. March I'Ath, 'Attih. Only excursions at
rates uained through to Paclfle coast In first-clans
cars.
Pot price and further particulars, call or
send for circular to

Union
ami examine those

Hatter,

Uec7eodtt

—

or

Colored Picture

BROS.

crew

THINKING

—

Iaife

brated Nashanauunch Company and
the quality commonly sold at 29 cts.

Buck

will sell a Horse Blanket for 70 cents

—

OWEN, MOORE & CO-., will sell To-day
eighty dozen Men’s Suspenders at 10 cents a
the celepair. These goods were made by

flood Fur RoJbe for $3.50.

We have kept the same make and quality lor
years and have sold them regularly
at $3.00 per pair.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BEY YOER SHIRT FRONTS.

RINES

will sell

our

rs.35 PER PAIR.

inch, Bleached

COE

wo offer one large lot of Ladles fine Oil Tanned

order by one of tlie best manufacturers in the country; all new, fresh
and regular, at

“

good Fur Coat for $14.00.

a

Being overstocked,

made to

cents

see

ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
! J. FRANK LANG, Ass’t Secretary,
i THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAII H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

Goat Button Boots

advance.

good Sheeting, 36 inch,

DIIIEPTOBN.
Hon, Jobiau H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
IIknky C. IIctciiins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. PekcivalBonnky, Portlaud, Me.
Hon, Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. K. Richards, Kockport, Me.
George L. Debugs, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon, Frederick Bobie. Oorhara, Me.
F'rank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

TIMES OFFICE, Lowell,

jan 13_

COE
will

Blus,

A mau to feed Double Cylinder
Hoe; must also be able to make
Blass.

lg selling all kinds of Ladies’ Furs,
rery low, and guarantees to show
as large vasicty as any dealer.

THE

WANTED.
Drum

COE

the Maine Non-Forfei-

workings
Company,
Insurance is provided lor in case ol lapse.

SPECIAL.

Sheetings

a (Joed For Cap for 91*00.
Scotch Cap, 50 cents.

affairs are carefully
Directors and Offiare unques-

Its

ol

jail io

SATURDAY MORNING

Is selling

Integrity and ability

wise provisions
THE
ture Law apply only to the policies issued by
xtcndea
and under its
this

EASTMAN BROS. &. BANCROFT.
on

whose

tioned.

SALE BEGIAS AT 8.30 SHARP.

coarse ivom

COE

pays Its lossespromptly. Its policies are in
contestable after three years.

cers,

sales for this
On account of the Great Reduction made in prices, all
final.
day must be considered

ready

iuviv

IT managed by plans.
its Board of

ALL SALES THIS DAY STRICTLY CASH.

inder.

nuivicmtinno

IT

has liberal

Winter Sheeting Sale!

Ml' II

TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards ol Maine
1 Massachusetts.

IT

STORE OPEK AT 8 O’CLOCK.

HERE AND

com-

In

Dollar !

a

on

ME!

sterling
you realize
DO
pany is a HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
1848 under the laws of Malne7

DAY !

FIGURE

RED

OF PORTLAND.

CURE
SICK

PIANO!

dtl_

D-Housekeepers to know that they
can buy beans cheaper at Hounds, Cor.
Franklin and Oxford St., than at any place In
Portland; common yellow eye beans (J cents a
cents.
quart, Improved 8 cents; best pea beans 8 13-1

I.*£T—Tlie nubile know where to go to get
relief from Rheumatism and Neuralgia. C.
WAY Hi CO., sells Newell’s Mixture for 60 cents
per bottle.
_13 1

Sick Headache and relieve all tho troubles Incia£
dent to a bilious state of tho Bystem, such
after
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress moat
their
eating. Pain in the Side, Ac. While
remarkable success lias been shown in curing

Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills aro
and pre
equally valuable in Constipation, curing
also
venting this annoying complaint, while they the
stimulate
of
the
stomach,
correct all disorders
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

514 CONGRESS STREET.
declil___dtf_

WANTE

IVER

]_■!■s*

rax ax

Photographer,

Portland.

■.

___

]an!3___

70 years.

In West Denmark, Dec. 31, Mrs. Meliitable,
widow of tlie late Jos Holt, aged 70 years.

A

THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHIN 1C CO.,

DEATHS.

SAMARITANS*

choir at the concert to be given at the vestry
of Congress Square Church to-night. Dr.
Buzzell has before now led Old Folks’ choirs
and, under his skilful baton, they have always rendered their music to the great enjoyment of their listeners. The concert to-night
will be particularly pleasing, and the programme will embrace many favorite numbers.

as

'A

a»

urer.

announce

v

leave
never fail to bring forth words of praise and delight
es Lounges and Parlor Suits that
of
some very beautiful
line
show
a
now
to
have
We
in
this
direction.
nothing to be desired
in the finest of plush, the sides and back formed
Easy Chairs upholstered very handsomely
of highly polished and beautifully shaped horns—excellent care
arrangement
an
unique
by
were uniform and suitable for the purhaving been used in their selection that the forms
all In all very ornamental chairs,
to
the
attached
making
are
legs,
Hoofs
pose. Polished
manufactured.
and their value is not lessened by the quantity
well as other Easy Chairs not heretoCorner Chairs that are very odd and beautiful, as
in great numbers. Keclining Platform Rockers and
are
displayed
this
in
vicinity,
seen
fore
or lowered to any position, ure among the
Coucnes with movable heads that can be elevated
know what there is in the world
novelties in this department, all of which should be seen to
the pocketbook permits. The prices on
and what can be obtained as the fancy dictates and
A visit to our store will convince you that
all of the above mentioned are surprisingly low.
we have said in their favor, and much more would be
all
warrant
will
and
prices
the goods
allowable.

Temple St.,

DA SILVA &
lanlldOt

CO.,

New l.oudan

Cana.

EXCURSIONS 1 CALIFORNIA.

Whitney.

dtlg

ETERI KEEK VIA ILL LIVES.

For tickets and Information, apply to the Tlcke t
Agent, Boston At Maine H. K., Commercial stree t
Station. Lowest rates to all point* West and
“W"11decaodtf

.

